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In this dissertation, I map the ways that intersecting historical, literary, cinematic, and 

media narratives produce spaces commonly associated with Italy’s minority populations. My 

analysis of these spaces—squats, encampments, detention centers, urban peripheries, and coastal 

waters—uncovers the conflicting strategies of Italian identity production that have emerged in 

response to new migrations, and further examines the ways that migrants living in Italy articulate 

their own identities. I argue that popular narratives produce distinct migrant spaces by 

emphasizing alterity and framing precariousness as an essentially foreign phenomenon. 

Consequently, these spaces are seen as a threat to Italian national unity and continuity: zones of 

foreign precariousness encroaching on the stability of Italian communities. I look beyond 

mainstream constructions of migrant spaces, and examine narratives from Italy’s thriving minor 

literature and cinema. In these works, migrant authors and directors explore the potentiality of 

living precariously, constructing spaces hospitable to fragmented and overlapping identities. 

Ultimately, I argue that these works provide us with alternative ways of considering space, 

identity, and community, allowing diverse subjects to navigate the shifting landscape of a global 

age. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PRECARIOUS LANDSCAPES 

 

A Prayer to  San Precar io  

San Precario first appeared in Milan in July of 2004, as part of a protest against low 

wages and job insecurity. Protestors working with the activist group Chainworkers staged a 

mock religious procession, intoning pseudo-Latin chants and carrying placards adorned with the 

saint’s image: a man in his twenties wearing a supermarket clerk’s uniform, kneeling in prayer. 

Since then, San Precario has appeared at hundreds of protests and popular celebrations 

throughout Italy. A website dedicated to tracking the saint’s various apparitions and crowd-

sourcing his canonization calls him “the patron saint of the evicted, the poor, the under-

employed, the exploited, the extorted, the contract-less and the short-term employee. He is 

invoked to ward off neoliberalism, exploitative hiring practices, costs related to workplace injury, 

cooperatives, and mobbing.” A number of miracles are attributed to San Precario, including “the 

attainment of a long-term contract for a young man from Barletta, and the granting of disability 

pay for a Padovan woman.”1 

The central conceit of San Precario’s legend paints a bleak picture of life in 

contemporary Italy—a place where basic workplace protections, once taken for granted, are now 

as rare as miracles; where exploited workers have no recourse beyond prayer. For many in Italy 

                                                
1 “Nelle leggende, santo patrono di sfrattati, poveri, sottooccupati, sfruttati, ricattati, Co.Co.Co, 

assunti non in regola e dipendenti a termine. Invocato contro liberismo, caporalato, infortunio senza 
copertura, cooperative e mobbing […]La sua fama crebbe e molti miracoli furono a lui attribuiti. Il più 
famoso è sicuramente quello dei prolungamento all’infinito del contratto di un giovane di Barletta e della 
concessione di infortunio ad una ragazza di Padova, dopo che questa si era ferita durante il lavoro in una 
cooperativa del nord est.” See “La vita di San Precario,” http://kit.sanprecario.info/, accessed May 25, 2015. 
Unless otherwise noted, all translations from Italian are my own. 
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today, the legend doubtless rings true. Italians born in the last thirty-five years have struggled to 

find steady work in a perpetually lagging economy, and have been consistently unable to achieve 

the standard of living that their parents and grandparents enjoyed. Stable, long-term contracts 

are vanishingly rare, mortgages are granted only to those with long-term contracts, and salaries 

are increasingly unable to meet the basic cost of living.2 Growth in the private sector is stagnant, 

the welfare state is in tatters, and while higher education remains reasonably accessible, a 

university degree no longer guarantees employment.3 As a result, young educated Italians are 

moving abroad in droves, part of the so-called “brain drain” that has come to define 21st century 

Italian emigration.4 Those who remain are having fewer children, leaving Italy with a top-heavy, 

aging population.5 Recent immigration has bolstered a dwindling labor force increasingly 

dependent on contingent labor, but new migrant arrivals are inevitably accompanied by Italian 

concerns about the ways that minority populations will affect the dominant culture.  

Precariousness is the word of the day in contemporary Italy, and new derivatives have 

recently entered the lexicon. The adjective precario is now commonly used as a noun, meaning 

“precarious worker,” and discussions of class difference have abandoned the proletariat in favor 

                                                
2 ISTAT, Annuario statistic italiano 2014 (Rome: Istituto Nazionale di Statistica, 2014), 311-391. 
3 Much has been made of the declining value of a college degree in Italy. Degree holders are 

increasingly finding themselves in a double bind: unable to secure white collar employment, and over-
qualified for other, less prestigious positions. The unemployable graduate has become a trope in popular 
culture—as in the popular film Smetto Quando Voglio (2014) which documents the fruitless job searches of 
several recent graduates. In one scene, the owner of a moving company tells an applicant, “Look, I thought I 
made it clear that I don’t hire university graduates.” The applicant replies, “I know, but please understand that 
it was a youthful error that I have come to regret.” (“Guarda, sono stato chiaro: non assumo laureati.” “Ma 
guardi che è stato un errore di gioventù, del quale sono profondamente consapevole.”)  

4 ISTAT, Annuario, 499-519. 
5 See ADI Associazione Dottorandi e Dottori. Cervelli in fuga: Storie di menti italiane fuggite  

all’estero, preface by Piero Angela (Rome: Avverbi, 2001); ISTAT, Annuario, 105-149. 
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of the precariato, or precariat.6 Though the term “precarious” is most frequently used, in Italian 

and in English, as a synonym for “risky, dangerous, or uncertain,” the Latin root precariu—

meaning “obtained through prayer”—was originally a legal term referring to a person who was 

“dependent on the will of another,” or “held through the favor of another.”7 To be precarious is 

to be in debt, to lack real agency, to submit to forces outside one’s control, and to live with the 

knowledge that one’s existence is predicated on the whims of “another:” be it an employer, the 

market, or the state (and sometimes all three).   

Contemporary precariousness is unsettling precisely because it creates a system of 

dependency upon “another” who is never quite named, an unseen power operating according to 

unknowable will. The resulting existential uncertainty is accompanied by material loss: families 

divided by financial necessity, mortgages denied, contracts withdrawn or rewritten, university 

degrees devalued. The structures that traditionally provided a measure of security and continuity 

are still discernible, but they are fundamentally altered. Paths that once led to socioeconomic 

stability now bear an uncanny resemblance to Sicilian roadways built during the corrupt 

construction boom of the late eighties: onramps to nowhere, terminating midair. 

For many, life in contemporary Italy has become an exercise in disorientation, an 

ongoing struggle to navigate terrain that is at once familiar and unintelligible. In the absence of 

reliable maps or landmarks, individuals must work to reorient themselves, piecing together a 

topography that allows them to understand their relationship to others and to the nation more 

                                                
6 See Aris Accornero, San precario lavora per noi (Milan: Rizzoli, 2006); Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi, Precarious 

Rhapsody: Semiocapitalism and the Pathologies of the Post-Alpha Generation (New York: Autonomedia, 2009); Pierre 
Bourdieu, Fighting Back: Against the Tyranny of the Market (New York: New Press, 1998). 

7 See Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology or Piangiani, Vocabolario etimologico della lingua italiana 
(Bonomi): 1640s, a legal word, “held through the favor of another,” from Latin precarius “obtained by asking or 
praying,” from prex (genitive precis) “entreaty, prayer.” Notion of “dependent on the will of another” led to 
extended sense “risky, dangerous, uncertain” (1680s). “No word is more unskillfully used than this with its 
derivatives. It is used for uncertain in all its senses; but it only means uncertain, as dependent on others.” 
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broadly. Precariousness has fundamentally altered the way Italians understand identity, 

belonging, and community—locally, nationally, and globally. Different definitions of italianità 

(“Italianness”) are being articulated across a wide range of discourse, at all cultural levels. Some 

of the anxieties arising from this precarious context are familiar, and can be traced back to the 

nation’s founding. Some others are new—in particular, hostility to Italy’s growing migrant 

population, who are increasingly seen as unwelcome change personified. Any survey of the 

current landscape must confront a pressing question: how has precariousness changed Italians’ 

collective sense of who they are (and who they are together) when they perceive that the 

foundations of life are shaken? 

In the pages that follow, I will examine how Italian national identity has been changing in 

the face of widespread social precariousness. First, however, it is necessary to more clearly 

define this identity, and to explore the history that informs its present iteration. 

  

Making Ita l iani tà :  Nationhood,  Backwardness ,  and Moderni ty 

Unified Italian identity—italianità—has always been a tenuous construct. The oft-quoted 

lament of statesmen Massimo D’Azeglio—”we have made Italy, unfortunately we are unable to 

make Italians”—points to a strain of stubborn regionalism that has long been regarded as 

essential to the Italian character.8 The logic that regards regional identity as the cornerstone of 

national identity is not without a certain appeal, and fits into a line of thinking that defines 

italianità as a nationality in negative. The Italian people are united in reciprocal disunity; they are 

bonded by their distrust of the state; and they share a collective anxiety that Italy somehow falls 

                                                
8 The quote “s’è fatta l’Italia, purtroppo non si fanno gli italiani,” though likely apocryphal, is 

attributed to D’Azeglio and is often invoked in discussions of the political, economic, and cultural clashes 
that occurred in the wake of Italian unification. See Emilio Gentile, La grande Italia: il mito della nazione nel XX 
secolo (Rome: Laterza, 2011). 
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short of being European, or modern, or Western, or whatever criteria decide the global 

hierarchies of the moment.9 The intersecting social, cultural, and political factors that have been 

cited by generations of scholars—many of them Italian—in analyses of the country’s 

“backwardness” are the same invoked to describe the precarious national community that has 

developed in the 150 years following Unification.10 

The trope of Italian backwardness emerged in the early modern period, when many 

Enlightenment scholars drew parallels between the societies colonizers encountered in the New 

World with “Europe’s own savage and pagan past.” John Agnew credits this tendency with the 

fact that “a conception of the temporal transition through which the European spatial order had 

been transformed was imposed on the spatial relationship between the New Worlds and Europe 

in its entirety.”11 In the late eighteenth century, as new scientific models of development and 

evolution were increasingly applied to social contexts, Italy became a favorite subject among 

British historians and philosophers, who were eager to offer a “scientific” diagnosis for the 

political instability and economic stagnation of the resource-rich peninsula: the Italian people 

were pathologically immature and insufficiently rational. The rediscovery and re-valorization of 

Greco-Roman culture in ancient Europe (remnants of which abounded in Italy), further 

compounded the view that Italy was mired in a primitive past, unable to “catch up” to its 

Northern neighbors.  

The tendency to situate Italy in a time apart is still largely accepted today: contemporary 

                                                
9 John Dickie explores the idea of italianità as a kind of anti-nationality in “Imagined Italies” in Italian 

Cultural Studies: an Introduction, edited by David Forgacs and Robert R. Lumley (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1996), 19-33. 

10 For an examination of the ways that the idea of “backwardness” has shaped scholarship about Italy 
from the Enlightenment to the present, see John Agnew, “The Myth of Backward Italy in Modern Europe,” 
in Revisioning Italy: National Idenity and Global Culture, edited by Beverly Allen and Mary Russo (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 23-42. 

11 Ibid., 31. 
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popular historians of Italy continue to construct analyses rooted in “a simple temporal 

backward-modern couplet” that blame social and political ills on Italy’s “failed modernity.”12 

Discursive constructions of Italy by historians and social scientists continue to advance implicit 

moral judgments that belie their claims of scholarly detachment. Italy remains “Europe’s internal 

Other:” unstable, under-developed, and insufficiently white.13 

An awareness of Italian “backwardness” has been present in political discourse since the 

Risorgimento, and politicians have addressed perceived problems of disunity, under-

development, and corruption in a number of different ways: from propagandistic nation-

building initiatives that sought to foster a sense of national pride, to social analyses that blamed 

the South for the nation’s ills.14 Likewise, while Italy has only recently become a destination 

society, the xenophobic discourse that dominates representations of migrant communities is 

nothing new: the calculated opposition of Italy and italianità to colonized territories and non-

European peoples has long been a means of asserting Italy’s belonging within a white, civilized 

Europe. Colonization that began in the liberal period stressed the benevolent and civilizing force 

of italianità upon colonial subjects in Somalia, Eritrea, and Libya; while Mussolini’s brutal project 

to reclaim Empire on the African continent was bolstered by pseudo-scientific theories of Italian 

racial and intellectual superiority.15 Today, the colonial past of italianità complicates discussions 

of identity and community, especially when it comes to new migrations and emerging minority 

                                                
12 The most well-known of these is undoubtedly Paul Ginsborg, who enjoys wide popularity within 

Italy and abroad. Agnew examines Ginsborg’s tendency to pit Italy against Britain in “an unfolding historical 
narrative of a precise historic period” that inevitably finds the Italian context wanting. See Agnew, “Backward 
Italy,” 28-29. 

13 Jacqueline Andall and Derek Duncan offer a detailed analysis of the ways that Italy has come to 
embody alterity within the European context in their volume National Belongings: Hybridity in Italian Colonial and 
Postcolonial Culture (Bern: Peter Lang AG, 2010), 48-51. 

14 Dickie, “Imagined Italies;” Gentile, La grande Italia. 
15 See Italian Colonialism, edited by Ruth Ben-Ghiat and Mia Fuller (London: Palgrave MacMillan, 

2008); Angelo del Boca, Italiani brava gente? (Venice: Neri Pozza, 2005). 
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populations. 

This is because Italy has, for the most part, repressed its historical role as colonizer—

colonial history is not taught in public schools in any meaningful way, and apologia for colonial 

atrocities is common.16 As a result, contemporary discourse that seeks to assert European 

italianità largely repurposes racist tropes from the colonial period, and directs them at the non-

European migrants who reside in Italy—called extracomunitari because they come from outside 

the European Union. Media representations of migrants insist upon their difference, and frame 

much of the discussion about demographic shifts in Italy around the perceived threat that 

extracomunitari present to Italian culture and identity.17 In mainstream narratives of “multi-ethnic 

Italy,” backwardness has been projected onto new immigrants, whose supposed alterity becomes 

the new standard against which italianità defines itself. 

Thus, the migrant is a crucial figure of contemporary italianità. In order to understand 

who or what is considered Italian today, we must first understand who or what is not considered 

Italian. Analyzing mainstream representations of migrants in Italy will reveal a familiar picture of 

what Italians do not want to be, and what they fear they are. Far more interesting are the 

migrant authors who have recently entered the scene: their voices trouble the neat oppositional 

categories put forward by the Italian media, and their representations (of themselves, and of 

Italy) suggest that there is more than one way to conceive of Italian identity, and more than one 

way to inhabit precariousness. 

                                                
16 See Del Boca, Brava gente; Forgacs, Italian Cultural Studies. In more recent news, there has been 

ongoing controversy in Latina, a town in the Agro Pontino, about the decision to build a mausoleum 
honoring Rodolfo Graziani, Fascist general and war criminal. “Svolta ad Affile, Zingaretti annuncia: ‘stop ai 
fondi per il mausoleo di Graziani,” La Repubblica, April 22, 2013, accessed May 25, 2015: http://roma. 
repubblica.it/cronaca/2013/04/22/news/affile_zingaretti_stop_ai_fondi_per_il_mausoleo_di_graziani-
57227641/. 

17 See Alessandro Dal Lago, Non persone: l’esclusione dei migranti in una società globale (Milan: Feltrinelli, 
2004). 
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Migrant I ta ly :  Minori ty  Communit i es  and Minor Literature  

Despite the fact that dominant discourse on migration in Italy veers between colonial 

nostalgia and outright hostility, and despite the rapid development of cultural and institutional 

racism, Italy is home to the most prolific and rapidly growing body of migrant literature in 

Western Europe.18 Over the past 25 years, authors from more than 40 countries have published 

over 700 works with established Italian houses, many of which have received critical acclaim and 

commercial success.19 For most of these authors, Italian is an acquired language, and for many, it 

is a third or fourth. In other words, the decision to write in Italian is often not simply a choice 

between Italian and Arabic, or Wolof, or Bengali, or other languages not commonly spoken in 

the West—it is often a choice between Italian and French, or Spanish, or English: languages that 

would allow the author to reach a broader global audience. Moreover, many of these authors 

explicitly engage with Italian literary traditions, situating themselves within the national literature, 

despite institutional exclusion.20 Migrant authors knowingly occupy a precarious position, 

writing from the margins in the hopes of reaching an audience that is predisposed to deny their 

subjectivity and question their authorial legitimacy. 

The reasons individual authors choose to write in Italian vary, but a common thread 

unites the literary works that have been published in recent decades.21 Unsurprisingly, many deal 

with the experience of migration, exploring the “double absence” that separates the migrant 

                                                
18 For more on Italy’s growing literature of migration, see Roma Multietnica, which compiles a 

bibliography of new entries into the genre: http://www.romamultietnica.it/bibliografie/letteratura-della-
migrazione/bibliografie.html, accessed May 25, 2015. 

19 Most notably, Amara Lakhous and Igiaba Scego have both written multiple best-sellers. 
20 The devaluation of Italian literature authored by those not born in Italy is evident when one seeks 

these works in any Italian university library, which file migrant novels and poetry in the anthropology or 
sociology libraries, branding them ethnographic artifacts rather than works of literature. 

21 Graziella Parati has suggested that native speakers of French from former French colonies who see 
Italian as a more “neutral” choice, i.e. one not associated with personal histories of subjugation. See Migration 
Italy: the Art of Talking Back in a Destination Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005). 
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from her country of origin and the place where she resides, and many confront issues of cultural 

difference and global change.22 Beyond these thematic similarities, however, there is a larger 

commonality: by writing in Italian, migrant authors confront questions of italianità and 

problematize neat definitions of national literary traditions and linguistic communities.  

From the earliest examples of Italian migrant literature, many of which were 

autobiographical or semi-autobiographical, authors have been writing as much about Italy as 

they have about their own migratory journeys. They consistently engage with questions of Italian 

identity and the way that its production shapes the relationships and the communities they 

describe, and they examine the effects of increased precariousness on both Italian and migrant 

subjects. In so doing, these authors propose alternative models of belonging and of being 

together, where precariousness is not presented as a destructive force antithetical to community, 

but rather as a source of potentiality.   

In the chapters that follow, I explore the way that the precarious potential delineated in 

migrant literature and cinema enters into dialogue with dominant constructions of national 

identity and community in Italy.23 I will examine mainstream representations of migrants in Italy 

alongside the counter-discourse that emerges in minor literature and cinema, and I will attempt 

to map the ways that oppositional identity production and segregation coexist with more fluid 

models of subjectivity and being-together. The resulting maps are not representative of any one 

geographical space; rather, they reveal the sites where exigent questions of identity, community, 

and belonging converge. Throughout this dissertation, I will pause to offer the reader “markers” 

                                                
22 See Abdelmalek Sayad, The Suffering of the Immigrant, trans. David Macey (Cambridge: Polity Press, 

2004); Parati, Migration Italy. 
23 See Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Kafka: Towards a Minor Literature, translated by Dana Polan 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986); A Thousand Plauteaus, translated by Brian Massumi (New 
York: Continuum, 2004). 
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that locate these convergences in time and place—revealing dynamics of oppression and 

identification that night otherwise go unnoticed. Identifying these sites and unpacking their 

significance will allow us to better understand how contemporary Italian identity is changing.  

 

Marker:  Work Wil l  Make You Free (Pigneto ,  25 Apri l  2011) 

On the morning of April 25, 2011, traffic in Rome was unusually light for a Monday. It 

was a holiday, the anniversary of Italy’s liberation from Nazi-fascist forces, and many offices and 

stores were shuttered. Pigneto, a working-class neighborhood that has been recently become a 

favorite of university students and under-employed graduates, was no exception. Nonetheless, 

by mid-morning, a flurry of activity around a pedestrian bridge connecting Pigneto to the major 

thoroughfare Circonvallazione Casalina had disturbed the calm holiday morning. Police vehicles 

arrived first, followed closely by journalists from Rome’s major dailies, and finally a small 

construction crew brought in to dismantle an art installation that had been erected overnight by 

persons unknown. 

In the center of the pedestrian bridge, there was now a cast iron sign, curving in an arch 

several meters high. People leaving the neighborhood to access public transportation and the 

city beyond found themselves passing under a unnerving and familiar slogan: “work will make 

you free,” an English translation of the German phrase that notoriously adorned the main gate 

at Auschwitz. In the hours following the sign’s removal, there was much speculation about the 

installation’s meaning. A recent rash of vandalism by Roman neo-fascist groups attempting to 

re-brand the 25th as a “national day of mourning” led many to initially interpret the gesture as 

anti-Semitic provocation. Right-wing politicians seized on nearby graffiti featuring the five-

10



 

Figure 1: An installation on a pedestrian bridge in Pigneto. (ANSA: 
Rome, 2011) 
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pointed star of the Red Brigades and indicted the radical left.24  After two days of speculation 

and outraged press releases from various government officials, the artist behind the sign spoke 

out in an anonymous interview with Il Fatto Quotidiano, a minor left-wing newspaper. He 

declined to reveal his identity, but offered a brief biography: he held an advanced degree in art 

history, and was eking out a living with short-term, freelance jobs. He strenuously denied any 

connection to right-wing groups, and lamented the widespread misinterpretation of his gesture. 

His intent, he said, was to draw attention to the plight of the precariat, Italy’s growing 

contingent labor force, and to ignite a debate on the exploitation of Italian and immigrant 

workers: “By installing this gate in a peripheral area inhabited largely by young precarious 

workers and extracomunitari who have become illegal immigrants, I wanted to make everyone 

reflect on the fact that a piece of the Lager is in our cities, as we mindlessly walk around 

them.”25 

Following this logic, the intended meaning of the Anglicized Nazi slogan emerges. The 

linguistic shift—from the German of twentieth century totalitarianism to the English of the 

global marketplace—dislocates the viewer, superimposing the space of the camp onto the space 

of the city. In contemporary Italy, the sign suggests, the space of exception is no longer confined 

to the Lager, but has spilled into the city proper; Primo Levi’s Musulman is today embodied in 

two figures: the extracomunitario and the precario. While it might seem that an Italian citizen with a 

Masters in graphic design and an undocumented Senegalese laborer have little in common, their 

                                                
24 “Roma come Auschwitz: Insegna a Pigneto,” Leggo, April 25, 2011, accessed May 25, 2015, 

http://www.leggo.it/articolo. php?id=118241. 
25 “Io volevo che guardando questo cancello, installato in una periferia, abitata da giovani precari ed 

extracomunitari oggi diventati clandestini, tutti riflettessero sul fatto che un pezzo di lager è nelle nostre città, 
mentre noi ce ne passeggiamo spensierati.” In “Parla l’autore dell’insegna di Auschwitz al Pigneto,”  Il Fatto 
Quotidiano, April 26, 2011, accessed October 14, 2014, http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2011/04/26/ 
esclusivo-parla-lautore-dellinsegna-di-auschwitz-al-pigneto/107083/.  
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continued economic survival is contingent on the whims of employers and the quirks of the 

market. In contemporary Italy, to work is to be precarious.   

Seen in this light, the Pigneto installation reveals an anxiety about contemporary life in 

Italy that often goes unarticulated in mainstream debates on immigration: Namely, that refugees 

are not simply the vanguard of their peoples, as Hannah Arendt once noted, but the vanguard of 

all peoples—that global trends of increased mobility and diminished stability are beginning to 

manifest in the West, which had previously thought itself exempt. 

The anonymous artist insisted that his was a gesture of solidarity, meant to awaken a 

shared political consciousness among different marginalized groups. In response to allegations 

that his installation trivialized Nazi atrocities, he insisted on the validity of his critique, and asked 

readers to redirect their outrage to the political leaders responsible for changing labor practices: 

“It’s not like I’m the one making a concentration camp; society itself is an enormous 

concentration camp. We all live in a concentration camp.”26  

A generous interpretation might call the Pigneto installation a clumsy attempt to provoke 

the public into re-thinking the concentration camp; to consider the camp, as Giorgio Agamben 

suggests, “not as a historical fact and an anomaly that—admittedly still with us—belongs 

nonetheless to the past, bur rather in some sense as the hidden matrix and nomos of the political 

space in which we still live.”27 However, there is a troubling lack of nuance (to put it mildly) in 

the artist’s execution. The installation effectively elides the intersecting systems of oppression at 

work in contemporary Italian cities, and heavy-handedly conflates different forms of 

marginalization in the service of producing a unified precariat. More importantly, the notion that 

                                                
26 “Non è che sono io a fare il campo di concentramento, è la società che è un enorme campo di 

concentramento, noi viviamo in un campo di concentramento.” In “Parla l’autore,” Il Fatto Quotidiano. 
27 Giorgio Agamben, Means without End: Notes on Politics, trans. Vincenzo Binetti and Cesare Casarino 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 37. 
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“we all live in a concentration camp” ignores the fact that there is an actual concentration camp 

in operation less than 15 miles from Pigneto, and that not all members of the precariat can be 

imprisoned there. 

 

Centers  o f  Temporary Permanence :  Detent ion and Abjec t ion in Contemporary Ita ly  

The CIE (Center for Identification and Expulsion) in the Roman suburb of Ponte 

Galeria is one of thirteen migrant detention centers currently operating in Italy. Until 2009, CIE 

were known by a different name: “Centro di Permanenza Temporanea,” which is most 

accurately translated as “Center for Temporary Stay,” a moniker only slightly less Kafkaesque 

than the more literal “Center for Temporary Permanence.” Though the rationale behind the re-

branding of these facilities was never officially explained, the current name expresses more 

clearly the intended purpose of the centers, while the former name captures something of its 

ethos: the CPT/CIE is a place where non-Italian subjects are incarcerated within a juridical gray 

zone for an unspecified period of time.28 

Located in urban peripheries, in decommissioned state buildings and military barracks, 

Italy’s thirteen CIE house between 1,500 and 1,900 migrants awaiting identification and 

deportation. Though the centers fall under the purview of the Interior Ministry, there are few 

administrative guidelines for camp operations, and most are run in a cooperative and often 

improvised effort between charitable organizations like the Red Cross, local police, and the 

                                                
28 The overwhelming majority of people detained in these centers come from countries in Eastern 

Europe, Northern Africa, and Asia; foreign nationals from wealthier nations experiencing visa issues generally 
have access to different legal channels. One notable exception is the case of a black American tourist without 
proper documentation who was detained by the Carabinieri in 2009 and “mistakenly” confined to a CIE for 
ten days. 
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military.29 The CIE is that “apparently anodyne place” which delimits “a space in which, for all 

intents and purposes, the normal rule of law is suspended, and in which the fact that atrocities 

may or may not be committed does not depend on the law but rather on the civility and ethical 

sense of the police that act temporarily as sovereign.”30 More than any other space in Italy today, 

the CIE represents the desire of the Italian public to exercise control over migrant subjects by 

placing them in a state of legally-enforced precariousness. Confining refugees to camps and 

reducing them to what Agamben terms “bare life” creates a distinction between the Italian 

subject and the refugee.31 Citizens cannot legally be held within the exceptional space of the 

camp; there exists a state of precariousness from which they are exempt. 

Detention centers dedicated to the identification and repatriation of foreign nationals 

appeared about ten years after the first large-scale migrations to Italy. In 1998, the passage of the 

Turco-Napolitano law established three separate kinds of facilities: CPSA (Emergency Response 

and Welcome Center), usually located at border stations and designed for brief periods of 

detention as migrants await assignment to a long-term center; CARA (Welcome Center for 

Asylum Seekers), longer-term residency camps which sometimes allow detainees to come and go 

within a predetermined daily window; and CIE, which are de facto prisons for those being 

processed for deportation.32  

Since their inception, the legal grounds and regulations for these detention centers have 

remained willfully vague. Though Italian law putatively recognizes as separate legal categories 
                                                

29 Caterina Mazza, “La gestione dei Centri di detenzione amministrativa per stranieri in  
alcune democrazie contemporanee: uno studio comparativo tra la realtà italiana e quella francese,” paper 
presented at the 26th Annual Conference of the Department of International Studies and Public, Social, and 
Economic Institutions, Università Roma Tre (Rome, September 13-15, 2012).  

30 Agamben, Means without End, 42. 
31 Ibid. 
32 The Italian names for the above acronyms are as follows: CIE (Centro di Identificazione ed 

Espulsione); CPSA (Centro di Primo Soccorso ed Accoglienza), and CARA (Centro di Accoglienza per i 
Richiedenti Asilo). Until 2007, CIE were known as CPT, “Centri di Permanenza Temporanea.” 
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asylum seekers, irregular immigrants (those holding lapsed permits or visas), and illegal 

immigrants (those who have bypassed border control upon entry), in practice these distinctions 

are imprecise and conferred by judges after a single hearing—typically lasting fewer than five 

minutes—at which defendants are given inadequate legal representation and little opportunity to 

account for themselves.33 Regardless of the ruling issued on an individual’s legal status, the type 

of facility he is then sent to is at the discretion of local magistrates and police officials.34 Under 

the statutes laid out in Turco-Napolitano, migrants could be held indefinitely—or, in legalese: 

for a period “strictly limited to the time necessary to determine the identity and qualification for 

remaining in Italy, and for determining whether or not they should be deported.”35 

The Bossi-Fini law, passed in 2002 by the second Berlusconi government, expanded the 

scope and capacity of migrant detention centers, and authorized police forces to carry out all 

border control activities, including expulsions.36 Provisions included in Bossi-Fini at the urging 

of international human rights organizations—including a maximum detention period of 30 

days—were annulled by subsequent legislation, most notably the third Berlusconi government’s 

Security Package, which passed in 2009 following the declaration of a “state of emergency” due 

to “persistent and extraordinary influx of non-EU citizens” and the presence of Roma and Sinti 

nomadic communities within Italy.37 The Security Package extended maximum detention from 

                                                
33 Shalini Iyengar, Carla Landri, Margherita Mini, Abigael Ogada-Osir, Emanuela Roman, Tatiana 

Skolan, Ulrich Stege and Maurizio Veglio, Betwixt and Between: Turin’s CIE: A Human Rights Investigation into 
Turin’s Immigration Detention Centre (Turin: International University College of Turin, 2012), accessed May 25, 
2015, http://www.iuctorino.it/content/betwixt-and-between-turin%E2%80%99s-cie. 

34 Article 14, Turco-Napolitano Law, Disciplina dell’immigrazione e norme sulla condizione dello straniero, L. 
40/1998, Gazzetta Ufficiale no. 59, March 12, 1998, accessed May 25, 2015, http://www.italgiure.giustizia.it/ 
nir/lexs/1998/lexs_350344.html. 

35 Article 14, Turco-Napolitano.  
36 Article 35, Bossi–Fini Law, Modifica alla Normativa in Materia di Immigrazione e di Asilo, L. 189/2002, 

Gazzetta Ufficiale no. 199, August 26, 2002, accessed May 25, 2015, http://www. italgiure.giustizia.it/nir/ 
lexs/2002/lexs_387182.html. 

37 Disciplina dell’Immigrazione e Norme sulla Condizione dello Straniero, L. 40/1998, Gazzetta Ufficiale, no. 
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30 days to six months; in 2011 the law was amended to extend the maximum length of detention 

to four years, depending on the migrant’s legal status and the circumstances of her arrest.38 

As it stands, any undocumented migrant in Italy can potentially be confined to any one 

of 26 detention centers for an undetermined period of time. While CPSA are generally 

administered by the Carabinieri and the Italian Coast Guard, CARA and CIE are managed at a 

local level by the prefecture. As a result, day-to-day operations and police or military 

involvement vary widely among individual facilities, and are perpetually subject to change. 

Information about conditions and practices within these centers is limited, and scheduled 

inspections by human rights groups have revealed significant differences with regard to the 

quality of structures, and the treatment of detainees, including access to legal and medical care.39 

In the first decade of the twentieth century, the Italian government was strongly and repeatedly 

criticized by the Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture, Human Rights 

Watch, and Amnesty International for observed conditions and reported abuses within the 

camps.40 

The living conditions of migrants detained in CPSA, CARA, and CIE facilities worsened 

considerably during the Arab Spring, and have only continued to deteriorate in subsequent years. 
                                                                                                                                                       
59 12 March 1998, accessed May 25, 2015, http://www.normeinrete.it/cgibin/ StampaFrameURN?URL 
=http://www. italgiure.giustizia.it/nir/lexs/1998/lexs_350344.html. 

38 Disposizioni in materia di sicurezza pubblica, Supplemento ordinario n. 128,  L. 94/2009, Gazzetta 
Ufficiale n. 170. July 24, 2009, accessed May 25, 2015, http://www.normeinrete.it/cgi-bin/StampaFrame 
URN?URL=http://www.italgiure.giustizia.it/nir/lexs/1998/lexs_350344.html. 

39 See Human Rights Watch, “Stemming the Flow: Abuses Against Migrants, Asylum Seekers and 
Refugees,” Human Rights Watch (18: 5, 2006); Medecins sans Frontieres, “From North Africa to Italy: Seeking 
Refuge, Finding Suffering,” Medecins sans Frontiers, May 2, 2011, accessed May 25, 2014, http://www.doctors 
withoutborders.org/publications/article.cfm?id=5218 &cat. 

40 See Amnesty International USA, “Italy: Invisible children – The human rights of migrant and 
asylum-seeking minors detained upon arrival at the maritime border in Italy,” Amnesty International USA, News 
and Events, February 23, 2006, accessed May 25, 2014,  http://www.amnestyusa.org/document.php?lang= 
e&id=ENGEUR300012006; European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading 
Treatment or punishment, Rapport au Gouvernement de l’Italie relative à la visite effectuée en Italie par le Comité européen 
pour la prévention de la torture et des peines ou traitements inhumains ou dégradants (CPT) du 16 au 23 juin 2006 
(Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 2007); Human Rights Watch, “Stemming the Flow,” 2006. 
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The arrival of nearly 60,000 refugees from Northern Africa in early 2011 prompted an escalation 

of the ongoing “state of emergency” that had first been declared in 2009. Additional emergency 

provisions relaxed already-cursory regulations for the treatment of detainees, authorized the 

construction of temporary facilities and the ad-hoc expansion of others, and extended the 

authority of magistrates and police forces in assessing individual cases and enacting detention or 

expulsion.41 Throughout the spring of 2011, there were widespread reports of substandard 

housing facilities, limited access to basic amenities, and abuses by police and military forces. 

Conditions were particularly dire in the new temporary shelters: a visit to the provisional CARA 

in Santa Maria Capua Vetere in Campania revealed over 1,000 detainees living outdoors with 

minimal access to running water. The only facilities, as such, were 25 tents arranged in a circle 

and surrounded by a barbed-wire perimeter fence.42 Though the Santa Maria Capua Vetere 

CARA was closed after being partially destroyed by fire in June 2011, the Interior Ministry later 

revealed plans to make it a permanent long-term detention center.43 Given the current 

geopolitical climate, it seems likely that the detention center—the space par excellence of 

precarious existence—will become a permanent feature of the Italian landscape.  

CPSA, CARA, and CIE camps are frequently in the news, as new reports of human 

rights abuses or unrest among detainees emerge. In the winter of 2011 and 2012, migrants 

detained in Rome’s Ponte Galeria CIE engaged in riots and hunger strikes—with thirteen 

inmates sewing their own mouths shut—in response to ill treatment and poor living conditions. 
                                                

41 See Amnesty International, Italy: Amnesty International findings and recommendations to the Italian 
authorities following the research visit to Lampedusa and Mineo: Briefing Paper (London: Amnesty International, 2011); 
Medecins, “From North Africa.” 

42 Commissione Staordinaria per la Tutela e la Promozione dei Diritti Umani, “Rapporto sullo stato 
dei diritti umani negli istituti penitenziari e nei centri di accoglienza e trattenimento per migranti in Italia,” 
Rome: Senato della Repubblica, March 6, 2012, accessed May 25, 2015, http://www.asgi.it/public/ 
parser_download/ save/1_2012_rapporto.carceri.pdf. 

43 Medici per i Diritti Umani, L’iniquo ingranaggio dei CIE: Breve analisi dei dati nazionali completi del 2011 
sui centri di identificazione ed espulsione (Rome: Medici per i Diritti Umani, July 2012). 
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According to observers from the Italian NGO Doctors for Human Rights, the male barracks in 

Ponte Galeria “fail to meet even minimal requirements” and exhibit “no respect for the human 

dignity” of detainees.44 In December of 2013, the Lampedusa CPSA came under renewed 

international scrutiny when an inmate released video of detainees being stripped naked and 

battered with water from a high-pressure fire hose. A subsequent audit of the facility by non-

profit LegaCoop Siciliano found that “the gravity of the situation within the Lampedusa CPSA 

cannot be overstated.”45 

Stories such as these are common in the Italian media, but in the absence of some fresh 

crisis or damning report, the existence of CIE, CPSA, and CARA facilities goes largely 

unremarked.  The experience of detainees remains unknown to the Italian public: those who are 

not deported often choose to leave Italy upon their release. A few anthropologists and 

sociologists who have been permitted to work with detainees have published scholarly work on 

their findings, but even they do not include their subjects’ testimony.46 With the exception of a 

few Italian activists who make an effort to record oral histories when possible, the voices of 

those held in detention remain unheard.47 Nonetheless, the silence of the detained and the 

deported  reverberates through many works by migrant authors, and has shaped an emerging 
                                                

44 Medici per i Diritti Umani, Behind Higher Fences: Report on the Identification and Deportation Centre of 
Ponte Galeria in Rome, Medici per I Diritti Umani, May 2012, accessed May 25, 2015, http://www. 
mediciperidirittiumani.org/pdf/BEHIND_HIGHER_FENCES.pdf. 

45 Legacoop Sicilia, “Le condizioni strutturali del Centro di accoglienza di Lampedusa sono di una 
gravità inaudita,” Legacoop Sicilia, 2013, accessed May 25, 2015, http://www.legacoop.coop/cpsa-di-
lampedusa-ecco-la-relazione-della-commissione-dindagine-di-legacoop-sicilia/. 

46 See Marco Rovelli, Lager italiani (Milan: Rizzoli, 2006), and Federica Sossi, Autobiografie negate. 
Immigrati nei lager del presente (Rome: Manifestolibri, 2002). Both Rovelli and Sossi recorded hours of interviews 
with detainees, but chose to record those interviews in narrative form, dramatizing the accounts and utilizing 
the third person, rather than reproducing the words their subjects used: “It’s dark. Ahmed wakes up and 
looks for his flashlight. It’s four in the morning in Ponte Galeria, and he’s going to have to hurry if he wants 
to make it to the shower before his roomates.” (“È buio. Ahmed si sveglia e cerca la lampadina. Sono le 
quattro del mattino a Ponte Galeria e deve sbrigarsi se vuole arrivare alle docce prima dei suoi compagni di 
stanza.”) Sossi, Autobiografie, 36. 

47 Gabriele del Grande, who runs the well-regarded blog Fortress Europe, a has sponsored a number 
of web series and short films about the CIE. 
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Figure 2: A map of CIE, CPSA, and CARA facilties (Rome: Interior  
Ministry, 2012) 
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counter-discourse that seeks to resist the erasure of migrant subjectivity.48 

The silence that surrounds detention centers is matched by their invisibility: all are 

located in peripheral areas, and some are in militarized zones inaccessible to civilians and 

journalists. Many are not even marked on maps (due either to security concerns or simple 

oversight). These centers exist in a perpetual state of emergency at the margins of Italian cities, 

expanding slowly but steadily, as Italian politicians on the left and right alike insist that they are 

more necessary now than ever before.  

Over the last two decades, the Italian landscape has reshaped itself around these invisible 

spaces which constitute the “hidden matrix and nomos” of political space in contemporary Italy. 

The continued existence and expansion of these facilities confirms Agamben’s claim that “the 

state of exception, which used to be essentially a temporary suspension of the order, now 

becomes a new and stable spatial arrangement inhabited by that naked life that increasingly 

cannot be inscribed into that order.”49 As such, any attempt to map the sites where 

precariousness and potentiality converge must begin by acknowledging these camps, and the 

bare life contained therein. In the chapters that follow, I will trace the ways that the Italian 

government’s project of enforcing and normalizing the mandated precariousness of migrant 

subjects in facilities like the CIE—where well-being and survival is dependent upon the whims 

of security personnel—has come to inform the production of social space and community in 

contemporary Italy. The space of the camp precludes any engagement between Italians and 

migrants; precariousness in the camp is absolute. Beyond the camp, however, commonalities 

begin to emerge, revealing the potential for engagement, solidarity, and community that inheres 

                                                
48 Parati traces the evolution of this counter-discourse in literature of migration from the 1990s. See 

“Strategies of ‘Talking Back,’” in Migration Italy, 23-53. 
49 Agamben, Means without End, 43. 
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in precariousness. 

  

Mapping Migrant I ta ly :  Precar iousness  and Sol idari ty  in the Global  Age  

In his coverage of humanitarian crisis in the Lampedusa CPSA during the spring of 2011, 

RAI journalist Davide Camarrone identified a growing apathy among the Italian public about 

blatant human rights violations. He attributed this apathy to a “wariness” he had observed 

among Lampedusa residents, some of the only Italian citizens who were confronted with the 

refugee crisis in their day to day lives. “The South’s wariness,” he argued,  

feeds on the fear that these newly arrived migrants—from a world so different 

from our own, and yet so close geographically that in this part of Italy, of Sicily, 

we are actually further South than the city of Tunis—herald an unhappy 

tomorrow. It feeds on the fear that we will have to give something up in the 

name of solidarity: a solidarity we ourselves have relied on in the past and that we 

may, perhaps, come to rely on again.50  

In this brief passage, Camarrone articulates several common tropes that characterize the 

migration debate in Italy. The way Camarrone (and other Italian journalists) employ these tropes 

to produce specific identity categories merits further reflection. 

First, he acknowledges that dominant discourse in Italy tends to consider immigration in 

the context of a zero-sum game, in which Italians “will have to give something up” if they offer 

hospitality to asylum seekers. According to this model, the infiltration of Europe by residents of 

                                                
50 “La diffidenza del Sud si nutre della paura che questi arrivi—da un mondo così diverso dal nostro, 

il Nordafrica, eppure così vicino a noi, al punto che una parte d’Italia, della Sicilia, è fisicamente più a Sud di 
Tunisi—possono far d’annuncio di un domani meno felice di oggi; si nutre della paura di dover rinunciare a 
qualcosa, in nome di quella solidarietà della quale abbiamo fruito in passato e della quale, un giorno, forse, 
vorremo fruire ancora.” See Davide Camarrone, Lampaduza (Palermo: Sellerio editore, 2012), 29. 
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the global South will bring about an inversion of the “progress” that underpins neoliberal 

society. The threat of a new slide into backwardness carries significant weight in Italy, a nation 

which has often seen itself marginalized within and excluded from narratives of Western and 

global development. In response to this threat, discursive constructions of italianità emphasize 

the differences between North and South, Lampedusa and Tunis, attempting to wall Italy into 

Fortress Europe and relegating the refugees within its borders to abjection and invisibility.  

Unpacking this emphasis on difference is fundamental to understanding the way that 

matrices of belonging, community, and identity have shifted during the last three decades in 

Italy. As I demonstrate in the following chapters, recent narratives in Italian media and popular 

culture tend to correlate—and in some cases conflate—the arrival of immigrants to Italy in late 

1980s with a definitive loss of national stability and prosperity. Seen in this light, current social 

and financial precariousness is a consequence of recent immigration. These narratives contrast 

the unstable, multi-ethnic present to a revisionist picture of a generically happier “Italian past,” 

pieced together from a selective reading of a precise historical period: beginning with partisan 

resistance during World War II, continuing through the economic miracle of the 1950s, and 

entering into decline during the unrest of 1968.51 Nostalgic reconstructions of this period reveal 

the idealized characteristics of italianità, conjuring an Italy that is ideologically anti-Fascist and 

humanitarian, confidently industrialized and globally competitive, strongly rooted in home 

ownership and stable employment, and bound by traditional Catholic notions of family and local 

community. 

                                                
51 David Ward emphasizes the importance of this period recent constructions of Italian national 

identity, and argues persuasively that the tropes particular to this historical narrative (resistance, local 
community, family) have been co-opted by nearly every political movement in Italy since the founding of the 
Republic. See David Ward, “The ‘Italy’ in Italy: Old Metaphors and New Racisms in the 1990s” in Revisioning 
Italy: National Idenity and Global Culture, edited by Beverly Allen and Mary Russo (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1997), 81-97. 
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Of course, this account of Italy is a fantasy, arising from a selective and reductive reading 

of the nation’s history. While this Italy may never have existed as such, it is certainly non-

existent today, and the public actively mourns its “loss.” With so much lost, and so much still to 

lose, it is no wonder, as Camarrone suggests, that there is a certain “wariness” towards refugees. 

He frames this “wariness” as a recent trend, invoking a pre-modern, Mediterranean “solidarity” 

that he believes persisted in the Italian South long after unification.52 Today, Camarrone argues, 

Mediterranean solidarity has been suspended in Italy’s continuing state of emergency—and this 

rejection of solidarity in favor of nationalism is the true crisis of contemporary Italy.53 The 

loss—or lack—of solidarity is a recurring theme in discussions of Italian identity, and one I will 

return to frequently in the pages that follow.  

This construction of Italy’s relationship to its Mediterranean neighbors (once mutually 

respectful and beneficial, recently acrimonious), is not uncommon in popular historical 

narratives. Though I would suggest it is both historically inaccurate and inappropriately rosy, the 

juxtaposition of national defensiveness and extra-national solidarity offers an apt starting point 

for my analysis of the ways that community is articulated within contemporary italianità. My first 

chapter explores Italy’s role in the Mediterranean world from the liberal period, which saw the 

resurrection of the Imperial Roman term “Mare Nostrum,” to the present, where the sea has 

become an unmarked mass grave, a symbol of Italy’s inability to exert control over its coastal 

waters. In order to better understand the currents of solidarity and refusal that cut through 

Mediterranean waters, I draw on several recent representations of migratory crossings in popular 

Italian film and migrant literature, and analyze the Mediterranean’s function in contemporary 

notions of subjectivity and (trans)national identity. 

                                                
52 Camarrone, Lampaduza, 34-35. 
53 Ibid., 58. 
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My second chapter travels inland, and examines the case of the nomadic Roma people, 

who first came to the Italian peninsula over six hundred years ago. For the past sixty years, the 

Roma have been subject to an aggressive containment campaign that has imposed progressively 

harsher restrictions on their movements and has denied them access to basic civil rights. I trace 

the state interventions—most notably the creation of institutionalized “nomad camps”—that 

contributed to the end of nomadism in Italy and throughout Europe, and place growing anti-

Roma sentiment in the context of broader demographic and economic shifts. Finally, I identify 

strategies that the Roma have adopted to resist to their extreme marginalization within Italy, and 

the explore the breakdown of boundaries between settled and mobile communities, both in 

nomad camps and Italian cities. 

My examination of the urban fringes continues in the following chapter, dedicated to the 

improvised spaces of migrant squats and shantytowns, which the Italian press consistently 

depicts as hotbeds of criminality and symbols of urban decay. I analyze media and cinematic 

representations of these spaces in order to identify the tropes that Italian and migrant authors 

use to differentiate makeshift settlements within the larger built environment. The chapter 

concludes with a look at the racialization of squats and shantytowns in mainstream 

representations—squatting, once a key protest tactic used by a variety of Italian political groups, 

is today considered a strictly migrant phenomenon. This shift has fundamentally altered the way 

that the Italian public conceives the relationship between public and private space, as well as the 

interaction between the individual and the space of the city. 

My final chapter leaves the margins in order to explore the urban center. Here, my aim is 

to investigate irruptions of alterity within the city’s social fabric. I begin by looking at the 

development of “ethnic neighborhoods” and the complementary dynamics of segregation and 
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contamination that accompany their growth. I analyze appropriations of  different spaces—train 

stations, piazzas, and commercial centers—by migrant groups in recent years, and track the 

responses to these appropriations in popular culture and migrant literature. This network of re-

purposed spaces constitutes one of several alternative maps that can be discerned in works by 

migrant authors, which effectively rewrite Italian spaces by treating the city as a text that can be 

reconfigured and received in any number of ways. The migrant “rewriting” of Italian maps 

concretizes the possibility of transforming precariousness into potentiality.  

Undoubtedly, the precarization of life in Italy has created a climate of mass anxiety and 

uncertainty, for migrants and citizens alike. The peculiar terror of acknowledging that one’s 

existence is determined by forces beyond one’s control (and one’s understanding) has led many 

in Italy to adopt a defensive stance meant to ward off precariousness through brutality and 

segregation. The map of how Italian “wariness” has reconfigured the landscape is precise and 

easily legible: it is dotted with camps, its cities are carved into neat ethnic neighborhoods, and its 

borders are indifferent and impenetrable. I am interested in uncovering alternative maps, 

composed of sites that fall outside the reassuring strictures of established national community 

and unified italianità. Surveying the spaces where people are forced to confront the problems of 

being and being together will, I hope, reveal the possibilities contained within precarious 

landscapes. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

REPRESENTING THE MEDITERRANEAN: BELONGING AND IDENTITY AT SEA  

 

Mare Nostrum in the Global  Age  

If we are to uncover new maps that enable migrant and Italian subjects to navigate 

precarious life in contemporary Italy, we must first chart the history of relations in the region, 

beginning with the modern period. It was then that the cultural and geopolitical significance of 

the Mediterranean region was rewritten, when Napoleon’s invasion of North Africa transformed 

the relationship between continental Europe and its Southern neighbors. Iain Chambers notes 

that this first European attempt to appropriate what remained of the Ottoman Empire left the 

Mediterranean “suspended in a net woven by the objectification of alterity and the civilizing 

mission with which modern, ‘progressive’ Europe had taken possession of the rest of the 

world.” The suspended space of the sea—no longer simply a collection of coastal waters whose 

control had passed between local and imperial powers—had now become “an aesthetic and 

cultural measure: It’s very ‘backwardness’ and difference held up to modern Europe the mirror 

of a lost world of antiquity, uncontaminated nature, and pristine origins.”1 The Mediterranean 

became a central staging area for the colonialist European foreign and domestic policy of the 

nineteenth century. The entire region came to be seen as the decaying birthplace of civilization, 

in need of rescue (from itself) by those who had heeded the call to progress and modernization.2 

It is significant that ideas of “antiquity, uncontaminated nature, and pristine origins” 

                                                
1 Iain Chambers, Mediterranean Crossings: the Politics of an Interrupted Modernity (Durham: Duke University 

Press,  2008), 12. 
2 See Claudio Fogu, “From Mare Nostrum to Mare Aliorum: Mediterranean Theory and 

Mediterraneanism in Contemporary Italian Thought,” California Italian Studies Journal 1 (2009); Chambers, 
Mediterranean Crossings. 
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could be very easily inserted into any number of discursive constructions of Italy in the modern 

period, which were often articulated by the same voices giving shape to a Mediterranean world. 

A Northern European, largely British gaze—which regarded the Italian peninsula either as a 

Grand Tour playground or as an artifact about which the Romantics could poetically wax—was 

as fundamental to creating an image of Italy as “Europe’s internal Other”3 as it was to 

constructing the Mediterranean as “the mirror of a lost world.”4 In Antiquity, the sea had made 

the region rich through the exchange of goods, knowledge, culture, and language. In the modern 

period, the region was defined by a more uneven form of trade: while goods and resources still 

travelled from South to North, cultural, linguistic, and political influence were strictly confined 

to channels running North to South. The colonial re-framing of the Mediterranean was 

consistent with a European ethos that fused geography and temporality: while the South 

remained mired in the past, the North had privileged access to the future.5 

It was in this climate that Italy arrived—late, as always—to European statehood. In the 

years following unification a number of propagandistic nationalizing projects were taken up by 

politicians, educators, and artists.6 Arguably the most successful among these initiatives was the 

myth of Mare Nostrum, a revival the Imperial Roman name for the Mediterranean, which sought 

                                                
3 For a discussion of the ways that Italy has come to embody European alterity, see Andall and 

Duncan, National Belongings, 48-51. 
4 Chambers writes extensively about the ways in which modern European intellectuals and academics 

(led by the British) contributed to a construction of the Mediterranean region as “a lost world” in a markedly 
colonialist climate, thus creating a “scientific” imperative of imperialist “recovery”: “It was in such an 
atmosphere that the seeming neutrality of archaeology, the study of the classics, and the modern disciplines of 
geography, anthropology, and historiography collated the contemporary sense of the Mediterranean as an 
integral part of Europe in a deliberate act of recovery and resurrection.” Chambers, Mediterranean Crossings, 14. 

5 Agnew, “Backwards Italy;” Chambers, Mediterranean Crossings; Ward, “The ‘Italy’ in Italy.”  
6 Olga Tamburini traces the intersection of art and politics in the construction of the Mare Nostrum 

myth, weighing the contributions of major figures such as Paolo Orano, Francesco Corradini, and Gabriele 
d’Annunzio alongside less visible contributors (newspaper correspondents, curriculum designers). See Olga 
Tamburini, “La via romana sepolta dal mare: mito del Mare Nostrum e ricerca di un’identità nazionale,” in 
Mare Nostrum. Percezione ottomana e mito Mediterraneo in Italia all’alba del 900, ed. Stefano Trinchese (Milan: 
Angelo Guerini, 2005), 41-95. 
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to claim the sea as rightfully and historically Italian.7 The politics of Mare Nostrum emerged in 

late nineteenth century and remained a popular trope in educational and political discourse until 

the fall of the Fascist government. At it’s heart, the rhetoric of Mare Nostrum is an attempt to 

change the terms of an ongoing conversation about Italy’s place in Europe and its relationship 

to the rest of the world. While the dominant European intellectual and political gaze saw Italy 

and the Mediterranean as two sides of the same backwards coin, the Mare Nostrum myth 

emphasized Italian domination of its coastal waters and, by extension, its neighboring shores: it 

is no accident that Mare Nostrum rhetoric soared to popularity in the years following the 

humiliating defeat of Italian troops by Ethiopian soldiers in 1896 at the Battle of Adwa. By 

exhorting Italians to read the Mediterranean as a symbol of past imperial glory, Mare Nostrum 

projected all the markers of modern Europe onto a young nation state that remained highly 

disorganized and unstable: the waters of the sea offered proof that Italy had a historical legacy to 

uphold, a civilizing mission to be undertaken by a proud and united Latin race, duty-bound to 

restore the backwards shores of North Africa to the glories of Italian imperial control.8 

The possessive adjective at the center of the Mare Nostrum myth warrants further 

examination. Claudio Fogu notes that Italy is the only nation with a Mediterranean coastline to 

have claimed ownership of the sea, and that thus “it is only modern Italians who have had the 

privilege (and curse?) of having to contend with a legacy of appropriation” as ideas of the 

Mediterranean and Mediterraneanness change in the face of new geopolitical realities.9 Fogu 

                                                
7 For critical readings of the impact of Mare Nostrum rhetoric, see Salvatore Bono, Un altro 

Mediterraneo: una storia comune tra scontri e integrazioni (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2008); Roberto Daintto, 
“Asimmetrie mediterannee. Etica e mare nostrum,” NAE 3 (2003): 3-18; Stefano Trinchese, ed., Le cinque dite 
del sultano. Turchi, armeni, arabi, greci, ed ebrei nel continente Mediterraneo del 900 (L’Aquila: Textus, 2005); Trinchese, 
Mare Nostrum. 

8 See Tamburini, “La via romana,” 41-95. 
9 Fogu, “Mediterranean Theory,” 6. 
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contends that in the last decades of the twentieth century, mainstream Italian representations of 

the Mediterranean register a traumatic shift from Mare Nostrum (our sea) to Mare Aliorum (the sea 

of the Other)—the channel by which migrants from the global South arrive in Europe. This 

shift has accelerated in recent years, as increased migration by sea has left Italy scrambling to 

define and defend its position within the Mediterranean region.  

In 2013, following a massive shipwreck off the coast of Lampedusa which resulted in the 

death of nearly 400 refugees from Libya, the Italian government launched Operation Mare 

Nostrum, a year-long naval “rescue mission.”10 Though Operation Mare Nostrum was putatively a 

humanitarian effort, the rhetoric used to justify and promote the mission revealed less 

benevolent motives. In an October 2013 press conference, Defense Minister Mario Mauro 

described the operation as both “military and humanitarian, providing a surveillance apparatus 

that will allow for effective rescue at sea, and will increase the protection of human lives.” 

Mauro then ceded the podium to Interior Minister Franco Alfano, who continued: “The point is 

that Italy must reinforce border protections […] this mission will act as a significant deterrent 

for those who traffic in human lives, a deterrent guaranteed by military patrols authorized to 

intercept and detain.”11 Subsequent coverage of Operation Mare Nostrum reinforced the idea that 

the mission’s primary objective was maintaining control of Mediterranean waters, rather than 

reducing migrant fatalities.  

                                                
10 At the time, the “Lampedusa tragedy” was one of the largest maritime disasters in recent history, 

though it has since been eclipsed: most notably, in April 2015, more than 1,200 refugees died in five separate 
shipwrecks over the course of a single weekend. 

11 “Sarà un'operazione militare ed umanitaria e prevede il rafforzamento del dispositivo di 
sorveglianza e soccorso in alto mare per incrementare il livello sicurezza delle vite umane […] Il punto è che 
l'Italia rafforza la protezione della frontiera esterna e questa missione avrà un effetto deterrente molto 
significativo per chi pensa di fare impunemente traffico di esseri umani […] un effetto che sarà garantito 
dall'azione di pattugliamento, con la possibilità di intercettare.” From “Immigrazione, dal Consiglio dei 
Ministri via libera ad Operazione ‘Mare Nostrum,’” Corriere della sera, October 14, 2013, accessed June 3, 2015, 
http://corrieredelmezzogiorno.corriere.it/palermo/notizie/cronaca/2013/14-ottobre-2013/immigrazione-
consiglio-ministri-via-libera-operazione-mare-nostrum--2223480042921.shtml. 
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Figure 3: Three versions of Mare Nostrum. Left, a postcard advocating Italy’s entry into WWI 
invokes D’Annunzio. Top right, Fascist promotional materials depicting Italy’s colonial  
territories. Bottom right, an infographic detailing the resources engaged in Operation Mare 
Nostrum (Rome: ANSA, 2013). 
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Whatever its motives, Operation Mare Nostrum rescued more than 140,000 migrants 

between October 2013 and November 2014. However, it was unpopular with the Italian public: 

the left suspected it would lead to human rights violations, while the right maintained that the 

promise of rescue encouraged migration. The mission was also hugely expensive, and Italy failed 

to secure substantial monetary support from EU member states.12 Operation Mare Nostrum 

lasted only one year, concluding after a compromise was reached in European Parliament: Italy 

would withdraw from international waters, and all patrol and rescue would be taken over by 

Frontex, the security subcontractor that oversees much of the EU’s border operations. Frontex’s 

Operation Triton is not a replacement for Operation Mare Nostrum: it has about one third the 

funding, one quarter the craft and personnel, and Frontex agents are not permitted to operate in 

international waters, drastically limiting the scope of the mission. Since Operation Triton took 

effect, there has been a dramatic spike in Mediterranean shipwrecks, and human rights 

organizations predict that fatalities in 2015 will break previous records. 13 

Explaining the decision to transfer control to Frontex, Interior Minister Alfano issued a 

brief statement that reads like a reflection on relationship of italianità to the Mediterranean over 

the years: “Italy is ready to close down Mare Nostrum. We always said that we would close Mare 

                                                
12 Recent Mediterranean migration has exacerbated tensions in Italy’s already contentious relationship 

with Europe, bringing old resentments to the fore. The Italian government speaks of neglect by other EU 
member states, who expect Italy to take on the lion’s share of border control for the Schengen States; the EU, 
meanwhile, is frustrated by Italy’s inability to prevent the influx of immigrants arriving from the Maghreb and 
Middle East. At several points over the past fifteen years, disputes over this issue have led various Italian 
politicians to call for a withdrawal from the European Union altogether. See “Europe’s Huddled Masses: Rich 
Countries Must Take on More of the Migration Burden,” The Economist, August 6, 2014, accessed June 6, 
2015, http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21612152-rich-countries-must-take-more-migration-
burden-europes-huddled-masses. 

13 European Council on Refugees and Exiles, “Mare Nostrum to End – New Frontex operation will 
not ensure rescue of migrants in international waters,” ECRE Weekly Bulletin, October 12, 2014, accessed 
May 25, 2015, http://ecre.org/component/content/article/70-weekly-bulletin-articles/855-operation-mare-
nostrum-to-end-frontex-triton-operation-will-not-ensure-rescue-at-sea-of-migrants-in-international-
waters.html.  
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Nostrum once Europe did its share.”14 The question of whether Europe is really “doing its share” 

is far from settled, but the end of Mare Nostrum (both the military operation and the national 

myth) seems unavoidable: Italy cannot meaningfully claim ownership of an area policed by 

private security forces under contract with Brussels.  

Today, the Mediterranean has ceased to be sea onto which Italy may project its national 

unity, pride and ambitions, but traces of Mare Nostrum still linger, complicating Italy’s 

relationship to South and North alike. In this chapter, I will examine the echoes of Italian 

ownership in narratives of migratory Mediterranean crossings from popular culture, migrant 

literature, and cinema. Mainstream Italian representations of the Mediterranean rhetorically 

construct the sea as an extension of national territory, thus furthering a logic that sees all 

migration as, at best, an act of trespass, and at worst, an invasion. The sense of Italian 

dispossession that underpins the invasion narrative leads me to two questions about the 

Mediterranean’s current form. First, to whom does the Mediterranean belong? And, perhaps 

more importantly: who belongs to the Mediterranean? 

 

Mediterranean i ta l iani tà :  Community ,  Belonging,  and Possess ion  

Transnational Mediterranean identity, or “Mediterraneanness,” has been described as a 

supplementary mode of belonging, a broader sense of community which extends beyond 

borders and identities. Stefano Trinchese argues that this supplementary function is central to 

the Mare Nostrum myth, which made the sea a symbol of Italy’s imperial legacy and also offered a 

fluid sense of coastal belonging as a stepping-stone to a more concrete national identity.15  

                                                
14 ECRE, “Mare Nostrum to End.” 
15 Stefano Trinchese, “La ‘memoria blu:’ rappresentazioni del Mediterraneo all’inizio del 900” in 

Trinchese, Mare Nostrum, 38. 
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Despite dramatic linguistic, cultural, and historical differences, the logic went, a Genovese dock 

worker and a Sicilian fishermen were both part of the same maritime economy. The myth of 

Mare Nostrum presented the Mediterranean as an alternative context capable of fostering extra-

regional affinity and national pride. The notion of Mediterranean belonging is still present in the 

contemporary period, though it plays a different role: Fogu notes that “post-Cold War 

globalization has also created a much more fertile ground for ‘supplementary forms of 

belonging’ like Mediterraneanness to counteract stifling forms of identity linked to nation, 

religion, and class.”16  

In line with Fogu’s argument, I would further argue that the Mediterranean’s supposed 

supplementary character offers a key to understanding the transformations that the sea-as-

signifier has undergone in contemporary Italy.17 The myth of Mare Nostrum and global 

Mediterraneanness both supplement italianità, though they do so in very different ways, revealing 

the evolution of a discourse which defines identity in relation to belonging and ownership—and 

sometimes mistakes one for the other. 

The Mediterranean “belonging” asserted by the Mare Nostrum myth seeks to bolster ideas 

of modern, unified italianità: the sea belongs to us, and therefore we can assert our colonial 

imperative and prove our modernity; we belong to the sea, and so we also belong to each other. 

The recent shift from Mare Nostrum to Mare Aliorum is traumatic precisely because contemporary 

Italian perspectives still situate the Mediterranean within a colonial framework which knows 

                                                
16 Fogu, “Mediterranean Theory,” 7. 
17 Derrida posits the supplement as that which assumes the apparently secondary function of aiding 

or enriching an entity which presents itself as whole, continuous, or natural; any premise of wholeness, 
continuity, or naturalness is simultaneously buttressed and belied by the supplement’s presence: “The 
supplement adds itself, it is a surplus, a plenitude enriching another plenitude…But the supplement…adds 
only to replace. It intervenes or insinuates itself in-the-place-of; if it fills, it is as if one fills a void.” Jacques 
Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1997), 145. 
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only possession and dispossession: the sea now belongs to those who would colonize us, 

revealing our failed modernity; if we belong to the sea, we cannot belong to each other—we too 

are Other. Anxieties about Italy’s place in Europe and in the Mediterranean transform the sea 

into an enemy to be subdued in the ongoing struggle to produce italianità as European, white, 

and modern. This mythologized italianità cannot countenance supplementary belonging in 

today’s Mediterranean, and cannot conceive of belonging divorced from possession.  

In the late twentieth century, a number of Italian scholars began rethinking the 

supplementary belonging of Mediterraneanness as part of a challenge to the central tenets of 

“Mediterranean Studies,” an academic discipline that rose to popularity in post-war Europe, and 

that often uncritically reproduces modern ideological tropes of backwardness and civilization—

Fogu calls the development of the field “a story of neglect of Italian scholarship, and much 

more directly a tale of British academic hegemony.”18 New Italian iterations of 

Mediterraneanness seek to articulate the region’s complex history, and to parse the transnational 

relations that create a fluid sense of community.19 Italian sociologist Franco Cassano is perhaps 

the most visible proponent of a school of thought that sees transnational Mediterranean culture 

as the remedy to overly rigid constructs of religious, class, and national identity.20 For Cassano, 

Mediterraneanness is the supplement that subverts the whole: a sea capable of loosening the 

                                                
18 Fogu, “Mediterranean Theory,” 2. For a more complete analysis of the British construction of the 

Mediterranean, see Michael Herzfeld, “The Horns of the Mediterranean Dilemma,” American Ethnologist 11 
(1984), 439-54; and Herzfeld, “Practical Mediterraneanism: Excuses for Everything, from Epistemology to 
Eating,” in Rethinking the Mediterranean, ed. W. V. Harris (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005) Herzfeld 
terms the anthropological classification of the region as Europe’s backwards counterpart—an idea with roots 
in the modern which was reified in the social sciences in the postwar period—as “Mediterraneanism.” This 
should not be confused with “Mediterraneanness,” which is here used to describe a sense of Mediterranean 
community and belonging. 

19 Among others, see: Fernand Braudel, La Méditerranée. L’espace et l’histoire (Paris: Flammarion, 1990); 
Bono, Un altro Mediterraneo; Massimo Cacciari, Arcipelago (Venice: Adelphi, 1997); Cacciari, Geo-filosofia 
dell’Europa (Milan: Adelphi, 1994), Dainotto, “Asimmetrie.” 

20 See Franco Cassano, Il pensiero meridiano (Rome-Bari: Laterza, 1996); “Southern Thought” Thesis 
Eleven 67 (2001). 
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suffocating social configurations of modern life on land, a belonging beyond possession.  

Cassano’s “Southern thought” posits an alternative history of Italy and italianità 

predicated on a radical understanding of Mediterranean community: the sea belongs to all of us, 

all of us belong to the sea (and to each other). While I do not take issue with this sentiment, 

even a cursory look at recent geopolitical changes in the region reveals a fundamental 

incompatibility between Southern thought and Mediterranean reality. Over the past several 

decades, Italy has systematically and violently asserted its military and political control of 

Mediterranean waters, and virulent xenophobic rhetoric (much of it directed at migrants from 

neighboring Maghreb) has dominated political and media discourse. Given these recent—and 

hardly unprecedented—developments, I think it is necessary to revisit the relationship between 

italianità and a broader Mediterranean identity. Is Mediterraneanness a subversive supplement, or 

merely a sentimental overextension of climatic and culinary affinities? 

Cassano argues that Italy has never properly belonged in (or to) Europe, and blames 

many of the country’s ills on its capitulation to “those fanatical, calloused (and well-paid) 

modernizers who travel the world preaching development as the mandatory form of 

salvation.”21 He situates Italy firmly in the South, and observes that “the word ‘South’ has 

become synonymous with backwardness, hunger, ethnic atrocities, refugees and mass exodus.” 

For Cassano, true resistance to this discourse depends upon the South’s ability to “view itself 

independently and not through Northwestern eyes, which see the South as an anomaly, an 

anachronism, an accumulation of pathologies that will disappear only if and when the South 

becomes something other than itself—if and when it becomes the Northwest.”22 Southern 

thought, in its rejection of the Northwestern ethos, proposes an alternative framework of 

                                                
21 Cassano, “Southern Thought,” 2. 
22 Ibid., 1-2. 
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human knowledge and relations capable of eroding the strictly hierarchized interaction between 

Northern and Southern identities in the global age.23  

 Cassano sees in the Mediterranean an alternative model of encounter and 

communication, a sea between lands able to—as the name suggests—“mediare le terre.”24 The 

Mediterranean is thus uniquely resistant to the bipolar model outlined by Carl Schmitt, who 

orients human experiences between two extreme poles of Land (identity/community) and Sea 

(freedom/rootlessness).25 Cassano argues that this opposition produces “fundamentalisms:” 

fundamentalism of the land is the force which “chains men and women, immures them with 

their belongings, shreds their individualization,” and stops them from experiencing the freedom 

that comes with movement and encounter; it “knows only fidelity, and sacrifices every other 

value to it, impaling those who try to escape.” While he does propose a complementary 

fundamentalism of water—occurring where “the sea obliterates the beauty and the sweetness of 

the land, the call and anchoring of return”—he locates it in the ocean: “the vast uneasy expanse 

where people live their own eradication, having deserted an anchor, a mooring, a refuge, a 

home.”26 The Mediterranean, he argues, is immune to both, as a space defined equally by 

departure and return: “thus, while it is certainly identity, it is simultaneously a weakening of 

identity.” Bridging three continents and three cultural and theological traditions, the 

Mediterranean is unique in that it has always functioned as “a point of contact and conflict 

where it is impossible to avoid relation to the Other.”27 And, while he concedes that this 

                                                
23 Cassano, “Southern Thought,” 2-3. 
24 Franco Cassano and Claudio Fogu, “Il pensiero meridiano oggi: Dialogo con Franco Cassano” in 

California Italian Studies Journal 1 (2010): 8. 
25 See Carl Schmitt, Land and Sea, translated by Simona Draghici (Washington: Plutarch Press, 1997). 
26 Cassano, “Southern Thought,” 4. 
27 “Quindi esso è sicuramente identità, ma nello stesso tempo anche un indebolimento dell’identità 

[…] un punto di contatto e di conflitto in cui è impossibile sottrarsi al rapporto con l’altro.” Cassano and 
Fogu, “Pensiero meridiano oggi,” 3. 
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inevitable contact with the Other does not always bring about a distinctively Mediterranean 

peace arising from “balance, from mutual recognition, from respect for the dignity of others, 

from exchanges, from translations, from curiosity and knowledge,”28 he contends that any 

disturbance of Mediterranean waters serves an important function. Conflicts and catastrophes 

remind us that if “the most pressing issues on the planet are found in their highest concentration 

on this sea,” then the Mediterranean is not a space of “delicate dream-like nostalgia, but rather 

belongs to the present.”29 

Cassano’s Mediterranean is an exigent space, and he convincingly presents the sea-

between-lands as a zone of potentiality that fosters new modes of being together and upends 

fundamentalisms—be they Northwestern, Southeastern, telluric, or maritime—without 

eradicating the individuals who remain trapped within them. Nonetheless, I would argue that 

Cassano glosses over the colonial and imperial histories (rife with fundamentalisms) which have 

played out on sea-between-lands. The innate Mediterranean community he describes demands a 

highly selective remembrance of the cultural and political shifts in the region, and minimizes the 

ways that the politics of belonging and possession have been written and re-written on the 

water. While it is certainly true that Cassano is more concerned with the potentiality of 

Mediterranean interaction, today this potential is rarely realized. Many of the cultural 

commonalities among different Mediterranean territories are the result of conquest and 

occupation; while one could certainly classify these as examples of “exchange” or a very 

problematic form of “communication,” it seems unlikely that these interactions arose from 

“respect for the dignity of others” or principles of “mutual recognition.” 

After more than a decade of policies that have steadily increased the presence and 

                                                
28 Cassano, “Southern Thought,” 5. 
29 Ibid., 7. 
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powers of the Italian military in the Mediterranean, I think that it is fundamentally incorrect to 

say that the sea is a space where it is “impossible to avoid relation to the Other.” The Italian 

practice of réfoulements, or push-backs—wherein migrant boats are accompanied back to their 

ports of origin by military personnel who are not required to hear asylum requests—has in fact 

made the Mediterranean one of the few places it is entirely possible reject any relation to the 

Other, to refuse mutual recognition. Moreover, political and media responses to recent migrations 

have so far failed to challenge the fundamentalisms of Italian national identity. Granted, public 

opinion about new minority populations varies widely, and political positions range from racist 

ultra-nationalism to multiculturalism. However, even these extreme positions share the 

supposition that italianità is a superior cultural identity that should be protected; they differ only 

in the means of that protection—mass deportations on one end of the spectrum, Eurocentric 

“tolerance talk” on the other.30 

The notion that contemporary constructions of italianità are meaningfully informed by a 

sense of transnational belonging that extends equally onto all Mediterranean shores is 

unconvincing. Nonetheless, as flawed as Cassano’s argument is, his emphasis on potentiality is 

worth exploring. The Mediterranean is more than an arena of state violence and anonymous 

death; it is also a space of vitality. This tension between precariousness and potentiality begs the 

question: is the sea-between-lands fated to simply reproduce the uneven transformations of its 

imperial and colonial past, or can it become a space of encounter and mutual recognition? As 

Italian popular discourse continues to frame the Mediterranean as yet another colonial territory 

which has slipped from its control, is it possible to change the terms of the discussion, to 

imagine the Mare unaccompanied by any possessive adjective? 

                                                
30 Wendy Brown, Regulating Aversion: Tolerance in the Age of Identity and Empire (Princeton:  

Princeton University Press, 2008). 
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As a discursive construction born in the West and nurtured on oppression and 

exploitation, it seems unlikely that the Mediterranean can be transformed into a site of belonging 

unbound by possession. Chambers is correct to describe the Mediterranean as a place “that is 

imaginatively constructed: the political and poetical articulation of a shifting, desired object and a 

perpetually repressed realization.”31 As such, the Mediterranean exists within a narrative that 

precludes true communication among residents of its various shores. European actors are seen, 

heard, and remembered, all others are erased: “excluded from representation, removed from the 

calculus of modernity, other histories, other bodies and lives, are left to survive in the dark: 

broken narratives denied the coherence that comes with recognition.”32 Shedding light upon 

those lives and bodies, giving voice to those narratives would, Chambers notes, completely 

overturn the “imaginative” construction of a sea which has been central to Italian (and 

European) identity: “the forgotten do not complete the picture; rather, they query the frame, the 

pattern, the construction and advance what the previous representation failed to register.”33 

Thus, the Mediterranean can become a site of equitable communication and exchange only 

when hegemony is replaced by multiplicity, allowing long-silenced voices to be heard. 

This is, ultimately, the crux of the problem: as Italy grapples with a complex colonial 

legacy, swinging between nostalgia and denial, the Italian gaze that regards the sea and those 

who traverse it has yet to confront the realities of the Mediterranean. The migrants who arrive in 

Italy over Mediterranean waters unsettle because they evoke repressed figures of italianità: as 

post-colonial subjects, they recall modern Italy at its most brutal; as migrants (like the millions 

who fled the peninsula in the twentieth century), they recall modern Italy at its most feeble. 

                                                
31 Chambers, Mediterranean Crossings, 10. 
32 Ibid., 19-20. 
33 Ibid., 59. 
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Migrant bodies are water-logged reminders of a national identity formation as unconvincing as it 

was vicious; they expose the precariousness of Italy’s past and reveal the shared precariousness 

of a global present.  

In its current construction, mutual recognition on the Mediterranean seems improbable; 

a site where oppression and repression are bound to one another in a causal chain is ill-suited to 

encounter. Even in the face of global change, the Mediterranean remains a fluid barrier between 

North and South, a glossy and uneven surface onto which Italy projects its own image and sees 

its (own, internal) Other reflected back. As long as the Mediterranean remains a false mirror, 

there can be no recognition: those who fail to perceive themselves will be unable to perceive 

others. It is thus necessary to break the mirror, to “query the frame,” as Chambers suggests: in 

the pages that follow, I will take up Chambers’ injunction to examine representations of the sea 

and its subjects which trouble the dominant construction of the Mediterranean and cast the sea 

as a potential site of encounter and mutual recognition. First, however, it is necessary to 

establish the “frame” itself, and to examine some of the images and discursive strategies that 

have shaped popular narratives about the Mediterranean and those who endeavor to cross it. 

Doing so will allow us to mark more clearly the potentiality of Mediterranean encounter, and to 

imagine what forms Mediterranean belonging might take today. 

 

Marker:  The Vlora (Port  o f  Bari ,  8 August  1991)  

My examination of the shift that Italy’s relationship to its surrounding seas has 

undergone in its recent re-configuration as a destination society begins with one image, as 

resonant today as when it was captured on August 8, 1991. The iconic photograph shows the 

Vlora—an Italian-built, Albanian-run cargo ship whose captain and crew had been overwhelmed 
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by refugees as they loaded cargo in Durrës one day earlier—standing docked in the port of 

Bari.34 The Vlora occupies the center of the frame, a calm blue sea visible in the background. In 

stark contrast to the untroubled water is another sea which stretches in front of the ship, filling 

the foreground and mirroring the Adriatic, creating the impression that both seas extend into 

opposing horizons. This is a human sea, a densely-packed mass of bodies, turbulent with colors 

and textures; it churns across the dock, spilling over the edges and blurring the line between dry 

land and open water. 

When the Vlora docked in Bari there were more than 20,000 people on board. Italian 

anxiety about the vulnerability of the Adriatic coastline had been running high since March, 

when nearly 27,000 Albanian refugees arrived in the ports of Bari and Brindisi over a two-day 

period aboard ferries, speedboats and improvised rafts. By August, national panic over the 

March landings had largely subsided, and the Italian media no longer gave subsequent, smaller 

arrivals top coverage. The Albanian diaspora was now common knowledge, one of many 

phenomena triggered by the fall of the Iron Curtain. Summer holidays were approaching, and 

Italy was entering the torpor that generally accompanies the weeks surrounding Ferragosto. The 

appearance of the Vlora snapped the country violently back to attention. Italians sat riveted as 

news cameras transmitted the dramatic arrival into living rooms and local bars.  

The footage is shocking: the ship sits low in the water, every inch of open space—from 

decks to crows’ nest—covered with bodies: impossible numbers of bodies in impossible 

configurations. Evacuation begins, and soon the surface of the loading dock is obscured from 

                                                
 34 The photograph is the work of photojournalist Luca Turi, based out of Bari. Another photo of the 
Vlora (taken from the water and capturing Albanian migrants as they rappel down the side of the 
overcrowded boat into the sea) gained notoriety when it was featured in Oliviero Toscani’s controversial 
United Colors of Benetton campaign in 1992. 
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Figure 4: The Vlora, docked in Bari (Bari: Luca Turi, 1991). 
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view, replaced by the human sea. 35 Paradoxically, the ship’s decks remain completely packed as 

disembarking passengers are replaced by more from below. Meanwhile, the Vlora bleeds bodies 

into the water: men, women, and children rappel down the hull or fling themselves over the 

railings. The mass on the deck continues to swell, embodying the liquid metaphors so often 

employed to describe migratory phenomena: una marea di gente, un fiume umano, una fiumana. The 

onde di profughi continue to break, the flusso migratorio unchecked.36 

The image of the Vlora discharging its human sea onto dry land was a constitutive 

moment for migrant Italy. In the years following the Vlora’s arrival, Italy would conceive of new 

barriers—both physical and discursive—to stem the human tide which threatened to flood its 

coastal borders, obliterating already weak bonds between nation and territory. The Vlora is 

significant precisely because it shaped the terms of a nascent conversation about belonging, 

identity, and italianità. Examining this conversation will allow us to better understand the 

position that Mediterranean migratory journeys occupy in the Italian imagination. The media’s 

coverage of the Vlora offers an early example of a tendency to frame migration as an 

ungovernable and sinister phenomenon akin to a natural disaster. Today, this framing has been 

thoroughly normalized, and is fundamental to the way the Italian public understands migration 

and the Mediterranean. 

 

Clandest ine Landings :  Migrat ion in the Media  

The clandestine landing, or “sbarco clandestino” is a key trope in Italian media coverage, 

which often casts coastal waters as sites of invasion, and has become the most visible symbol of 

                                                
35 Excerpts from news footage have been compiled in a recent documentary film; see Angelo 

Amoroso d’Aragona, Lo stadio della vitttoria (Bari: More Production, 2001). 
36 For more on the variety of migrant metaphors relating to currents, rivers, and other bodies of 

water, see Sandro Mezzadra, “The Right to Escape,” trans. Taina Rajanti, Ephemera 4(2004): 267-275. 
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the “state of emergency” that has continued unabated since 1991.37 As such, it deserves our 

attention, particularly in light of the fact that fewer than one percent of all migrants in Italy enter 

national territory in this fashion (the overwhelming majority of “clandestine” migrants arrive 

through legal channels and then overstay).38 The gap between the material realities of migration 

and its representation in the media can be partially explained by the ratings and circulation 

boosts that accompany alarmist journalism: the clandestine landing is “newsworthy” in the worst 

sense of the word. The illegal nature of the voyage and the desperate circumstances of those 

who undertake it elicit fear and pity in an Italian public already predisposed to see migrants as 

both frightening and pathetic. 

Though the journalistic narrative attempts—albeit in a superficial manner—to conceive 

of the migratory journey in its whole, it is clearly the arrival which renders the event deserving of 

Italian notice. These are not stories of clandestine journeys—the landing is the main event; the 

circumstances which trigger migration and the realities of the migratory journey are incidental. 

Consequently, the trope of invasion is produced by eliding the migrant’s agency, which is never 

“newsworthy” in and of itself. Migrant invasion cannot be understood according to the logics of 

modern warfare or colonial conquest: it is an invasion which does not further any national 

interest, and is furthermore subtracted from any one political or geographical context. It is not a 

blitz, but a slow burn: the gradual incursion of a foreign presence which does not conform to 

any one national or regional identity.  

                                                
37 For an analysis of the construction of the immigrant emergency by the Italian media, see Dal Lago, 

Non-persone. 
38 These numbers vary from year to year, barring a radical change in policy, the majority of recent 

refugees will be repatriated. This is consistent with data from past years: statisticians for Caritas estimate that 
between 1998-2008, more than half of all undocumented migrants entering Italy by sea were intercepted, and 
that two thirds of migrants intercepted in this manner were repatriated. Caritas Migrantes, Immigrazione Dossier 
Statistico 2009: XIX Rapporto sull’immigrazione. (Rome: Redazione Dossier Statistico Immigrazione Caritas/ 
Migrantes, 2009), 2. 
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The disunity of this invading force has provoked the construction of new descriptive 

categories—clandestini, extracomunitari, illegali—which allow the invasion to be read according to 

familiar schema, wherein a unified group violently implements a shared objective upon foreign 

bodies and foreign soil. Constructing the identity of the invading force as irrevocably hostile and 

Other allows the remainder of the invasion narrative to unfold effortlessly: the clandestini arrive 

under the cover of darkness and steal into Italian territory, hiding within cities and subtracting 

themselves from juridical control, they are criminal by nature and by habit, they transform the 

urban landscape so that it is no longer recognizably Italian, they wound the economy and cause 

it to hemorrhage: in short, they violently appropriate Italian property and devastate Italian life. 

They do this, it would seem, simply because they can. 

The ongoing “invasion” from the global South is one symptom of what Italian 

philosopher Carlo Galli identifies as the endemic failure of modern political and spatial 

configurations to reproduce stability and order in the face of global change: “In the global age, 

anything can happen anywhere, at any moment, precisely because the State no longer filters 

disorder from the external environment (terrorist acts, migratory flows, the movement of 

capital) and is no longer capable of transforming it into internal peace.”39 This pervasive unrest 

is presented to the public as a war: “a new, postmodern kind of war. It is a war without frontiers, 

without advances or retreats, consisting only of acts that concentrate into ‘precise’ spaces, and in 

real time, the logics of war, economics, and technology.”40 If globalization contains within itself 

the appearance of ongoing war, then war is no longer intelligible as such. Global War looks 

nothing like the World Wars of the past century, and even less like apocalyptic imaginings of 

                                                
39 Carlo Galli, Political Spaces and Global War, ed. Adam Sitze, trans. Elisabeth Fay (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 158. 
40 Galli, Political Spaces, 162. 
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World War III. Consequently, attempts to represent Global War often fail to capture its subtle 

mechanisms, and continue to rely on tropes of modern warfare to express the urgency and 

gravity of the perceived threat.  

The clandestine landing is a vital symbol in contemporary Italy precisely because it is 

visible, concrete, and legible as invasion (in ways that expired tourist visas are not). The 

significance of the sea voyage lies in its ability to evoke past invasions, and to construct arriving 

migrants as a hostile and unified force. If proportional media attention were paid to the various 

types of migratory journeys—the huge majority of which involve individual, legal entries—this 

construction would be impossible. As it stands, the clandestine landing has shaped how 

belonging (and the potential to belong) is articulated in Italian discussions of Mediterranean 

migration. 

Italian sociologist Alessandro Dal Lago identifies an early example of the symbolic power 

of clandestine landings, recalling news copy that returned repeatedly to the phrase: “in Albania, 

thousands of clandestine immigrants are ready to pour into Italy.” Dal Lago observes that this 

phrasing reveals that the term clandestino is not, ultimately, a classification applied to 

undocumented migrants who conceal themselves from state control, but “an anthropological 

category […] a natural characteristic of anyone feared by society.”41 I will further note that, in 

this phrasing, the migrant’s subjectivity is elided twice over, both in the choice of clandestini 

(which criminalizes and removes motivation in a way that “asylum seekers” or “refugees” does 

not) and in the liquid metaphor contained in the verb “pour into.” There can be no Albanian 

agency here: they do not choose, or flee, or even migrate; they burst, they spill, they flood. This 

phrase demonstrates the media’s tendency to construct migrants as always already clandestini, 
                                                

41 “Dall’Albania migliaia di clandestini pronti a riversarsi in Italia […] una caratteristica naturale di chi 
è temuto dalla nostra società.” Dal Lago, Non persone, 49. 
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branded as such long before any illegal entry into—let alone concealment within—national 

territory.  

The construction of the migrant as invader feeds into a larger media narrative that makes 

the clandestine landing a spectacle of migration. The coastal arrival is a constitutive event, played 

and replayed in news coverage, that reinforces the threatening character of migrants. They are 

presented as a disruptive natural force, with unclear origins and unknowable drives. Sandro 

Mezzadra offers one interesting analysis of this tendency to erase migrant subjectivity, noting 

that the discourse of migratory flows, currents, and waves fails to acknowledge the individual 

subject’s “right to escape:” 

The point is to underline the fact that, for migrations to exist, there must be an 

individual motion (made concretely by a concrete woman or man, embedded in 

family and social networks, but nonetheless capable of agency) of desertion from 

the field where ‘objective causes [of migration]’ operate, a reclaiming precisely of 

a ‘right to escape,’ which, even if most of the time unconsciously, constitutes a 

material critique of the international division of labor and marks profoundly the 

subjectivity of the migrant also in the country where she/he chooses to settle 

down.42 

Mezzadra seeks to change the terms of the discussion, re-imagining the political category of 

escape not as an expression of  “betrayal, opportunism, and cowardice,” but rather as a 

mechanism of political participation which offers “a privileged way to subjectivity, a road to 

freedom and independence.”43 Today, with European governments little inclined to value the 

mobile subject’s pursuit of autonomy, we see that the “right to escape” is often the first and last 

                                                
42 Mezzadra, “Right to Escape,” 270. 
43 Ibid., 267. 
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right denied those who invoke it. Growing restrictions at a national level as to what constitutes 

“refugee status” and “political asylum” mean that repatriation is an inevitability for the majority 

of people caught attempting to gain entry into destination societies. In Europe, the “right to 

escape” is often legally limited to escaping political imprisonment or execution. In recent years, 

even these seemingly unassailable rights have been denied by an Italian immigration policy 

which mandates a systemic refusal to hear asylum requests, sending a very clear message: some 

people do not even have the right to escape death.  

Since its inception in May of 2009, the Italian policy of respingimenti in mare, or push-

backs—the practice of intercepting migrant boats in open water and forcing them back to their 

ports of origin—has been openly condemned by the international human rights community and 

has been the subject of several investigations by European and independent commissions, all of 

which called for the policy’s immediate termination. Push-backs violate the non-réfoulement 

principles outlined in every major agreement concerning the rights of refugees in effect in 

Europe and Italy.44 While most scholars of international law agree that operations undertaken 

aboard state-owned vessels must conform to the “law of the land,” several politicians have 

argued that maritime waters (be they national or international) constitute a “grey zone” wherein 

usual protocols may be suspended.45 Rather than a site of solidarity, like that imagined by 

Cassano, the sea emerges as a space where it is uniquely possible to deny the subjectivity of the 

migrant, both discursively and legally—a denial so thorough that complicity with oppressive 

                                                
44 For a full list of the treaties which forbid respingimenti, see Council of Europe, Report to the Italian 

Government on the visit to Italy carried out by the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Strasbourg: 2010), 17-22. 

45 For more on this debate, see Andreas Fischer-Lecano, Tillmann Löhr, and Timo Tohidipur, 
“Border Controls at Sea: Requirements under International Human Rights and Refugee Law” International 
Journal of Refugee Law 21 (2009): 257. 
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regimes has become standard practice.46  

This brief analysis of the political and media discourse which has been built up around 

coastal waters in the past decades allows us to see the ways that italianità and alterity are 

produced within the primary spaces of migration—both real and imagined—in Italy today. 

Representations of the sea as a locus of migration have been fundamental to constructing the 

migrant figure in the Italian imaginary, creating a mythologized moment of “arrival” which 

suspends migrant subjectivity, erasing the individual and producing the clandestino. The sea is the 

arena where the spectacle of 21st century invasion is played out, and it marks all migrants as from 

and of the water: it is both the physical site of invasion, and the symbolic point of origin of the 

invading force. Significantly, the sea is also the only space where it is possible to completely deny 

the rights of the Other, including the right to life—even if the act of killing is deferred. Seen in 

this light, the sea is a space of absolute precariousness for the migrants who cross it; to 

undertake a clandestine voyage is to knowingly suspend all autonomy and to exist, even if 

briefly, at the whim of legitimate and illegitimate powers.  

The “migrant Mediterranean” is a socio-spatial construction which produces both Italian 

                                                
46 Many Eritrean migrants “respinti” by the Italian Navy and Coast Guard were recently found to have 

spent years in prison camps run by the Qaddafi regime and partially financed by the Italian government. In 
2010, Italy deported several terrorism suspects to Tunisia, though they faced torture, imprisonment, and 
execution. Both instances resulted in an official condemnation from the Council of Europe and from other 
watch groups. See Human Rights Watch, World Report 2011, 565, 428. While these offenses are the most 
recent to be officially denounced by the EU and the UN, they are far from isolated incidents. Libya is not a 
member of the Geneva convention and its inhumane treatment of asylum seekers (those applying directly to 
the Libyan government and those sent back by Italian patrols) has been well-documented: the large majority 
of intercepted refugees are immediately incarcerated upon return to Libya. Thousands have been abandoned 
to die in the Sahara desert, thousands more are kept in prison camps, while hundreds of thousands have been 
repatriated to hostile regimes over the past ten years. That the Italian government was aware of these 
conditions in Libya is evident: in 2003, the Berlusconi government established a secret accord with the 
Qaddafi regime to control migratory flows, supplying the regime with vehicles, equipment, and other supplies 
to manage refugees—among other things, 1,000 body bags. See Fortress Europe, Escape from Tripoli: Report on 
the Conditions of Migrants in Transit in Libya (Rome: Fortress Europe, 2007); Human Rights Watch, Scacciati e 
schiacciati: l’Italia e il rispingimento di migranti e richiedenti asilo, la Libia e il maltrattamento di migranti e richiedenti asilo, 
(New York: Human Rights Watch, 2009). 
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and migrant identity, one that is addressed in contemporary literature and cinema by 

Mediterranean authors working in Italian (some Italian, some not). Now that we have seen how 

the migrant is figured as a precarious subject, we can begin to understand the migrant 

Mediterranean as the most recent iteration of a rhetorical tradition which asserts symbolic Italian 

ownership of the sea. Today, this tradition is primarily shaped by the political, philosophical, and 

cultural forces that determine the Italian response to Mediterranean migration. However, there 

are Mediterranean authors who resist this construction, mapping alternative spaces of encounter 

and autonomy which subvert oppositional identity categories. 

In an age of increased mobility and heightened contact, what Zygmunt Bauman has 

called “liquid modernity,” it seems inevitable that the rigid social and spatial structures of the 

modern will adopt a more fluid character—the same fluidity of movement, belonging, and 

identity that Cassano sees as inherent in Mediterranean community, and that the Italian public 

understands as a threat to security and continuity.47 The sea thus becomes the primary symbol of 

a fluidity which threatens to submerge modern stability and reduce all life to precariousness, a 

sea-between-lands where precariousness and potentiality overlap and intermingle. Invasion is 

only one way of understanding the presence of migrants within Italian territory: the “human 

tsunami” is not solely a destructive force, as it carries within itself an opening to new ways of 

living. 

 

Gianni Amel io ’s  Narrat ives  o f  Emigrat ion and Immigrat ion 

 To better understand the ways that precariousness and potentiality interact at sea, I will 

examine several recent films that seek to represent Mediterranean migration. One of the very 

                                                
47 See Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Modernity (Malden: Blackwell, 2000); Cassano, “Southern Thought.” 
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first is Gianni Amelio’s Lamerica, released in 1994. Amelio was inspired to write the film in 

August of 1991, when he—along with the rest of the country—was galvanized by news 

coverage of the Vlora arriving in Bari. As the rundown ship coughed up its human sea onto the 

Adriatic shore, Amelio was reminded of other migratory journeys, and other migrants: namely, 

the millions of Italians who had boarded similar ships over the course of the previous century 

and disembarked in newer worlds. Italy now seemed to be one of these newer worlds, and 

Amelio was intrigued by the parallel: he resolved to travel to Albania in the hopes of 

rediscovering “the Italy of the past” in that country’s tumultuous present.48    

Lamerica follows Gino (Enrico Lo Verso), the assistant to a crooked Italian entrepreneur 

who arrives in Albania shortly after the fall of communism, intending to exploit business 

incentives from the Italian government by setting up a ghost corporation. As Gino tries to corral 

a demented political prisoner chosen to head the fictional company, he is sucked into the chaos 

of post-Hoxha Albania, gradually losing his car, his money, his documents, and finally, his 

identity. The film’s penultimate scene occurs in the port of Durrës, outside Tirana, where Gino 

waits with thousands of other aspiring clandestini, hoping to find illegal passage to Italy. 

Traumatized and frightened, he observes a group of Albanian children gathered around a fire, 

practicing Italian vocabulary: a boy reads a word in Albanian and a young girl, her eyes intently 

focused on the flames, responds with the Italian translation. Amelio alternates between wide 

shots of the children and close-ups of the girl, whose expression is fixed and trance-like. As she 

repeats the final two Italian words, however, she breaks into a smile. “Ship,” she says, and then: 

“sea.” The close-up of her smiling face dissolves into a wide shot of open water, and as the 

                                                
48 Gianni Amelio and Goffredo Fofi, Amelio secondo il cinema. Conversazione con Goffredo Fofi (Rome: 

Donizelli, 1994), 7. 
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music swells, Amelio offers the viewer a sweeping pan of the migrant ship, clearly evoking the 

Vlora. 

This transition establishes a pattern that Amelio will repeat throughout the film’s final 

sequence. He foregrounds the children’s experience of migration in a move clearly calculated to 

elicit sympathy from his Italian viewers: though previous images of Albania have focused on the 

wild landscapes, dank interiors, and anarchic social climate, Amelio’s parting shot, as it were, is 

of innocent children eager to integrate into Italian society. By making them the protagonists of 

the migratory journey, Amelio undercuts the invasion narrative, exposing the contradictory way 

that destination societies consider those who seek to join them: while the presence of migrants 

within national territory may be widely acknowledged as undesirable and unpleasant, their desire 

to migrate is nearly always framed in laudable terms. In the abstract, the perceived temporal 

character of the migratory journey—beginning in a backwards, underdeveloped land and ending 

in a point of cultural, industrial, and economic progress, where migrants may insert themselves 

into the civilized history of the destination culture—reproduces constructs of white, modern, 

European italianità.  

The motive behind Amelio’s paternalistic framing becomes clear as he cuts to a facsimile 

of the foundational symbol of invasion, the Vlora. With the girl’s smile fresh in their minds, 

viewers are jerked back to the panicked summer of 1991, as the camera pans across the 

overflowing ship: the children are lost in the faceless mass that crowds the decks, the sea of 

bodies that had seized the national imagination three years before. In another subtle 

problematization of italianità, Amelio names his Vlora-facsimile “partizani,” evoking the 

foundational symbol of post-war Italy: the anti-Fascist guerrilla fighters who were celebrated by 

leaders of the new Italian republic as a way to rehabilitate the self-image of a nation which had, 
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for much of World War II, found itself on the “wrong side” of history.49 Thus, the Italian viewer 

must work to reconcile competing symbols. The crowded ship raises the threat of invasion, but 

the invaders have been labeled partigiani: and partisans do not invade, they defend their 

homeland from invaders. 

Amelio cuts again to a high-angle wide shot from the crow’s nest of the ship, looking 

down on the decks. Tightly-packed bodies almost fill the frame, making it difficult to discern 

individual people in the muddle of shapes and colors. For a few seconds, flowing water is visible 

at the edges of the frame: the faceless mass is on the move; the human tsunami barrels towards 

Italy. He slowly zooms in on the crowd, and after several seconds the camera focuses on a 

familiar face: Gino emerges from the crush of people, virtually indistinguishable from those 

around him.50 Once again, Amelio prompts his Italian viewers to reconsider the nature of the 

crowd and the people in it—Gino, one of us, is no longer recognizable as such. The camera 

follows him as he picks his way across the deck, finally coming to rest beside his accidental 

traveling companion, Michele (Carmelo di Mazzarelli). Senile and confused, Michele believes 

that he and Gino—both Southerners—are migrating to America. As Michele frets about the 

difficulties they will likely face in the new world Gino is silent, staring blankly into the moving 

water below.51  

                                                
49 David Ward notes that anti-Fascist rhetoric has been one of the most valuable political strategies in 

contemporary Italy, and offers a detailed overview of the way that the resistance and the figure of the partisan 
have been co-opted by nearly every major political party, right and left, since 1945. See Ward, “The ‘Italy’ in 
Italy.” 

50 Derek Duncan has pointed to Lamerica as one example of a tendency to racialize Albanian subjects 
in film through external markers of poverty: Gino begins the film as a sharply-dressed, clean-shaven, and 
perfectly-coiffed resident of the First World; he ends it dirty, ill-kempt, and dressed in shabby clothing, and is 
no longer recognizably Italian. See Derek Duncan, “Italy’s Postcolonial Cinema and its Histories of 
Representation,” Italian Studies 63, no. 2 (2008): 195-211. 

51 Lamerica, directed by Gianni Amelio (Rome: Alia Film, 1994). 
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Figure 5: From top: the Partizani and her human cargo; the 
faceless mass on board; Gino in the crowd; Albanian immigrants 
evoke Italian emigrants. (Gianni Amelio, Lamerica, 1994) 
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Having made the parallel between Italian and Albanian migrations explicit, Amelio 

spends the last few minutes of the film repeating the pattern established in his previous cuts 

between the girl and the crowd, the crowd and Gino. He alternates static, bird’s eye shots of the 

crowded decks with close-ups of individual passengers—shots which closely resemble portraits 

of Italian migrants from the previous century—who stare directly into the camera, challenging 

the viewer to see them. Amelio effectively blends two narratives of migration: the faceless mass 

evokes the threat of invasion, while the individual faces demand identification. By repeatedly 

interchanging threat and paternalistic sympathy, Amelio effectively erodes the invasion narrative, 

forcing his viewers to discern individuals within the crowd, and to see themselves in those 

individuals. Amelio’s migratory journey thus leads his viewers, in some ways, to imagine the 

potential for new modes of belonging. 

Lamerica is a thoughtful and skillfully constructed film, reflecting Amelio’s roots in the 

genre of cinema d’impegno: he successfully draws attention to a complex social issue and prods the 

audience to reexamine their views. The final sequence at sea delivers the crux of Amelio’s 

message, making it evident that the film—set entirely in Albania—is actually about Italy. Amelio 

deftly frames the sea as a space of repressed Italian memory, and as Michele and Gino cross the 

Adriatic, they embody three controversial figures of italianità, past and present: they are both 

Southern emigrants, Michele is a Fascist colonizer, and Gino represents a new kind of colonial 

power, re-imagined for a global age—the predatory capitalist. The sea is the only setting in 

which Amelio is able to tie these figures together, troubling Italian identity constructs while he 

advocates for more compassionate attitudes. The portraits he offers in close-up effectively 

deconstruct the human sea by pulling single migrants from the crowd and compelling Italian 

viewers to engage with them, face to face. 
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One could argue that these faces lead to the kind of mutual recognition that Cassano 

deems uniquely possible at sea: the migrant stands before the Italian viewer, prompting 

identification and acceptance. Nonetheless, the faces that Amelio uses to appeal to his Italian 

audience’s compassion ultimately fail to bring about mutual recognition. Amelio’s interrogation 

of migrant precariousness does not figure potentiality: the migrant faces he projects are not the 

faces of complex and autonomous subjects, they remain a false mirror.  

The final sequence of Lamerica carefully personifies its migrant characters—singling them 

out in an attempt to re-figure the crowd as made up of people, and not Others—but stops short 

of humanizing them. Amelio’s carefully-drawn parallel between Italian and Albanian migrations 

effectively strips his Albanian characters of agency and subjectivity: by transposing Italian 

migration onto them, he situates them firmly in the past, banishing them from their own present 

and relegating them to subalternity. Their faces suggest that Italy, as a destination society, is 

finally a unified, developed, European nation: Italians were once like Albanians, but they have 

since “caught up;” Albania is Italy’s past, and America is Italy’s present.52 Thus, the final minutes 

of the film sidestep encounter, offering only a superficial exchange of gazes between civilized 

viewers and backwards migrants.  

In other words, Amelio’s desire to find “the Italy of the past” in Albania limits the 

potentiality of the cinematic sea: his Adriatic stretches between fundamentally unequal shores. 

And, while the film explicitly criticizes Fascist colonial ventures, it nonetheless reproduces 

colonial logics. Ainé O’Healy notes that Amelio’s thorough and realistic treatment of the 

disastrous state of post-communist Albania is undermined by Gino’s relation to his 

                                                
52 Gian Antonio Stella’s best-selling book on the Albanian diaspora relies on the same rhetorical 

strategy, inviting his Italian readers to remember a time “when we were the Albanians.” See Stella, L’orda: 
quando gli albanesi eravamo noi (Milan: BUR Rizzoli, 2003). 
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surroundings: “the drama of the Albanian people [is] subordinate to his story, to the lesson he 

must learn by becoming helpless in their midst. In this way, the filmmaker unwittingly 

‘colonizes’ Albania for the purposes of his own narrative about Italy.”53 As a piece of cinema 

d’impegno, Lamerica is inevitably a pedagogical film, though the intended message is distorted in its 

presentation: ultimately, the film seems to be encouraging its viewers to be “good” colonizers, 

thereby playing into the rhetoric of simultaneous nostalgia and denial that dominates narratives 

of Italy’s colonial past.54 

Though the reality of Amelio’s Albanian faces is subsumed by a colonial narrative, 

Gino’s reality remains complex and somehow unreachable in the film’s final minutes. The 

changes in his appearance, noted above, are accompanied by a dramatic character shift: Gino is 

initially brash and confident, displaying frequent contempt in his interaction with Albanian 

characters. While not unsympathetic, Gino clearly believes himself to be superior to those 

around him, a rational resident of the developed world dragged into the backwards mess he had 

hoped to exploit for profit. As the film progresses, his situation deteriorates and his confidence 

begins to falter: after a conversation with an openly disdainful Albanian official who refuses to 

return his passport, Gino finally falls completely silent, and spends the rest of the film staring 

apprehensively at those around him, never speaking. In the final sequence on the migrant ship, 

Amelio includes several shots of Gino staring into the passing water. As his fellow travelers 

break the fourth wall, appealing to the enlightened compassion of the Italian audience, Gino 

                                                
53 Ainé O’Healy, “Mediterranean Passages: Abjection and Belonging in Contemporary Italian 

Cinema,” California Italian Studies Journal 1 (2010), 6. 
54 Several recent anthologies examine Italy’s colonial legacy, see: Andall and Duncan, eds., National 

Belongings; Ben-Ghiat and Fuller, eds., Italian Colonialism; historian Angelo Del Boca offers one of the most 
thorough and unflinching records of Italian colonialism in his four-volume series Gli italiani in Africa orientale 
(Bari: Laterza); he further examines colonial memory in (among others): L’Africa nella coscienza degli italiani: 
Miti, memorie, errori, sconfitti (Bari: Laterza, 1992) and Italiani brava gente? (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 2005). 
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never engages the camera. He can play no role in the superficial exchange of gazes, as he now 

inhabits a space somewhere between the civilized Italian and the backwards Albanian. Amelio 

has remade Gino in the migrant’s image, with the result that the character is effectively lost at 

sea: the viewer can no longer orient him within either Adriatic shore; he is neither colonizer nor 

colonized. Amelio’s final shot of Gino shows him in profile: as he gazes into the sea, Amelio 

dissolves to a bird’s eye perspective of the ship’s deck, and Gino’s face dissolves into the moving 

water. Throughout the film, Gino resists categorization, just as his journey does not fit into 

commonly accepted narratives of migration. His precariousness troubles the viewer’s ability to 

locate him within a particular community or identity, and his dissolving face is the only one that 

holds the possibility of new modes of identification and belonging. His liquefaction is fitting, as 

his character has come to mirror the sea as constructed by Amelio: while still ruled by colonial 

logics, he is nonetheless a figure of potentiality, capable of troubling the system of power he has 

come to represent.  

 

Ident i t i es  Adri f t :  Mediterranean Encounter  in Marco Tul l io  Giordana  

The evocation of potentiality in the midst of immediate Mediterranean precariousness is 

also present in Marco Tullio Giordana’s Quando sei nato non puoi più nasconderti. While Amelio’s 

1994 is colored by the panic of the first clandestine landings, Giordana’s 2005 is much more 

stable: migrants are a familiar feature in the urban and industrial landscape that upper-middle-

class Sandro (Matteo Gadola) and his parents inhabit. Sandro’s world is one of steady affluence 

which seems to allow for a mostly tranquil, if not entirely equitable, co-habitation of Italian and 

migrant populations. This worldview is shattered when Sandro falls off his family’s sailboat into 

the Mediterranean during a Greek vacation, and is picked up by a trawler bringing migrants to 
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Sicily. Terrified of the Sicilian human trafficker at the helm, Sandro pretends to be Serbian to 

avoid scrutiny. Within hours, he has been integrated into the community aboard the boat. 

Though he began his Mediterranean journey as a wealthy tourist, he has been re-baptized 

clandestino, though he will only inhabit this role for a few days.  

Giordana devotes a number of scenes to life on the migrant craft, engaging with realities 

which are often glossed over in the long shots favored by media coverage. Sandro’s 

dehumanization—as he suffers hunger, thirst, illness, severe overcrowding, and witnesses 

multiple acts of violence by the traffickers—allows the viewer to enter into a journey which is 

usually only considered at the moment its conclusion. Like Amelio before him, Giordana 

chooses the sea as backdrop for this encounter with the Other, and uses the setting to call 

dominant narratives of migration and italianità into question. He makes particularly interesting 

use of language: in one memorable scene, two migrant men argue with one of the traffickers.55 

Each man shouts in his own language (French, Romanian, and Sicilian dialect, respectively), and 

Giordana does not include subtitles. Nonetheless, most Italian viewers will be able to follow the 

conversation: all three men are speaking Romance languages, and their ability to communicate 

across linguistic groups indicates a sense of community which extends beyond national contexts. 

More important, however, is the fact that the trafficker’s dialect is not necessarily any more 

comprehensible to the average Italian viewer than the “foreign” languages are, highlighting the 

still fragmentary nature of the supposedly unified destination culture. 

Nonetheless, Giordana’s migrant characters remain essentialized figures; their stories are 

ultimately incidental to Sandro’s loss of innocence. The symbolic role that migrants play in the 

                                                
55 Ainé O’Healy observes, quite rightly, that Giordana’s depiction of the traffickers constitutes “one 

of the most unsettling representations of Southern Italian masculinity in recent cinema,” uncritically 
reproducing “that age-old, racialized scapegoat, the Southern Italian male—volatile, untrustworthy, and 
hypersexualized” In “Mediterranean Passages,” 15-16. 
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film is made evident in one of the first sequences aboard the trawler when, in a moment of calm, 

Giordana introduces the passengers, intercutting close-ups of them with point-of-view shots of 

Sandro, whose perspective the viewer adopts for much of the film. Despite the straightforward 

editing, there is something markedly uncanny about the sequence—namely, the diversity of the 

population on the boat. The passengers seem to hail from multiple countries and multiple 

continents, boasting a variety of skin tones and traditional modes of dress, and one begins to 

wonder where, exactly, the boat departed from. The geographic improbability of Giordana’s 

migratory journey suggests that this is a vessel sailing from a generic Third World, its passengers 

mere symbols of the global South. Thus, while Sandro’s transformation from tourist to migrant 

brings him—and the audience—into close proximity with the Other, that Other is not 

represented in a way that humanizes. Giordana’s boat people are alterity distilled, and even the 

few who are given names and histories remain trapped in stereotype. As symbols, rather than 

individuals, they are limited in their potential to belong. 

Giordana’s message of tolerance is further undermined by the fact that his principal 

migrant characters, Radu (Vlad Alexandru Toma) and Alina (Ester Hazan), are defined primarily 

by their criminal activities. The only information the viewer is given about their backgrounds 

and personalities come in the form of vaguely articulated ideas of desperate poverty and abuse; 

they are children without childhoods, prepared to do anything in order to survive. Though 

Sandro remains loyal to his friends, willing to forgive them for lying and stealing from his 

parents, the film’s last act makes it clear that Sandro’s noble impulses—the guiding premise of 

the parable—are nothing more than naiveté. Ultimately, Quando sei nato non puoi più nasconderti 

does not propose a model of integration based upon mutual respect, and the disastrous outcome 

of Sandro’s hospitality suggests that another attitude towards migrants is more appropriate, 
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namely: measured acceptance, arising from pity, and shot through with a healthy dose of 

suspicion. 

The impossibility of mutual recognition between the two teenage boys at the center of 

the film is evident in their first meeting, a distinctly Mediterranean encounter. Hours after falling 

from his family’s sailboat, Sandro loses the strength to continue treading water and sinks below 

the surface. Giordana captures his descent with a series of static shots which show the boy 

drifting slowly downward through each frame, his body limp, as mournful music plays on the 

soundtrack. Suddenly, the music cuts out, and another male body enters the shot: in contrast to 

Sandro’s boyish, fully-clothed form, the second body is lithe, muscular, and nearly nude. Radu’s 

appearance is startling, a burst of movement brusquely interrupting the languid pace of the shots 

which document Sandro’s descent. Significantly, while Sandro is depicted sinking straight down, 

Radu enters the frame laterally, his face masked by air bubbles which pour from his mouth and 

nose. He forcefully wraps his arms around Sandro’s waist, and Giordana cuts to a bird’s-eye shot 

of the two boy’s bodies entwined as Radu gracefully pivots and swims out of frame, pulling 

Sandro along. 

While both boys are in the same sea, their representations are starkly different. Sandro is 

still clothed, reminding viewers of his “surface” origin, and he makes no attempt to swim, his 

loose pajamas drawing attention to his diminutive size. He is out of his element, and as he sinks 

further it becomes clear that he is drowning; his immersion in the sea means death. By contrast, 

Radu is a vital force, unencumbered by clothing, his muscular body easily cutting through the 

water. His lateral entrance suggests that he did not follow Sandro’s downward path, but was 

already underwater, making him seem more like a sea creature than a boy with a human history 

and identity. While Sandro’s lifeless face remains turned towards the camera for the entirety of 
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Figure 6: Bodies dissolving into water. Top down: Gino’s face fades into waves (Gianni 
Amelio, Lamerica, 1994); Radu enters the frame laterally (Marco Tullio Giordana, Quando 
sei nato non puoi più nasconderti, 2005). 
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his downward trajectory, emphasizing the tragedy of a child’s death by drowning, Radu is 

initially faceless: he emerges from within the water, moving naturally and decisively, his 

motivation unknown.  

Both Quando sei nato non puoi più nasconderti and Lamerica talk back to narratives of 

invasion, and figure the sea as a a site of transformative encounter—but only for the Italian 

subject. Sandro and Gino are driven to question identity constructs when they are branded with 

the pejorative clandestino, but neither film gives the impression that the migrants with whom they 

travel have been similarly misidentified. By making their migrant characters symbols—be it of 

global poverty, Southern backwardness, or a colonial past—Giordana and Amelio re-essentialize 

them even as they advocate for greater compassion born of identification. The identification 

proposed by these films remains, as it were, a false mirror: the difference of the Other is reified, 

and recognition is suppressed. Encounter is impossible because it is not conceived as reciprocal; 

it is something an Italian subject does to an abject/object migrant. As a result, the dialectic of 

precariousness and potentiality is suppressed in favor of a reductive representation of precarious 

subjects emerging from a precarious sea. 

 

Watery Graves :  the Dangers o f  Mediterranean Encounter  

 The extremes of Mediterranean precariousness are explored in Io, l’altro, a 2007 film from 

Tunisian author and filmmaker Mohsen Melliti, which presents a similarly dim view of 

Mediterranean encounter. Rather than a locus of balance, mutual recognition, curiosity, peace, 

and community, Melliti frames the sea as a site of catastrophe—a place where the Italian refusal 

to acknowledge shared precariousness results in the violent rejection of the Other. The film 

opens with what appears to be a successful Mediterranean relationship: Sicilian Giuseppe (Raoul 
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Bova) and Tunisian Yousef (Giovanni Martorana) are close friends who co-own and operate a 

fishing boat out of a southern Sicilian port. Melliti clearly establishes the characters as mirrors of 

one another, emphasizing parallels between the two. Slippage between Giusé and Yousé (as the 

two call each other), between Italian and Tunisian, is common. The Mediterranean enables this 

friendship, but also designates its limits: while Yousef is able to clearly see his friend, Giuseppe’s 

view of Yousef is filtered through the basic incomprehension that comes with social privilege: 

Yousef inhabits Giuseppe’s world, but Giuseppe does not inhabit Yousef’s. This undercurrent 

of alterity, more or less suppressed in their day-to-day interaction, rises quickly to the surface 

when Giuseppe hears a bulletin on the boat’s radio and learns that the Coast Guard are 

searching for a suspected terrorist named Yousef; with surprising ease, he convinces himself that 

his friend is concealing an extremist past.  

It is clear that Giuseppe’s discomfort with Yousef’s alterity is exacerbated on the open 

water. The sea functions as a silent third character in this two-actor drama: Melliti intersperses 

shots of his characters with long shots of the boat surrounded by water. On board the ship, the 

camera follows the rocking motion of the waves, with the result that the sea frequently rushes 

up to fill the background of the frame—creating a sense of claustrophobia and and reminding 

viewers of the characters’ isolation. Giuseppe’s uneasiness goes beyond feeling trapped, 

however: the sea is the site of Yousef’s migration, and consequently his symbolic point of origin. 

Knowing little of his friend’s life prior to his arrival in Italy, and full of media narratives of 

migrant invasion and Islamic threat, it is very easy for Giuseppe to lose sight of his friend and 

instead see the clandestino, the Arab, the African, the terrorist.  

Only after a violent argument, during which Yousef sabotages the boat’s engine and 

GPS, is Giuseppe convinced of his error, but by then the men are adrift. The Mediterranean’s 
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complementary functions of communication and separation have risen to the front of each 

man’s consciousness, and they find themselves caught between repulsion and recognition. The 

crisis which sets the conflict into motion comes to a head in the film’s surprising third act: 

following their tense reconciliation, Giuseppe and Yousef find the body of a drowned Somalian 

woman (Lina Besrat Assefa) caught in their nets.56 The men, now wary of one another, crouch 

on either side of her, exchanging words, gestures, and objects across her lifeless body: she comes 

to stand for the sea, her presence drawing a dividing line down the center of the boat that 

neither man can cross. It remains unclear if interaction across this body from and of the water 

will lead to mutual recognition, or mutual violence. Yousef observes that she was likely thrown 

off an overcrowded trafficking ship, noting that he witnessed similar murders during his own 

clandestine crossing. Moved by a photo of a child in the woman’s hand, Giuseppe resolves to 

identify the body, suggesting that he is aware of his recent misidentification of Yousef, and that 

he refuses to accept that the woman is and should remain an unidentified clandestina. Yousef, 

however, fears repercussions from the authorities (whom he is little inclined to trust at the 

moment), and wants to throw the body overboard. They debate: is this woman reducible to 

category, a clandestina who can be returned to the sea as easily as she was pulled from it, or does 

she deserve to be identified, even in death? Unable to decide, the two friends cover the woman 

with a sheet, the rippling fabric parting them like a sea, and retreat to their respective “shores” to 

pray, each in his own way, turning their backs on each other. 

                                                
56 O’Healy notes that the disturbing effect of the woman’s body is its “uncanny status as 

subject/non-subject,” pointing out that her intact physical beauty and her stated Somalian origin renders her a 
spectral presence, a “ghostly figure” of the colonial period. The characters devote much time to discussing 
her motherhood, and her body is arranged in a way that recalls Christian iconography; O’Healy argues that 
Melliti is resisting colonial constructions of the Somalian woman: “The reinscription of the black female body 
in Io, l’altro thus clearly challenges the association between black womanhood and sexual availability that 
overdetermines traditional representations of African femininity in Italian cinema.” See Ainé O’Healy, 
“‘[Non] è una somala’: Deconstructing African femininity in Italian film,” The Italianist 29 (2009): 175-198. 
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Yousef drugs Giuseppe and throws the woman overboard, condemning her to 

clandestine death. It’s a shocking gesture, especially given that he has just confessed that he 

intimately understands her migratory journey, and given that he has just had a reductive identity 

imposed upon him. He is not merely repeating Giuseppe’s mistake, he is repeating the 

trafficker’s action, an action he has condemned—in essence, he drowns her a second time. More 

troublingly, Melliti suggests that this action is easy: anything is possible at sea, any violence 

permissible against the Other, whose precariousness we cannot admit, for it is also ours. 

Giuseppe, hallucinating, sees Yousef dump the woman’s body and, transported by a 

crisis of difference, stabs Yousef, killing him. Ultimately, each man kills a version of himself: 

Yousef discards the Somalian woman, and Giuseppe murders his friend and mirror. In the 

aftermath, Giuseppe is extremely disoriented: his sense of time has been disturbed, and he 

repeats conversations he had with Yousef earlier in the film as Melliti applies jarring cuts, 

making time skip like a record. As a voice on the radio announces the terrorist’s capture, 

Giuseppe finally seems to realize what has happened. He attempts to rouse Yousef one final 

time, repeating his name and scrutinizing his face, but encounter is no longer possible. He leaves 

Yousef, and the film’s final shot shows him sitting alone on the deck, the sea rising up to fill the 

frame, closing him in on all sides. He is adrift and alone, and it is unclear if he wants—or is 

able—to return. He becomes a uniquely Mediterranean subject, reflecting the ambivalence 

contained in the waters that surround him in Melliti’s final shot: the sea fosters relations with the 

Other, weakens fundamentalist identities, and creates a space where mutual recognition may lead 

to peace born of awakeness to the precariousness (and potentiality) of all life. However, where 

mutual recognition fails, there is regression, aggression, a hardening of identity and a rejection of 
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reciprocal peace. The difficulty of moving from precariousness to potentiality is shown in all its 

clarity. 

 

Wariness  or  Sol idari ty :  Mediterranean Potent ia l  in Emanuele  Crialese  

The complexities of imagining new communities or modes of belonging in a 

Mediterranean context are thoughtfully examined in Emanuele Crialese’s Terraferma (2012), in 

which he revisits the same kind of small Sicilian community lovingly portrayed in Respiro (2002) 

and Nuovomondo (2006). These earlier films lean heavily on a Sicilian ethos very close to that 

outlined by Cassano. The characters of Respiro and Nuovomondo exist in an insular world held 

together by family relationships and colored by magic; they feel no affinity for Italy or Europe, 

and often have quasi-religious relationships with the Mediterranean itself. Written and filmed in 

the wake of the Arab Spring, Terraferma presents a very different picture: Crialese’s Sicily of 2011 

is no longer exempt from the neoliberal and colonial dynamics that govern the mainland, and 

much of the film focuses on the uncomfortable Northwestern re-alignment of island life. 

Terraferma follows a family on a small Sicilian island similar to Lampedusa, where tourism 

is quickly eclipsing the traditional fishing industry. Young Filippo (Filippo Pucillo) and his 

grandfather Nino (Giuseppe Fiorello) continue to work as fishermen, though their trade is 

quickly becoming obsolete. Filippo’s uncle Ernesto (Mimmo Cuticchio) has abandoned the 

peschereccio and now makes a living running a lido, giving boat tours, and renting motorbikes. In 

an early scene, Filippo’s mother Giulia (Donatella Finocchiaro) resolves that their life on the 

island is no longer sustainable: they will redo the house and rent it to tourists for the summer, 

and use the income to leave the island and move to the mainland—in this case, Sicily. 

Giulia and Filippo’s imminent migratory journey North intersects and overlaps with a 
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steady stream of clandestine landings from Northern Africa which exacerbate tensions between 

an older generation of fishermen, a younger generation of tour operators, and the carabinieri. 

Maritime politics, ethics, and traditions are central to the film, and Crialese makes it clear that 

the community’s current crisis extends beyond the small island town, and well into the 

Mediterranean. Unsurprisingly, the limits and possibilities of belonging in a precarious context 

come to the fore. 

The film’s central conflict arises from Nino’s decision to rescue migrants from a sinking 

migrant craft out of Libya, pulling them out of the water and onto his boat. The carabinieri 

object, on the grounds that he is interfering with asylum and detention protocols, and the tour 

operators object on the grounds that helping the clandestini will scare off the tourists; but Nino 

and the older fishermen insist on following “the law of the sea,” which advances the radical 

notion that no one should be allowed to drown when they can be saved. The family conceals 

Sara (Timnit T), a pregnant Eritrean woman and her son Omar (Rubel Tsegay Abraha), who 

have only recently escaped an detention center in the Libyan desert financed by the Italian 

government. Nino and Filippo initially attempt to find a legal solution for Sara and Omar, but it 

quickly becomes clear that the law of the sea is no more: the idea that the Mediterranean is a 

means of sustenance and survival for a transnational community has been obliterated by 

neoliberal currents of economic and political interest. 

Crialese indicts the loss of Mediterranean community in a stunning visual sequence: as a 

pulsing techno beat plays on the soundtrack, the camera pans across clear blue waters to reveal 

Ernesto’s yacht, packed with Italian vacationers. The image immediately recalls the overcrowded 

migrant vessels which cross the Mediterranean, but this is clearly a pleasure cruise. There is 

something manic and grotesque about the movement on the boat: everyone faces forward, 
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dancing mechanically and independently of one another; a coordinated assertion of mindless 

leisure that refuses to let the deaths of others spoil the fun. There is no trace of Nino’s 

remembered Mediterranean community in this image; the passengers on the boat are asserting 

ownership, rather than belonging. Unlike Amelio and Giordana, Crialese suggests that for 

Italians, the potential of Mediterranean community has been lost. 

As the revelers jump into the water to cool off, Crialese captures their falling bodies 

from below, adopting a perspective that he uses throughout the film. The opening sequence 

follows Nino’s boat as its nets drag through the water, and the sequences filmed at sea are 

frequently punctuated by low angle underwater shots that—were this a very different kind of 

movie—would signal the presence of a large maritime predator. Crialese returns often to this 

submerged perspective, and in one surreal moment, recreates it on dry land, as Filippo watches 

his damaged boat hoisted into the air for repairs. Its an unsettling moment, in that it carries the 

suggestion that all of the underwater low angles may actually be point of view shots. This 

suspicion is confirmed later in the film, when Crialese concludes a scene of exhausted African 

refugees swimming ashore at Ernesto’s lido by exploring the sea they have just emerged from. 

For the first time, he directs the camera at the sea floor, revealing scattered personal items and 

other evidence of shipwrecks and drowning. Slowly, the camera pans up and comes to rest on 

an underwater statue. The Mediterranean is full of these tributes—some commissioned by 

people who were saved, others in remembrance of those who died—placed as close as possible 

to the site of the wreck; as a way to mark an unmarkable landscape. This Madonna clearly 

belongs to a shipwreck years past, and yet she becomes a monument to all the unregistered and 

unremarked deaths claimed by the sea over the last few years.  

Terraferma, unlike Lamerica and Quando sei nato non puoi più nasconderti, seeks to offer viewers 
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Figure 7: Tourists on a pleasure cruise 
dive into the Mediterranean (Emanuele 
Crialese, Terraferma, 2011). 

Figure 8: Filippo adopts an underwater 
perspective. (Emanuele Crialese,  
Terraferma, 2011). 
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a more nuanced portrait of the dissolution of a Mediterranean community like that invoked by 

Cassano, and insists that the viewer consider the human relationships that create precariousness. 

Recall that to be precarious is to exist only through supplication, to depend on the will of 

another. While this “other” is often unseen or unknowable, more system than person, Crialese 

reminds us that sometimes we are the other on whom life depends; that our decision to respond 

to the precariousness of others (and to our own), is the difference between life and death.57 

Crialese ends his film with an emphasis on solidarity. Rather than give up Sara and 

Omar, Filippo and Giulia elect to smuggle them to the mainland, where they themselves are 

migrating out of financial necessity. This collaborative gesture may initially seem to be consistent 

with the bygone Mediterranean community that Nino and the older generation recall: a past 

governed by unwritten laws that sought to limit the precariousness of the sea through mutual 

recognition and support. However, Crialese makes it clear that Filippo’s decision to follow the 

law of the sea and answer the call of others puts him in clear violation of Italian law. In the 

Mediterranean, solidarity is now a dangerous and illegal undertaking.  

However, solidarity is the only possible option for Filippo and Giulia, who have 

recognized that Sara and Omar’s precariousness is also theirs. Their decision to defy Italian law 

suggests that they have evaluated the current landscape and concluded that the protections 

afforded them by their citizenship will always be inadequate and antithetical to community. 

Rather than insisting on their difference from Sara and Omar, they insist upon their 

commonalities. In the film’s final shot, Crialese offers a birds-eye perspective of the boat 

carrying the two mothers and their children as they travel North: he zooms out slowly, and the 

                                                
57 In Precarious Life, Judith Butler investigates the solidarity that arises through mutual recognition, 

and the ways that recognition is hindered and obscured by contemporary representations of difference. See 
Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence (New York: Verso, 2006). 
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white of the boat’s deck is dwarfed by the blue water that surrounds it. The viewer is reminded 

of the characters’ precarious position (legally, politically, materially), but cannot ignore the 

possibilities of belonging and community contained in this migratory journey. 

 

Remapping the Mediterranean 

 While Crialese’s characters find a way to navigate the precarious waters of the 

Mediterranean, many are not so lucky. Over the last few years, a dramatic increase in 

Mediterranean fatalities has seen several attempts, on the part of government agencies and 

human rights organizations, to map the constant stream of shipwrecks and deaths. These maps 

are approximations, and their design reflects the challenges of identifying precise locations and 

casualty counts—data that is rarely known with any kind of certainty. Since 1990, nearly 30,000 

migrants have died while crossing the Mediterranean in an effort to reach Europe, and the huge 

majority of those bodies have never been recovered.58 Most will never be identified. 59 Maps of 

migrant shipwrecks attempt to bring an unfathomable truth of the Mediterranean to the surface. 

Though these maps lend visibility to an urgent problem, they cannot render this problem 

intelligible. They cannot locate the dead; they cannot name the dead. They cannot redeem the 

victims of the precarious Mediterranean, for whom there can be no encounter, no recognition, 

and no arrival.  

                                                
58 Data on Mediterranean deaths is notoriously difficult to compile, but the International  

Organization for Migration keeps records of the best available data, drawing on eyewitness accounts from 
survivors and coast guard, as well as official reports. See International Organization for Migration, “Migrant 
Deaths Soar in the Mediterranean,” April 21, 2015, accessed June 1, 2015, https://www.iom.int/news/ 
migrant-deaths-soar-mediterranean. 

59 The huge majority of these deaths are anonymous: the University of Amsterdam, which tracks 
verified migrant deaths as part of its “Human Costs of Border Control” project, can confirm only 3,188 since 
1991. Border Deaths - University of Amsterdam, “Death at the Borders of Southern Europe,” accessed June 
1, 2015, http://www.borderdeaths.org/. For more on the challenges of tracking Mediterranean deaths, see 
Gabriele Del Grande, “La strage negata,” Fortress Europe, accessed May 25, 2015, http://fortresseurope. 
blogspot.com/p/la-strage-negata-17317-morti-ai-confini.html. 
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 While these maps fall short, there is undoubtedly an urgent need to render the space of the 

Mediterraean legible and navigable, to capture the currents of recognition and refusal that today 

shape the region. Multiplicity, a research laboratory based out of the Milan Politecnico, have 

attempted to remap the Mediterranean, which they term a “solid sea:” 

A territory ploughed by predetermined routes, unsurpassable boundaries and 

subdivided into strictly regulated bands of water. A solid space, crossed at 

different depths and with different vectors by clearly distinguished groups of 

people, goods, information and money. He who enters the Mediterranean today 

has to acquire an exacerbated identity, a “costume” that will not abandon him 

until the end of his journey across the water.60  

Multiplicity proposes their theory of the “solid sea” as an introduction to a collection of 

geopolitical studies which attempt to distinguish the contours of Mediterranean interaction. In a 

visually arresting move, Multiplicity render their data in a map of the region in negative, allowing 

the viewer to abandon the notion that the sea is a blank space stretching between clearly 

demarcated territories. Multiplicity’s map figures the sea as a complex interchange of itineraries 

and identities, where encounter is the exception, and not the rule: “When the paths of these 

travelers accidentally intersect, when a short circuit in the Solid Sea connects different cultures 

and identities and puts different sea depths in contact with one another…paradoxical and 

dramatic effects are frequently generated.”61 These effects undoubtedly contain the potential for 

new ways of thinking community and belonging, but it is important to note that, more often 

                                                
60 Multiplicity, “Solid Sea,” Stefano Boeri, Maddalena Bregani, Francisca Insulza, Francesco  

Jodice, Giovanni La Varra, John Palmesino, Paolo Vari, Giovanni Maria Bellu, Maki Gherzi, Giuliano Bora, 
Maddalena D’alfonso, accessed June 1, 2015, http://stefanoboeri. net/?p=2432. 

61 Ibid. 
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Figure 9: Remapping the Mediterranean. From top: an infographic illustrating  
Recent Mediterranean fatalities (Associated Foreign Press, 2014); Multiplicity’s 
Mediterranean in negative, showing shipping routes, international waters, and  
Currents (Multiplicity, 2005). 
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than not, “paradoxical and dramatic” events on the Mediterranean lead to the precarious 

subject’s trauma, imprisonment, or death. 

 

Narrat ing in Waves :  Represent ing Mediterranean Life  and Death 

The line between precarious lives and deaths is further explored in Cristina Ali Farah’s 

2007 Madre piccola, which opens with a mass funeral for shipwreck victims. Barni, a woman born 

in Mogadishu who has lived most of her adult life in Italy, is speaking to an Italian journalist 

reporting on Rome’s Somalian community. The journalist wants to know about the community’s 

response to the recent deaths, but Barni’s answers are tangential and meandering. The reason 

Barni seems unable to produce a linear narrative is hinted at when she states her name for the 

record: “My name is Barni Sharmaarke. Be careful to spell it correctly. No, it’s not difficult. You 

just have to decide which code you’re using. Yours, or ours.”62 Her story—which swings 

between her past in Somalia and what she terms a “western” present—demands constant code-

switching, which seems to exhaust and unsettle her. She narrates in fits and starts, by turns 

apologetic and defiant, entreating the journalist to keep her on topic, and in the next breath 

insisting that she be allowed to tell her story in her time and on her terms. Choosing the right 

code, it emerges, is actually quite difficult.  

Eventually, Barni begins circling around the shipwreck: “For some time the boats have 

been arriving, discharging their contents onto the coast. Every time the tide goes out, it reveals 

shores littered with detritus […] and spills, lifeless bodies, tattered clothes and purpling skin 

                                                
62 “Mi chiamo Barni Sharmaarke. Attenta, lo scrive correttamente. No, non è difficile. Deve solo 

scegliere quale codice usare. Il vostro o il nostro.” Cristina Ali Farah, Madre piccola (Milan: Frassinelli, 2007), 
13. 
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stained white with salt.”63 Barni recalls the disorientation she felt as she drew near the funeral in 

Rome’s Campidoglio—“have you ever noticed those stairs? They seem reversed, hanging upside 

down”64—a physical dizziness and unease that worsens when she arrives at the cemetery: “I felt 

distant, fighting that queasy feeling of immobility that sea people call landsickness.” She joins a 

crowd of Somalian women observing the burial: though their circumstances and backgrounds 

are quite different, they stand united in grief and alienation: “Every now and then, out of 

nowhere, someone began to cry. Tears and salt. Look, they said, we’ll end up here too, under a 

damp ground that doesn’t belong to us. The boats never stopped coming, despite the solemn 

funerals. And what about the living?”65 

What about the living? While Barni’s meaning is somewhat ambiguous—she may merely 

be wondering why the state is willing to fund elaborate memorials while neglecting basic aid—

the question serves to blur the line between living and dead: why are there no solemn 

ceremonies for those who survive the migratory journey? The distinction between dead and living 

is further eroded when Barni is called to the hospital where she works late one night to assist a 

Somalian patient who has arrived in the emergency room in a state of extreme physical and 

emotional distress. Barni’s annoyance at being called away from a dinner party fades when she 

sees the patient, Maxamed X. With the shipwreck and funeral fresh in her mind, the gaunt, filthy 

man seems like a resurrected corpse, an impression made all the more eerie by the fact that he 

resembles a close relative. Barni struggles to give comfort to the spectral figure whose presence 

                                                
63 “È da tempo ormai che le barche arrivano e scaricano sulle coste. La marea segue il suo reflusso, e 

le rive sempre più piene di detriti […] e riversati, corpi senza vita, gli abiti consumati e la pelle violacea 
macchiata dal bianco del sale.” Ali Farah, Madre piccola, 15. 

64 “Hai mai fatto caso a quei gradini? Sembrano rovesciati, pendenti in senso inverso.” Ibid., 15. 
65 “Seguivo tutto da lontano combattendo contro il senso di terreno immobile che la gente di mare 

chiama mal di terra […] Ogni tanto, scoppio improvviso, qualcuna iniziava a piangere. Lacrima e sale. Vedi, 
diceva, fineremo anche noi così, sotto una terra umida che non ci appartiene. Gli sbarchi a venire non 
smettevano più, anche senza funerali solenni. E per i vivi?” Ibid., 17. 
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has provoked a flood of memory and a crisis of belonging: “I sat down beside him without 

breaking the silence. An in that moment I thought I saw him: great uncle Taarikh, my father’s 

brother. A resemblance that brought me back to Mogadishu, when we were children.” The 

paragraph ends, and as the next begins the reader experiences the jarring realization that time 

and space have shifted: “I was sitting in the courtyard on a low gambar of fine leather, thumbing 

through the pages of a magazine.”66 With this transition, Farah illustrates the spatial and 

temporal fluidity of Barni’s narrating voice: her last act in the Roman present—sitting—carries 

the reader into her Mogadishan past. She sits beside Maxamed X in the hospital room, only to 

find that she is sitting in a courtyard in her childhood home.67 There is no neat division between 

now and then, here and elsewhere: for Barni, the present moment contains the potential for 

encounter with other times and other spaces.  

While the effect of this initial spatio-temporal shift may disconcert the reader, it 

establishes a pattern in Barni’s testimony which carries through the next several pages, as she 

blends the story of Maxamed X with scenes from her childhood and the daily realities of her 

Roman life. Jumps through time and space are gradually assimilated into the reader’s approach 

to the text: navigating Barni’s testimony becomes a question of aligning the rhythm of reading 

with the rhythm of her telling. When she concludes her digression and begins to engage with the 

journalist again, the restoration of linear chronological time serves to further emphasize the 

                                                
66 “Mi sono seduta accanto a lui senza spezzare il silenzio. Ed è stato in quel momento che mi è parso 

di vederlo: lo zio grande Taariikh, fratello di mio padre. Somiglianze evocate di quando eravamo bambine 
[…] e vivevamo a Mogadiscio […] Ero seduta in cortile su un gambar basso di pelle lavorata, tra le mani una 
rivista che sfogliavo e risfogliavo.” Ali Farah, Madre piccola, 22. 

67 The use of the Somali gambar (stool) serves to both to orient the reader in the new context, and to 
disorient: Barni is now in a space which remains out of the Italian reader’s reach. Farah intersperses her 
Italian text with Somali words, which are compiled in a glossary at the end of the text. The inclusion of 
“foreign” words which can only be deciphered if the act of reading is interrupted de-legitimizes the Italian 
reader, emphasizing the incomplete nature of any migrant narrative constructed in one language and 
problematizing Italian ability to access the text. 
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degree and range of motion necessary to capture the encounter’s effect on her. A section break 

indicates a pause in her testimony, and when she begins speaking again, it is to reflect on the 

narrative gymnastics she is compelled to perform: “I’m narrating in waves; up and down, up and 

down.”68 The only way to articulate her experience is to adopt the continual fluid motion of the 

sea. By embracing this fluidity, she locates potentiality within a precarious experience. 

By narrating in waves, Barni is able to articulate her experience within in a more fluid 

understanding of history, reminiscent of what Dipesh Chakrabarty calls “History 2:” a 

framework of porous and overlapping temporalities able to accommodate multiple 

“heterogeneities without seeking to reduce them to any overarching principle that speaks for an 

already given whole.”69 By refusing to order the events of her life according to the strictures of 

evolutional historicism, Barni creates a narrative that allows for a formulation of the self as 

simultaneously past, present, and future; Barni (and Farah) thus avoid the “landsickness” that 

comes with denying the immediacy and relevancy of other spaces, other times, and other selves. 

This fluid framework offers one potential mode of navigating absence, dislocation, and loss. 

Right after she remarks on the undulating structure of her story, Barni asks the journalist 

if she can read the interview before it goes to press: “It’s not that I don’t trust you, I hope that’s 

clear. But the problem is, you never know with interviews: you tell one story and an entirely 

different story appears […] no, I mean it, it’s not you. It’s writing itself that I don’t trust.”70 The 

privileging of oral testimony over written account is a structural element of Madre piccola, which 

takes the form of transcribed speech. Resistance to writing can be read as resistance to the kind 

                                                
68 “Sto raccontando come un’onda, su e giù, su è giù.” Ali Farah, Madre piccola, 27. 
69 Dipesh Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 2000), 107. 
70 “Non che non mi fidi di lei, credo che questo le sia chiaro. Ma il problema è che con le interviste 

non si può mai sapere: racconti una storia e ne viene fuori una completamente diversa […] no, le ripeto, non 
è per lei. È della scrittura in sé che non mi fido.” Ali Farah, Madre piccola, 27. 
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of permanence which would seek to unify and concretize a fragmentary and shifting self. This 

self cannot be mapped with traditional narratives or cartographies; written words and circles on 

a map cannot represent precarious humanity. Barni resists the journalist’s questions, which seek 

to mold her experience into an easily understandable account for a Western audience. She resists 

the questions, but insists on responding, demanding acknowledgement and recognition on her 

terms. She rejects the premise that in order to be visible, in order to be understood, she must 

allow herself to be fixed in time and space. The Mediterranean itself resists this kind of fixity, 

refusing to be contained by any one language, context, or reality. To narrate in waves is to 

acknowledge the inevitable precariousness of one’s own life, and the lives of others. The fluid 

and capacious subjectivity that emerges from this kind of narrative reveals the potential for 

engagement within precariousness, but also beyond precariousness. 

 

Conclus ions  

In an interview ten years after the publication of Southern Thought, Cassano reflects on the 

impact of his Mediterranean philosophy. He suggests that a lack of representation is the primary 

reason that his foretold peaceful community has not materialized:  

Southern thought’s primary concern is finding alternative ways to represent the 

South, to remove it from this deformation, to allow its perspective to emerge 

without being sucked back into the spiral of demonization, to try and build an 

equilibrium […] If everyone presents a demonized image of the other, dialogue 

becomes very difficult.71 

                                                
71 “Il problema del pensiero meridiano è quello di rappresentare in altro modo le ragioni del sud, di 

sottrarlo a questa deformazione, di far emergere il suo punto di vista senza farsi risucchiare dalla spirale delle 
demonizzazioni, di provare a costruire un equilibrio […] Perché se ognuno dà dell’altro un’immagine 
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Cassano emphasizes the importance of resisting the fundamentalist tendency to consolidate and 

totalize divergent Mediterranean realities. The need for representations that affirm and humanize 

difference is urgent and obvious. A Mediterranean community can exist, but not within a system 

that values control over cohabitation, possession over belonging, illusory security over humanity. 

The narratives that emerge from the migrant Mediterranean articulate, interpret—and more 

importantly, translate—the complex realities of the present moment, revealing that, as Chambers 

notes, the migrant’s “precariousness is also ours, exposing the coordinates of a worldly 

condition.”72  

Directors like Crialese and writers like Ali Farah query the frame that obscures the 

humans who traverse the migrant Mediterranean, and offer their readers narratives and narrators 

capable of exposing the failure of dominant understandings of national and international 

communities. The subjects and communities that emerge in these works are not bound by rigid 

identity categories; they move between precariousness and potentiality. Representation and 

narration allow for the articulation of complex subjects and complex strategies of resistance, 

engagement, and encounter. In the chapters that follow, I will examine the ways that the 

potentiality contained within these strategies is understood (or denied), by those attempting to 

navigate life on land. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
demonizzante dialogare diventa molto difficile. Il dialogo è qualcosa che nasce nel momento stesso in cui io 
non penso che l’altro sia il male, e che quindi l’unica medicina sia estinguerlo.” Cassano, “Pensiero oggi,” 4. 

72 Chambers, Mediterranean Crossings, 7. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DETENTION AND FORCED ITINERANCY: “NOMAD” CAMPS  

 

Introduct ion:  Beyond Nomadism  

As we leave the coast and travel inland, we must momentarily set aside the potentially 

fluid subjectivity that can arise from Mediterranean encounter, and investigate one of Italy’s 

most rigidly categorized, controlled, and segregated minority populations: so-called “nomads.” 

In this chapter, I will interrogate the legal category of “nomad,” which the Italian government 

imposes upon the (now sedentary) Roma, Sinti, and Camminanti people as a means of limiting 

their political agency and restricting their civil rights. “Nomads” in Italy are effectively required 

to live in “nomad camps,” despite the fact that nomadism has not existed among these peoples 

in any meaningful way for several decades. My aim here is to better understand the Italian 

public’s attachment to the figure of the “nomad” and the space of the “nomad camp” in 

discussions of Italy’s Roma population, and to examine the ways that Roma talk back to the 

discourse of “nomadism” that underpins their de facto confinement to state-run camps. In 

order to appreciate the rhetorical weight of these terms—which today signify extreme legal and 

material precariousness—we will need to examine the history that informs the current usage. 

The presence of traditionally nomadic groups in Italy pre-dates Unification by more than 

400 years. Though Roma, Sinti, and Camminanti people have lived on the Italian peninsula since 

the fifteenth century, relatively little is known about the histories of these groups. With the 

exception of the Sicilian Camminanti, whose provenance is unknown, scholars agree on the 

geographical origins: the Sinti, who live in the center-North, arrived by land from the Balkan 

region; the Roma, who tend to live in the South, from across the Adriatic. The descendants of 
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these three groups are Italian citizens, and comprise about sixty percent of the 150,000 

“nomads” thought to be living in Italy at present.1 The remaining forty percent of “nomads” are 

Eastern-European Roma who emigrated to Italy within the past thirty years, most notably in the 

period following the Yugoslav wars. This latter group does not hold Italian citizenship, and faces 

significant obstacles to regularization: foreign nationals and stateless peoples identified as 

“nomads” by the Italian government are not eligible for long-term stay permits, and are only 

granted temporary papers which confer limited residency privileges and must be renewed 

annually.2 The bulk of these recent “nomad” arrivals, along with their Italian-born children (an 

increasing number of whom are stateless), live in authorized and unauthorized camps 

throughout Italy. 

The label “nomad” is central to the legal status and material circumstances of Roma, 

Sinti, and Camminanti in Italy, be they members of a historical community or recent arrivals. 

Odd, then, that the overwhelming majority of these groups stopped practicing nomadism long 

ago. While around 15% of Sinti and Camminanti still have “an itinerant or semi-itinerant lifestyle 

connected to their economic activities,” the overwhelming majority of Roma, regardless of their 

geographical origins, have been sedentary for several generations.3 In short, the number of actual 

nomads among the “nomads” is vanishingly small. Nonetheless, in recent years the term nomade 

has soared in popularity, and has been adopted by journalists and legislators as a politically 

                                                
1 Nando Sigona, “Locating ‘the Gypsy Problem.’ The Roma in Italy: Stereotyping, Labelling, and 

‘Nomad Camps.’” Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 31, no. 4 (2005): 744-45. For a comprehensive 
overview of the history of nomadic peoples in Italy, see: Leonardo Piasere, Un mondo di mondi. Antropologia delle 
culture rom (Naples: L’ancora, 1999). 

2 Ibid., 745. 
3 See Italian Interior Ministry, La pubblicazione sulle minoranze senza territorio (Rome: Interior Ministry, 

2006), 46. 
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correct alternative to the pejorative zingaro, or gypsy.4  

This increased emphasis on the supposed nomadism of marginalized groups is nothing 

new. The terminology used by Italians to describe Roma groups has shifted with the passing of 

the years, and has, in different eras, relied on tropes of ethnicity, criminality, and traditional 

professions. In her analysis of the development of classifications for Roma people living in Italy, 

Jessica Illuzzi notes that the popularity of legal descriptors that stress an itinerant lifestyle, like 

nomade, girovago, and vagabondo, generally corresponds to an increase in government efforts to 

detain and deport. Shifting focus to behavior—rather than ethnicity, provenance, or 

occupation—gives Italian authorities greater latitude to officially classify undesirable people as 

“nomads” (and therefore non-Italian), which in turn allows them to expatriate and imprison at 

will.5 

“Nomads” in Italy today have fewer rights than citizens and other foreign nationals, and 

are subject to discrimination at all levels of society and government. The fact that the nomadism 

which rationalizes their categorical marginalization is virtually non-existent (excluding the forced 

itinerancy of the stateless and the deported) has not slowed the creation of new discriminatory 

legislation or softened public opinion towards Roma people. “Nomad” has ceased to describe 

an observable behavior punishable by Italian law, and has become a legal category unto itself. 

The precariousness of the Roma people is not unlike the precariousness of inmates in migrant 

detention centers: they have few legal protections, and their existence depends upon the good 

                                                
4 In the interest of clarity, I will use the term “Roma” to refer to formerly nomadic minority 

populations residing in Italy, though I would stress the importance of remembering that “Roma,” thus 
characterized, does not refer to a unified group, and includes other historical communities (primarily Sinti and 
Camminanti) and sub-groups (Roma who self-identify primarily along religious or ethnic lines). 

5 See Jennifer Illuzzi, “I bastardi dell’umanità: Categorization of zingari, 1861-1914,” paper presented 
at the Graduate Workshop in Modern History, University of Minnesota, MN: November 2006. Available 
online at http://blog.lib.umn.edu/manu0014/gwmh/Illuzzi_GWMH_Paper.doc, accessed May 25, 2015. 
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will of the state officials and private contractors who legislate and police their lives. Nonetheless, 

the communities that live in these camps can, from time to time, resist the strictures placed 

upon them, and articulate models of belonging that transcend the precarious reality of the camp.  

While my other chapters examine the counter discourse that emerges in Italian-language 

migrant narratives and representations, this chapter is concerned primarily with spatial 

production and cohabitation among Roma in Italy. Very few Roma authors have published in 

Italian, and even fewer have published literary works. The Roma do narrate and represent their 

own realities, but by and large they do so within an oral tradition, in languages other than 

Italian.6 Consequently, my analysis will focus on the strategies of resistance that Roma 

communities have developed within nomad camps, the physical expression of oppressive Italian 

policy.  

 

Root less  Immoral i ty :  Nomads in the New Ital ian State 

Roma in Italy are currently living within a system of increasingly inflexible 

marginalization, on a larger scale than at any other time in Italian history.7 Nonetheless, the 

hostility that the Italian public seems to feel for these groups is nothing new. The state’s disdain 

for “nomads” began to be codified in political and scientific writings during the liberal period. 

Cesare Lombroso sought to discern the physiological characteristics of the Roma’s intrinsic 

criminality and itinerancy, while statesmen focused on the inherent incompatibility of nomadism 

                                                
6 Alexian Santino Spinelli is the most well-known Roma author in Italy today. He has written 

extensively on Roma communities in Italy, and has published several collections of short fiction and poetry, 
often using facing text with Romany and Italian. Spinelli has also translated the work of other authors 
working in Romany (among them Giulia Di Rocco, Nicolás Jiménez Gonzáles, and Luminita Mihai Cioaba). 

7 There are a few precedents for the large scale detention and surveillance of Roma and Sinti groups 
within Italy, most notably under the Fascist regime, when between 1,000 and 1,500 Roma were detained in 
concentration camps throughout the North of Italy. 
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with the emerging ethos of italianità.8 Academic and popular histories of “gypsies” rose in 

popularity during the late nineteenth century, and their authors drew on a particular blend of 

nationalism, misinformation, and pseudoscience to explain the difference between Roma and 

Italian.9 Scholars of the period maintained that, despite their technical citizenship, “gypsies” 

should not be considered Italian, because their rootless lifestyle threatened the stability of the 

cities they traversed. Urban space in liberal Italy could not countenance rootlessness.  

The problem, one author explained, was not so much nomadism: “in the superior man, 

Nomadism enlarges the spirit, educates him to wider institutions,” and enriches his otherwise 

settled existence. However, “in the inferior man, like the Gypsy, [nomadism] creates an 

instability of character, it distances him from permanent work and facilitates greed for other 

peoples’ possessions and other peoples’ women.” The superior Italian man might gain much 

from a flirtation with itinerancy, but “in the inferior man, Nomadism destroys every notion of 

homeland.”10 

The affirmation of settled life and the “homeland’s” exalted place in that life is central to 

the ethos of the modern nation state. Zygmunt Bauman, cited earlier, notes that a pronounced 

hostility to nomads was common in Europe in the late nineteenth century: “modern 

‘chronopolitics’  placed them not just as inferior and primitive begins, but also as backward and 

‘behind time,’ suffering from ‘cultural lag,’ lingering at the lower rungs of the evolutionary 

ladder, and unforgivably slow or morbidly reluctant to climb it to follow the ‘universal pattern of 

                                                
8 See Illuzzi, “I bastardi,” 2-5. For an overview of Lombroso’s writings on gypsies and nomadism, see 

Stefania Biscontini, “Lombroso & C.: Il Pericolo Dell'interpretazione Positivista Della Criminalita' in Ambito 
Zingaro,” Lacio Drom 29, no. 6 (1994): 18-24. 

9 See, for example, Adriano Colocci, Gli zingari. Storia di un popolo errante (Turin: Loescher, 1889); or 
Francesco Predari, Origine e vicende dei zingari (Milan: Tipografia Paolo Lampato, 1841). 

10 Ibid., 162. Translation and citation from Nando Sigona, “The Governance of Romani People in 
Italy: Discourse, Policy, and Practice.” Journal of Modern Italian Studies 16 (5) 2011: 590. 
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development.’”11 Vilification of the nomad was thus part and parcel of the nation-building 

efforts that sought to affirm Italy’s place in modern Europe. The migrant and the nomad 

disrupted the logics of chronopolitics with their very presence, necessitating rhetorical and 

legislative acrobatics to preserve the smooth, linear flow of imagined history.  

The tropes invoked to discuss the “nomad emergency” that has been ongoing since the 

1990s have changed little over time. The material changes to the living and social conditions of 

the Roma have less to do with an increase in hostility from the Italian public, and more to do 

with the ways that the state now directs and manages that hostility. The rise of the “nomad 

camp,” detention centers that have been proliferating throughout Italy for the past forty years, 

reveals much about the ways that Italian ideals of difference and community are straining to 

reproduce themselves in the present moment.  

Just as the camp system has expanded and intensified, so too has the insistence on the 

usage of terms like “nomad” and “nomad camp.” The stubborn, irrational attachment of the 

Italian state to the nomadic category inflects the construction and management of these spaces, 

and seeks to reproduce the neat opposition of settled and nomadic that was so dear to liberal 

thinkers. The picture that emerges is anything but neat, and reveals much about the anxieties 

that shape contemporary articulations of italianità. In a way, the nomadic category is a discursive 

tool that delimits a space for Italian communities that would rather deny precariousness than 

admit potentiality. 

 

Confinement and Contro l :  Legis lat ing Nomadism  

The notion of nomad has changed over the last fifty years, particularly in relation to 

                                                
11 Bauman, Liquid Modernity, 13. 
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other categories that denote alterity (migrant, refugee, foreigner, stranger). Since Unification, 

there has been a raft of legislation which seeks to define and limit the legal status of Roma 

within Italy, as well as restrict their economic activity. However, until the 1970s, there were no 

Italian laws regulating campsites. Historically, those Roma and Sinti who practiced nomadism 

parked their caravans in vacant lots or common areas at the periphery of towns and cities, 

remaining for periods ranging from a few days to several months. The growth of the Italian 

highway system and the improvements to infrastructure that accompanied it saw the creation of 

hundreds of municipal parking lots, which quickly became a favorite among traveling 

communities. Local and regional governments, less than enthusiastic about the presence of 

Roma families, often attempted to restrict the use of these lots, posting signs explicitly 

forbidding “stays by nomads” or more generally prohibiting “caravans, carts, or tents.” When 

Italian Roma and their advocates began to challenge these bans in court, noting that the 

Constitution specifically protects citizens against laws that would constrain free movement, they 

won their cases.12 

In response to complaints from municipalities who had failed to drive Italian Roma from 

public lands, the federal government devised a strategy to work around the Constitution in order 

to curb Roma access to public land. In a 1973 memo, the Interior Ministry reminds local 

officials that “No Nomad Parking” signs are unconstitutional, and invites them to circumvent 

their Roma problem by “building campsites with basic services, in order to make it possible that 

the camping of nomads is carried out in the best possible hygienic conditions, with obvious 

impacts on their social promotion and with undeniable advantages for the whole community.”13 

                                                
12 Sigona, “Governance,” 592-594. 
13 Italian Interior Ministry, Problema dei nomadi, Circular 17, November 10, 1973. Translation of 

original from Sigona, “Governance,” 592. 
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These recommendations were carried out in various ways by regional and provincial 

governments throughout Italy, though national legislation regarding nomad camps was not 

introduced until 2012. The exhortation to pursue the “undeniable advantages” of segregated 

campsites was interpreted differently in different regions, and the quality of services and location 

of these new camps varied widely. However, the decision to create designated zones for Roma 

occupancy would prove decisive in the years that followed. 

Up until this point, Roma in Italy had been cast in the odd role that Bauman calls 

“stranger:” neither friend nor enemy, but someone who calls those clear and comforting 

distinctions into question. Unlike the enemy, whose presence is incompatible with daily life, 

the stranger comes into the life-world and settles here, and so […] it becomes 

irrelevant whether he is a friend or a foe. He made his way into the life-world 

uninvited, thereby casting me on the receiving side of his initiative, making me 

into the object of an action of which he is the subject: all this we remember, is a 

notorious mark of the enemy. Then, unlike other, ‘straightforward’ enemies, he is 

not kept at a secure distance, nor on the other side of the battle line. Worse still, 

he claims a right to be an object of responsibility—the well-known attribute of 

the friend. If we press upon him the friend/enemy option, he would come out 

simultaneously under- and over-determined.14 

This uneasy equilibrium of Roma “under- and over-determination” was disrupted in the 1970s: 

prior to this date, nomads moved with relative freedom throughout Italy. The Italian citizens 

among them had at least theoretical access to the same services and rights as their sedentary 

counterparts. Arrests for vagrancy and other petty crimes were common, and they were regularly 

                                                
14 Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and Ambivalence (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991), 59. 
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the targets of violence and discrimination. Nonetheless, they operated within the same legal 

system as non-nomadic peoples, traversed the same streets. Following the creation of state-run 

campsites, they were no longer free to stop where they chose, and were now confined to 

cordoned-off areas that kept them separate from the general population. Furthermore, issues of 

healthcare, documentation, and access to other social services began to be filtered through a new 

administrative body: the Opera Nomadi. The ON was founded by the Catholic Church and later 

contracted by the Interior Ministry, which granted the organization the status of “ente morale,” 

a legal classification that gives the ON the ability to speak on behalf of Roma and Sinti 

communities in Italy, though it is largely staffed by Italian clergy and volunteers.15  

Once Roma groups were forced to maintain a “secure distance” from the rest of the 

Italian population, their movements and interactions with non-Roma were increasing limited. 

Any ability they may have once had to “claim the right to be an object of responsibility” was 

curtailed by the fact that their juridical subjectivity had been delegated to the Church. In short, 

Roma in Italy were losing their status as strangers, and inching ever more into enemy territory. 

This shift would prove to be decisive, as it enforced a certain distance between italianità and 

minority communities.  

 

Categor izing Exclus ion:  Nomads and Refugees  

Nomads then, were not strangers, not quite enemies, and certainly not friends. To this 

list of negative qualifiers we can add one more: not refugees. In the second half of the 1990s, an 

estimated 40,000 Roma arrived in Italy, displaced by the Yugoslav wars. The Italian public was, 

by this point, accustomed to its newfound status as a destination society, and increasingly 

                                                
15 Decree of the President of the Republic, n. 347, 1970; Santino Spinelli further details the marginalization 

of Roma and Sinti communities within the Italian legislature in Baro romano drom (Roma: Meltemi, 2003). 
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unsympathetic to refugees. Though these Roma had legitimate reasons to flee—having ended up 

on the losing side of the complex ethnic re-classifications and alliances that accompanied the 

collapse of Tito’s regime—the Italian government declined to grant them asylum, while 

simultaneously conferring that same status on non-Roma refugees from Bosnia, Kosovo, Serbia, 

and Montenegro. The Interior Ministry acknowledged that the Roma were escaping violence and 

persecution in their countries of origin, but held the official position that a nomad could not be 

considered a refugee.16 As such, they were only eligible for temporary stay permits, which 

conferred limited benefits and had to be renewed every few months. 

The majority of Roma coming out of Yugoslavia had been primarily or wholly sedentary 

for several generations, much like their Italian counterparts.17 The near-total lack of an asylum 

reception system in Italy meant that these groups were often left to their own devices: if 

anything, they were directed to the already crowded and under-serviced nomad camps to which 

established Italian Roma and Sinti communities had been relegated. Sigona describes how the 

endemic homelessness of Balkan Roma refugees led them to construct “makeshift settlements” 

in overlooked urban areas: “under motorway and rail junctions, near garbage dumps, and along 

dangerous riverbanks often in the most neglected, least wealthy, and least controlled areas of 

cities.”18 They were in good company: in the 1990s an estimated twenty percent of all 

immigrants and refugees (documented or no) had at one time lived in an unauthorized 

settlement.19 Shantytowns and squats were commonplace in major cities, a highly visible result 

                                                
16 European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance, Second Report on Italy (Brussels: ECRI, 

2002). 
17 Activist and author Najo Adzovic outlines the increase in Roma sedentary lifestyle under Tito in 

former Yugoslavia in his memoir Il popolo invisibile rom (Rome: Palombi Editori, 2005). 
18 Sigona, “Governance,” 600. 
19 See Italian Interior Ministry, Insediamenti di nomadi, zingari, ed extracomunitari. Attività di vigilanza e di 

controllo, Circular 4, November 3, 1991. 
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of the Italian government’s deeply inadequate asylum reception system. Despite the fact that the 

situation of homeless Roma was virtually identical to that of other homeless migrants, Roma 

settlements were given a different name in press coverage and policy: while migrants lived in 

baraccopoli (shantytowns) or tendopoli (tent cities), Roma lived in campi nomadi. 

This discursive construction served to conflate the state-run nomad camps that had 

emerged in the 1970s with new settlements, and also drew a clear distinction between Roma and 

other migrants. No one thought that the residents of squats and shantytowns were living there 

by choice: circumstances had forced them into desperate, and hopefully temporary, living 

conditions. Roma living in squats and shantytowns, on the other hand, were widely regarded as 

having made a lifestyle choice, the same one they would have made anywhere.20 Not refugees, 

and not homeless, the Roma began increasingly to be understood in relation to the space they 

occupied. 

 

Producing Nomadism: the Rise  o f  the Camp  

The systematic resettlement of Roma and Sinti into state-run facilities has been underway 

since the late 1970s, when the Interior Ministry first urged local governments to undertake the 

“social promotion” of nomads by confining them to camps. Thirty years later, the “undeniable 

advantages” the camps were nominally intended to confer upon Roma inmates have yet to 

materialize: Roma today generally enjoy fewer legal protections and a lower quality of life than 

they have at any other time in Italian history.21 The label of “nomad” carries with it restricted 

access to social programs, diminished employment prospects, and paradoxically, limited 

                                                
20 See David Sibley, Outsiders in Urban Society (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1981); Sigona, “Gypsy 

Problem.” 
21 ONLUS Osservazione, Imperfect Citizenship: Research into Patterns of Discrimination Against Roma and 

Sinti in Italy, Lorenzo Monasta and Nando Sigona (Brussels: ERRC, 2006), 11-14. 
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mobility. Those who live in the camps are effectively stranded, far from towns and cities, and 

generally blocked from applying for public housing.22 

Just as the Interior Ministry couched its first directive on controlling Roma movement in 

a language of cultural preservation, contemporary Italian political and media discourse presents 

the state-mandated internment of “nomads” within camps as a measure undertaken in order to 

uphold and respect Roma culture. However, as Leonardo Piasere notes, the idea of culture that 

underpins these regional laws is necessarily vague: it “is detached from the socio-political 

context, appearing as a set of rites, customs and uses coming out of an Edenic past which risk 

disappearing in capitalist Western society.”23 The justification for laws which further marginalize 

the Roma are nearly always couched in terms of respect for cultural differences and the 

preservation of nebulous “traditions.”  

Regional legislation in Tuscany, Emilia-Romagna, Lombardy, and Lazio justifies the need 

for nomad camps by asserting that the widespread poverty and assumed criminality of the Roma 

population arises from the fact that their “traditional jobs” (which remain unspecified) “owing 

to modernity and economic transformations, are fast dying out.”24 This line of thinking, which 

pits modernity against a nebulously conceived “nomadic culture,” has been part of the accepted 

narrative on Roma in Italy for hundreds of years, but has only recently begun to be encoded into 

local and national legislation. These laws frequently contain language that assumes the 

criminality of Roma subjects, and presents this criminality as causally linked to the Roma’s 

inability to “catch up” to rest of Italian society. As one government report on the “Current 

Situation of Gypsies in Italy” from the late 1960s argues, nomads have undergone a regression, 

                                                
22 ECRI, Second Report on Italy. 
23 Piasere, Un mondo di mondi, 46.

 

24 Sigona, “Governance,” 597.
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“because the abandonment of Gypsy traditions does not follow the undertaking of new values, 

which produces as a consequence a situation of anomy.”25  

The “Gypsy traditions” the author refers to are largely related to nomadism—a practice 

that was fast disappearing when the report was written. Now, forty years later, despite the fact 

that nomadic lifestyles are nearly extinct, the language used in the media and policy continues to 

insist upon the transience of Roma communities. As one international human rights observer 

noted: “In Italy, the issue of Roma is reduced to an issue of nomads. This means that the 

questions that the wider populace, the authorities, and most of the activists dealing with Roma 

alike constantly pose themselves is ‘how to deal with this socially un-adapted, nomadic 

population whose traditional, indigenous lifestyle is incompatible with conditions set by a 

modern, European society.”26 The popular narrative can be summarized thus: in the name of 

progress and tolerance, the Italian state has made a generous effort to protect the traditions and 

cultural values of “nomads,” but the “nomads” cannot meet the state halfway. They abandon 

their own traditions and refuse to adapt to their present context, choosing instead an asocial and 

unlawful lifestyle. To combat this situation, the Italian government strives ever more actively to 

“preserve and protect” the Roma by forcing them to live in camps, monitoring their activities, 

and creating harsher penalties for transgressions.  

The benevolent phrasing that so often accompanies laws designed to further marginalize 

Roma communities is an apt example of what Žižek sees as the oppressive tendencies contained 

within multiculturalist rhetoric:  

Multiculturalism is a racism which empties its own position of all positive content 

(the multiculturalist is not a direct racist, he doesn’t oppose to the Other the 
                                                

25 Mirella Karpati, “La situazione attuale degli Zingari in Italia,” Lacio Drom 3-5 (1969): 196.
 

26 V. L. Szente, “Field Report: Italy” Roma Rights 3 (1997): 51. 
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particular values of his own culture) but nonetheless retains this position as the 

privileged empty point of universality from which one is able to appreciate (and 

depreciate) properly other particular cultures – the multiculturalist respect for the 

Other’s specificity is the very form of asserting one’s own superiority.27  

Within this framework, “respect” allows the Italian regions to construct explicitly racist 

legislation without admitting racial bias, and further pigeonholes a group already suffering greatly 

under the dominant culture’s ideas of who they are and what they want.  

Mainstream discourse in Italy constructs Roma subjects by drawing on a set of clichés, 

inflammatory rhetoric, and long-held superstitions. The average Italian’s understanding of Roma 

“in the absence of first-hand contact (with the exception of Roma beggars who are much more 

visible than statistically representative), is largely mediated by the national and local media, which 

create and reproduce stereotypes.”28 Stereotypes about Roma are particularly insidious and have 

changed surprisingly little over the past century, despite the fact that even the Italian far right 

has adopted “tolerance talk” and refrains from using overtly racist language.29 A survey 

conducted by the European Roma Rights Center in 2000 found that more than 70% of Italians 

of all ages agreed with statements that described Gypsies as professional thieves who regularly 

stole Italian babies and raped Italian women—despite an absence of any evidence of these 

supposed trends.30  

Politicians from across the political spectrum invoke similar tropes when expedient: in 

                                                
27 Slavoj Žižek, “Multiculturalism, Or the Cultural Logic of Multinational Capitalism,” The New Left 

Review I, no. 225 (1997): 28-51. 
28 Sigona, “Gyspy Problem,” 752. 
29 For a detailed analysis of language recently adopted by Italy’s extreme right, see Maria Avanza, 

“The Northern League and its ‘Innocuous’ Xenophobia,” in Italy Today: the Sick Man of Europe, eds. Andrea 
Mammone and Giuseppe A. Veltri (London: Routledge, 2010), 131-142. 

30 European Roma Rights Center, Il Paese dei campi: La segregazione razziale dei Rom in Italia (Rome: 
ERRC, 2000), 9-10. 
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2007 center-right leader Gianfranco Fini said in an interview that Roma “have no scruples about 

kidnapping children or using their own children for begging,” and view theft as a legitimate 

alternative to work, “because it is up to the women to work, even through prostitution.” He 

concluded that “to talk of integration with people with a ‘culture’ of that sort is pointless.”31 In 

the same week, center-left mayor Walter Veltroni stated, without offering any evidence, that his 

city was experiencing a Roma-led crime wave in the wake of Romania’s recent entry into the 

European union.32    

Roma currently face some of the worst discrimination of any minority group in Europe, 

and may very well be the most reviled. Despite this overt and far-reaching antagonism, popular 

culture also produces a secondary narrative about Roma subjects: they may be baby-stealing 

rapists, but they nonetheless retain a certain picturesque charm—wandering souls unfettered by 

the obligations of a stable existence. In Italy these romantic tropes date back centuries, at least as 

far as Ariosto, who included several colorful “Gypsy” characters in his Orlando Innamorato. 

Fonseca notes that Roma who aesthetically conform to the romantic stereotypes that many 

Italians hold—brightly colored clothing, gold teeth and a fiddle—are actually more 

sympathetically regarded in the media than Roma who have adopted a more “Western” style: 

“The more exotic Gypsies appear to be, the more ‘genuine’ they are considered, and, 

paradoxically, the more accepted they become (in the local imagination, if not in the local pub). 

Whoever best fits the stereotypes wins.”33 The problem for Roma in contemporary Italy is that 

the “Gypsy” stereotype is only one component of the “nomad” sterotype that has emerged over 

                                                
31 Nando Sigona, “Gypsies Out of Italy! Social exclusion and racial discrimination of Roma and Sinti 

in Italy,” in Italy Today: the Sick Man of Europe, 147. 
32 Maurizio Belpietro, “Veltroni leader del paese dei furbi,” Panorama, September 11, 2007, accessed 

June 4, 2015, http://opinioni.panorama.it/mauriziobelpietro/Belpietro-Veltroni-leader-del-paese-dei-furbi. 
33 Isabel Fonseca, Bury Me Standing: The Gypsies and their Journey (New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 238.
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the past years. 

The complex power dynamics that produce these discursive categories inform nearly 

every interaction between Roma and the dominant culture. Sibley notes that “where outsiders 

come into close physical association with the larger society, particularly in cities, the romantic 

image, the pervasive myth about minority culture, is retained as a yardstick against which they 

are measured. Experience of the minority at first hand contradicts the myth but does not 

explode it.” The Roma, occupying a borderland between enemy and stranger, are expected to 

simultaneously conform to the most insidious and most idealized tropes in order to correctly 

play the role of “nomad.” And, even when the performance fails, “the myth can be retained 

because failure to meet mythical expectations is attributed to deviancy or to social pathologies 

that are somehow a product of urban living.”34  

The Italian propensity to locate Roma subjects somewhere on a spectrum between 

negative and romantic stereotypes has material effects beyond their representation in the media. 

Sara Miscoscia, who has done extensive field research in Rome’s nomad camps, notes that 

Italians “are more likely to support economic initiatives [for Roma] that are considered 

traditional, even more so when these are presented in a folkloristic context.”35 Politicians 

bemoan the inability of Roma to assimilate into Italian society, all the while backing programs 

that attempt unsuccessfully to revive “traditional professions” that have already been rendered 

obsolete. They denounce the vagrancy of “nomads” while forcing the Roma into under-serviced 

camps. Then, when Roma fail to tinker, play the fiddle, or wander off, the narrative turns 

                                                
34 Sibley, Outsiders, 6

 

35“I gagè sono più propensi ad accettare attività economiche considerate tradizionali, soprattutto 
quando queste sono inserite in contesti folkloristici. I Rom di solito accettano queste condizioni, per loro 
rappresentano l’occasione di dimostrare che sono ben disposti a lavorare. Nessuno però, è convinto che 
queste iniziative riusciranno a consentirgli la sussistenza.” From Sara Miscoscia, “L’economia ed il lavoro di 
alcuni gruppi di Rom nell’area romana,” La Ricerca Folklorica 61 (2010): 113. 
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vicious. As Sibley observes, although romanticized Roma “may be considered exotic and 

interesting at a distance, they become deviant when enmeshed in the social mainstream.”36  

This perceived deviance is nowhere more visible in the discourse surrounding nomad 

camps and their relationship to nearby towns and cities. Camps are the cornerstone of Italian 

legislation concerning the Roma, and camps have come to define the Roma condition in Italy. 

Sigona notes that while the details and application of regional laws may vary, common among 

them “is the recognition of nomadism as a fundamental cultural trait of Roma and Sinti […] At 

the core of all laws is the housing issue, which stems directly from the recognition of the right to 

an itinerant lifestyle and the aim of protecting nomadism.”37 The spaces created under the 

auspices of “protecting nomadism” actually confine residents to squalor and constant state 

surveillance. Nomad camps are built and maintained by the state, and then decried by the media 

as intolerable incursions of a backwards Roma lifestyle into the modern space of the city. As 

Sigona notes: “promoters of the ‘real Gypsy’ myth tend to forget that most camps are planned, 

designed, and built by architects, engineers, and urban planners. They are not in this sense a 

naturally occurring feature of Roma culture but rather an architectonic projection of how 

Italians view them.”38 The nomad camp cannot hold Gypsies, just as it cannot hold friends, 

strangers, or even enemies. The nomad camp can only hold “nomads:” a separate political 

category that inspires in Italians a robust animosity usually reserved for the enemy, tempered by 

the understanding that all-out war against a civilian population with no organized political 

agenda is inappropriate. Thus, the nomad is resettled, but not deported; housed, but not 

imprisoned; made to live in absolute precariousness, but not executed.   

                                                
36 Sibley, Outsiders, 5. 
37 Sigona, “Governance,” 596.

 

38 Sigona, “Gypsy Problem,” 747.
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Nomad camps reveal the razor’s edge that Roma communities walk—between stranger 

and enemy, minority population and prisoner. In order to trace the ways that these distinctions 

are fastidiously reproduced in political and media discourse, we will need to look more closely at 

the nomad camp, and to examine the ways that the space of the camp is projected onto the 

subjects confined therein. The irony of the non-nomadic subject produced within the nomad 

camp will not have been lost. 

 

Parasi t i c  Enclaves :  Nomad Camps in the I ta l ian Media  

Unauthorized settlements, though less common today then they were in the 1990s, are 

still present in many Italian cities. Depictions of Roma settlements are inevitably colored by the 

conviction that Roma are content, even eager, to live in improvised dwellings in vacant lots and 

under bridges. The tropes invoked by journalists to describe “nomad camps” to the Italian 

public rely on this assumption, painting homeless Roma as opportunistic invaders who 

stubbornly and irrationally refuse to comply with Italian law. 

The Italian media frequently reports on the destruction of unauthorized settlements and 

the eviction of their residents—one of the most common reasons the Roma find themselves in 

the news. The following quotes, taken from articles published in major Italian dailies over the 

past ten years, offer a picture of the way that the media constructs the Roma as tenacious 

parasites infiltrating Italian cities. One article emphasizes the persistence of Roma groups in the 

aftermath of a mass eviction: “The city is on high alert. Though the settlement is no longer 

there, the gypsies remain. And they’re looking for new territory. The 500 Roma who were based 

out of Bovisasca are now partially installed under the Bacula overpass; the rest are wandering the 
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city.”39 Another journalist suggests that the apparent complacency of the police makes it 

impossible to truly quash the infestation: “Sometimes they come back. And no eviction can stop 

them […] so many lands, so many illegal settlements. So many shanties. Shanties that had been 

destroyed, their inhabitants invited to leave, and that are nonetheless growing back. More hidden 

than before, of course: built around trees, shaded by branches. But they are there.”40 And, as 

another article notes, once the Roma have established a foothold, they proliferate quickly and 

competently, undoing the initial efforts to expel them:  

Just yesterday there were five shanties, hidden behind a mountain of earth. At 

noon today there are nearly thirty, hammered quickly together, waiting to receive 

displaced people from throughout the city. Local residents raise the alarm with 

local authorities: ‘they’re coming back, more and more of them.’ At five a patrol 

passes, observes, and stops […] to issue three tickets for loitering. This is how a 

nomad camp is born. Or better: reborn.41  

The supposedly unstoppable proliferation or Roma settlements, along with the unreasonable 

persistence of their residents, justifies the need for state-run camps as a way to control the 

incursion of Roma subjects in other urban areas. However, whenever plans for authorized 

nomad camps are introduced, both local populations and politicians inevitably object: the 

nomad camp is unsightly, malodorous; it introduces an undesirable element into the 

neighborhood, and presents a danger to the Italian community. Furthermore, and perhaps most 
                                                

39 “I rom sgomberati? Non li vogliamo qui,” Corriere della sera, April 5, 2008, accessed August 1, 2015, 
http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2008/aprile/05rom_sgomberati_Non_vogliamo_ qui_co_7_080405035. 
shtml.  

40 “A Chiaravalle torna l’emergenza, Siamo assediati dalle baracche,” Corriere della sera, March 21, 
2008, accessed August 1, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2008/marzo/21/Chiaravalle_torna_ 
emergenza_Siamo_ assediati_co_7_080321055.shtm. 

41 Armando Stella, “Boviasca, il campo rom rinasce nel parco,” Corriere della sera, April 1, 2008, 
accessed August 1, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere. it/2008/aprile/01 Bovisasca_campo_rom_ 
rinasce_nel_co_7_080401050.shtml. 
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distressingly, the nomads seem to have no desire to travel. Despite their official designation, they 

overwhelmingly elect to settle. 

In a discussion of the way that state-run nomad camps are presented in the Italian media, 

Sigona highlights two recent quotes from right-wing politicians that capture the catch-22 that 

Roma groups in Italy find themselves caught in: 

Stable settlements must be dismantled. […] Nomad camps must be only transit 

areas and not places where people abusively build their houses and villas and 

where families live for more than 30 years. (Matteo Salvini quoted in Corriere della 

sera, May 19, 2006). 

If the gypsies are nomads, therefore people on the move, why are they asking for 

council houses? (Donato Seppi quoted in Alto Adige, October 28, 2005).42 

Politicians and journalists alike excoriate Roma groups for their “insistence” on living in camps, 

a behavior that is presented as the essence of their failure to integrate. At the same time, 

however, they condemn Roma who do not conform to Italian-held stereotypes. Roma are 

denied public housing because of their nomadism, and then chastised when they build 

permanent homes within nomad camps. This last situation—wherein Roma families attempt to 

transform what should be “transit areas” into permanent or semi-permanent homes, is 

becoming the norm rather than the exception. In many parts of Italy, multiple generations of 

families have come of age in the same nomad camp, under the auspices of permanent 

emergency. This paradox is essential to understanding the nomad subject produced by the camp, 

and feared by the Italian public. 

                                                
42 For more on the ways that the label of “nomadism” is deployed in political and media discourse, 

see Nando Sigona, “Problema Nomadi and Political Participation of Roma and Sinti” in Romani Politics in 
Contemporary Europe, ed. Nando Sigona and Nidhi Trehan (London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2009), 272-292. 
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Building Emergency :  Set t l ements  and State-run Camps 

That “nomads” are dangerous is evident from the miles of editorial coverage that 

extends before and after the establishment of a nomad camp. Cities, individual neighborhoods, 

and private citizens protest at the very suggestion of a new camp, and no single category of 

space is more representative of the condition of Roma in contemporary Italy.43 One journalist 

for former daily Il Manifesto observes a peculiar anxiety in the Italian public “towards the nomad 

camps, which are seen as the places where the most horrible things happen with the complicity of 

those living there.”44 The specter of the nomad camp looms large in the Italian imagination, 

though most Italians remain completely unfamiliar with these increasingly common spaces. 

Ultimately, the physical reality of the camp is less important that the threat it poses: that the 

emergency contained within it will be uncomfortably close. 

In his groundbreaking 1996 survey of state-run Italian nomad camps, Piero Brunello 

notes that the spaces are designed to evoke precise feelings in those who observe them: “the 

campers, the containers, the Red Cross jackets, the triage equipment ready to go at the camp 

entrance—all this creates a sense of emergency, some kind of natural disaster, like a flood or an 

earthquake. There is an urgency here that demands quick action.”45 The idea of emergency 

justifies the existence of Italian nomad camps, which are widely regarded to be provisional 

solutions to critical problems, regardless of how long they are allowed to stand. The 

“emergency” that produces the Italian nomad camp is not, as Tosi notes, “a rational definition 

of urgencies and priorities, but rather a permanent construction aimed at defining the 

                                                
43 “Roma and Sinti Representation in the Media,” Osservazione ONLUS, Imperfect Citizenship, 37-39. 
44 Sigona, “Problema Nomadi,” 281, emphasis original. 
45 “Le roulette, i container, i giacconi della croce rossa, l’armadietto per medicinali per i primi 

soccorsi nel prefabbricato all’entrata del campo—tutto questo trasmette il senso di una emergenza, di una 
catastrofe naturale, come un alluvione e un terremoto. E l’urgenza richiede interventi urgenti.” In Piero 
Brunello, ed. L’urbanistica del disprezzo (Rome: Manifestolibri, 1996), 14. 
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boundaries of the negotiability of a given issue.”46 Given that the presence of Roma on Italian 

soil is commonly treated by politicians and the media as a permanent crisis, the negotiability of 

Roma living conditions is nearly non-existent.  

The so-called “nomad emergency” justifies enclosing Roma in camps where they are 

kept under surveillance, but also allows municipalities to cut corners in their construction: camps 

“are presented as temporary solutions which allow local authorities to build according to 

different (and lower) standards than would usually be the case.”47 The emergency does not allow 

for hygienic or structural standards that would be mandatory in any other state building project, 

and establishes the need for security measures (of dubious constitutionality) that are common in 

camps throughout Italy.  

First and foremost, camps are enclosed by a perimeter fence, and their entrances are 

guarded by private contractors or state police. Some camps forbid the entry of non-Roma 

visitors, some do not, but all record the comings and goings of residents.48 Most camps are 

loosely modeled on military installations, with containers arranged in rows for easy surveillance. 

Further restrictions vary from camp to camp: curfews are common, and access to 

transportation, clean water, and public services are limited. The primary goal of the nomad camp 

seems to be that of “containing” the nomad emergency within a precise set of borders. This 

containment sends a clear message to members of the surrounding community: “gypsies must 

be kept apart from the general population, and the general population would do well to keep 

their distance from them.”49 Here, the “secure distance” so crucial to Bauman’s notion of the 

                                                
46 Antonio Tosi, Immigrati e Senza Casa (Milan: Franco Angeli, 1993), 32.

 

47 Sigona, “Gypsy Problem,” 748.
 

48 “Camp Regulations” in ONLUS Osservazione, Imperfect Citizenship, 27-30. 
49 See Tiziana Mori and Nicola Solimano, “A Roma ghetto in Florence,” The UNESCO Courier, June 

2000.
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stranger is codified into law. 

State-run camps are, above all else, mechanisms of ostracization. Marcetti and Solimano 

note that “the current settlements are, in their location and their internal structure, spaces of 

marginalization and precariousness,” prime examples of the Italian government’s attitude 

towards Roma groups, which they call an “urban planning of refusal.”50 Sibley observes that the 

low value of land typically selected to house nomad camps (areas near prisons, landfills, and 

industrial waste) reflects the widely held belief that the Roma are “a residual population in a 

residual space.”51 The assumed “residual” character of Roma, along with the perpetual 

emergency of their presence, ensures that new camps are overly surveiled, under-serviced, and 

effectively quarantined from the rest of the city. The emergency of the residual population 

justifies and perpetuates itself, and in so doing reveals that the defining characteristic of the 

nomad is not the enemy’s hostility, or the stranger’s alterity—the defining feature of the nomad 

is precariousness.  

 

Marker :  Casi l ino 900 (Centoce l l e ,  15 February 2010)  

No better case study of the nomad’s particular precariousness can be found than Casilino 

900. On February 15, 2010, Gianni Alemanno, Rome’s newly-elected right-wing mayor, 

ceremoniously locked a gate, to the sound of press photographers’ shutters and scattered 

applause from a small group of staffers and journalists. A person unfamiliar with the situation 

would be hard-pressed to explain the gate’s purpose—it enclosed nothing more than newly 

                                                
50 “Fra gli insediamenti realizzati i più presentano, nella localizzazione e nell’attrezzatura, un carattere 

fondamentalmente marginale, precario, che farà giustamente definire questi interventi come un ‘urbanistica di 
rifiuto.’” In Corrado Marcetti and Nicola Solimano, “Allontanate le vostre tende, avvicinate i vostri cuori,” in 
L’urbanistica di disprezzo, ed. Piero Brunello (Rome: Manifestolibri, 1996), 67. 

51 Sibley, Geographies, 68. 
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Figure 10: Mayor Gianni Alemanno locks the gate to Casilino 900 (Rome: ANSA, 2009). 
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cleared land, scattered with odd debris—let alone the necessity of heavy chains and padlocks. 

Someone who knew the area, and its recent history, would be more likely to remark on the quiet, 

so different from the sounds that had become common over the last few weeks: protestors had 

been cleared by police, and the hum of bulldozers razing hundreds of homes had stilled for the 

duration of the ceremony. Casilino 900, the largest nomad camp in Europe, and the oldest 

continuously inhabited camp in Italy, was no more. 

As he snapped the padlock shut, Alemanno gave a brief address: “Today is a historic day. 

After more than 40 years, we were finally able to close this camp. We did it with the cooperation 

of the nomads […] and the people who lived here have all been moved to livable camps where 

they will find legality and integration. We have wiped away Rome’s shame.”52 A number of 

Alemanno’s claims here are dubious: the “cooperation” he invokes relied heavily on police 

intervention and prison transports, and the “livability” of the camps he mentions is debatable—

to say nothing of the paradoxical “integration” that results from resettling people in unfamiliar 

and remote camps. The idea that Casilino 900 was a source of shame for the city of Rome is less 

controversial: living conditions inside the camp were notoriously awful, and its longevity was a 

testament to decades of neglect and incompetence on the part of city officials. Nonetheless, the 

camp’s destruction was hardly a triumph of municipal government: it would be more correct to 

say that the city’s “shame” had been displaced.  

The structures of the camp were dispatched with relative ease, and the residents of 

Casilino 900 were broken into small groups and relocated to state-run camps throughout the 

                                                
52 “Oggi è una giornata storica. Dopo 40 anni siamo riusciti a chiudere questo campo - ha detto 

Alemanno- con il concorso di nomadi e comitati di quartiere che hanno accompagnato tutte le varie fasi. Le 
persone che erano qui sono state trasferite in campi vivibili dove c'è legalità e integrazione. Abbiamo 
cancellato questa vergogna di Roma.” In “Casilino 900, abbattuta l’ultima baracca. Alemanno: cancellata una 
vergogna,” Il Messaggero February 15, 2010; accessed August 1, 2015, http://www. ilmessaggero.it/roma/ 
cronaca/casilino_900_abbattuta_ultima_baracca_alemanno_cancellata_una_vergogna/notizie/91364.shtml.  
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Roman periphery. Many of them found that their standard of living decreased dramatically in 

the city-run camps, but those deplorable conditions didn’t seem to embarrass anyone, least of all 

Alemanno: the new camps were much less visible. Situated in largely uninhabited peripheral 

areas and surrounded by barbed-wire fences, the city-run camps were unlikely to attract much 

attention at all (and even if they did, journalists were barred entry).  

The history of Casilino 900, from its foundation to its destruction, offers a rare 

opportunity to trace changes in Roma communities alongside the development of anti-Roma 

policies from the 1970s to the present. Furthermore, the fate of Casilino 900’s residents throws 

the contradictions and brutalities of Italy’s camp system into sharp relief, and allows us to 

investigate assumptions about “nomads” and their relationship to settled communities. What 

happens when a “nomad camp” becomes a permanent settlement? How do government 

policies—be they assimilationist or multiculturalist—engage with (or deny) the realities of the 

communities they purport to protect? What happens when “nomads” create and maintain a built 

environment designed to ensure the stability and continuity of a diverse community? The answer 

to this last question is simple, but revealing: when “nomads” build houses, the state tears them 

down, and puts caravans in their place. And yet, despite all this, the nomad camp contains the 

possibility for community. 

 

Sett l ed Nomads:  the Case o f  Casi l ino 900 

One such community arose in Casilino 900. The camp began its life in 1960 as a “corea:” 

a peripheral shantytown erected by Southern Italian workers who had emigrated to Northern 

industrial cities. The first Roma family settled in the camp in 1968, and for the next twenty years 

Sicilian and Calabrian factory workers lived alongside various Roma groups, most of whom held 
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Italian citizenship. In the late 1980s the remaining non-Roma residents of Casilino 900 were 

moved into public housing projects in nearby Centocelle; the Roma, as “nomads,” had minimal 

access to government housing assistance.53  

The camp’s population grew during the 1990s as refugees from the Balkan Wars arrived, 

and swelled dramatically in 2000, when Rome’s then-largest camp, Casilino 700, was destroyed 

by authorities. Home to nearly two thousand people, Casilino 700 would have been visible from 

a pilgrimage route designated for the Jubilee year, and was deemed too unsightly for the droves 

of Catholic tourists about to flood the city. The camp was razed, displacing thousands, many of 

whom moved into Casilino 900 (which was spared the same fate by dint of the automobile 

graveyards that stood between the camp and the Via Casilina, offering a marginally more jubilant 

bit of scenery for passing pilgrims). The demolition of Casilino 900 in 2010 marked the 

definitive end of a certain typology of nomad camp, and the opening of new era in Italy’s 

policing of Roma communities.  

Nomad camps in Italy fall into three categories: there are the “authorized” facilities built 

and administrated by the state, many of which date back to the late seventies. There are the 

“unauthorized” camps, illegal settlements that are usually destroyed by police once they become 

noticeable to the surrounding community. Finally, there are “tolerated” camps: unauthorized 

settlements that are permitted to remain and are subject to monitoring by authorities—usually in 

the absence of community uproar, or the absence of a viable housing alternative for displaced 

residents. Casilino 900 was a tolerated camp, and something of a fixture in the Centocelle 

neighborhood where it had stood for over forty years. The descendants of the first Roma family 

to settle in the camp in 1968 still lived there, and dozens of other families had been there for 

                                                
53 Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, Andrea Anzaldi and Carlo Stasolla, eds. (Frosinone: 

Nuova Stampa Caramitti, 2010), 4. 
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generations.54 Over the years, more than 15,000 children were born to families living in Casilino 

900.55 

Hygienic conditions in the camp were, and always had been, appalling: the land was 

prone to flooding and strewn with decades of trash, which the city declined to collect. Large 

pools of standing water contained all manner of bacteria, along with chemical runoff from the 

adjacent chop-shops.56 There was no running water available in the camp, and a cluster of rarely 

serviced chemical toilets—the only sewage disposal system offered by the city—did little to 

improve sanitary conditions. Though residents had been petitioning the municipality to install at 

least one water main for years, they were always denied, on the grounds that digging would have 

disturbed the unexcavated Roman ruins on which the camp sat.57 

Quality of life in the camp depended largely on individual baracche, or shanties. While 

some residents lived in dilapidated campers or simple one-room constructions made from 

plywood and other found materials, many older homes had been expanded over the years into 

complex, multi-floor constructions. Larger homes were able to accommodate roof cisterns, 

which allowed for limited running water, and electricity had been available since residents 

negotiated a collective contract with energy provider ACEA in the late 1980s.58 Access to 

amenities like these depended on family income, but the size and layout of living spaces was 

largely determined by camp residents. In short, despite many limitations, residents were able to 

exercise considerable autonomy in the design and production of domestic space. 
                                                

54 Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, 7. 
55 Luca Zanini, “Alemanno: Sigilli al Casilino 900. Lunedì la chiusura del campo nomadi.” Corriere 

della sera, February 14, 2010, accessed August 1, 2014, http://roma.corriere.it/notizie/cronaca/10_ 
febbraio_14/ alemanno-lunedi-sigilli-casilino-900-1602460921438.shtml. 

56 For a more detailed breakdown of the water and airborne diseases commonly found in authorized 
and unauthorized camps, as well as statistics on the incidence of illness (most notably among children) in 
Italy’s nomad camps, see ONLUS Osservazione, Imperfect Citizenship. 

57 Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, 4. 
58 Ibid., 4. 
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Visitors to the camp were often surprised by the sophistication and the cleanliness of 

interior spaces, which presented a stark contrast to the camp’s landscape. Kate Carlisle, the 

European Roma Rights Center’s monitor in Italy, called the camp a “beautiful nightmare,” and 

wrote that “it was the scene of endless police raids, brutality, illness, and death. But it’s beauty 

was in the fact that, despite the squalor, it’s inhabitants didn’t stop building. A shack in the 

middle of a muddy lake would be neat and decorated inside. A coffee or drink was always 

offered to guests.”59 

Further autonomy was evident in the organization of community space. The 

demographic makeup of the camp reflected the diversity of the Roma population in Italy today, 

which frequently makes for uneasy cohabitation. Linguistic, religious, and cultural differences—

as well as tensions between established communities with Italian citizenship and more recent 

arrivals from Balkan states—are often aggravated by proximity. The residents of Casilino 900 

were able to manage tensions by organizing living areas according to linguistic and religious 

groups. The relative spatial agency residents enjoyed also allowed them to maintain community 

spaces, where people could dine together and celebrate family events.60  

The men in the camp who worked as tinkers operated from community workshops, and 

there were a number of small businesses active: Macedonian Roma Babo Daniele produced and 

sold ovens and water heaters for Roma families in Casilino 900 and other nomad camps 

throughout Rome. For most of its existence, the major source of income for residents of 

Casilino 900 came from stalls in Rome’s large outdoor market, Porta Portese. In 2006, the Roma 

portion of the market was dismantled by police following complaints from other Porta Portese 

                                                
59 Kate Carlisle, “Keeping Roma Away,” in Terre Sospese: vite di un campo Rom, ed. Stefano Montesi 

(Rome: Prospettiva Edizioni, 2002), xx. 
60 Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, 5. 
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Figure 11: Views of a Casilino 900 home. Clockwise from top: the exterior of the baracca, the 
bathroom, a young girl’s bedroom, the living room (Luciano Sansone, 2009). 
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vendors.61 Afterwards, Roma vendors found it nearly impossible to renew permits, and 

increased scrutiny from police meant it was no longer feasible to sell goods while walking.62 

With it’s primary source of income gone, residents struggled to find other work. A 

number of initiatives sponsored by the municipality failed to introduce new revenue streams, but 

the nature of these projects reveals a great deal about what outsiders considered “appropriate” 

employment for the Roma. In an attempt to replace the lost income from Porta Portese, the city 

granted the Roma a permit to operate a small Sunday market selling “traditional and artisanal 

goods” outside the camp’s perimeter. Given that the camp was out of the way of pedestrian 

traffic, and that residents were limited to selling goods deemed “traditional” by local 

government (largely clothing, jewelry, and metal goods), the “Mercatino Rom” failed to generate 

any meaningful income.63 Smaller-scale initiatives were similarly inadequate: a metalworker who 

lost his stall at Porta Portese secured a short-term contract with an Italian cultural association, 

which paid him to produce a number of “artisanal” copper pots for display in their head office, 

to convince skeptics that “many Roma do, in fact, possess professional skills.”64 One ill-fated 

city project, perhaps arising from the old stereotype that Gypsies are horse-traders, subsidized 

jobs on a horse farm for residents of Casilino 900, but the idea was abandoned when it emerged 

that none of the people who applied had ever been near a horse.65 

Conditions in the camp worsened considerably following the 2006 ban from Porta 

Portese, but things would not become disastrous until 2008, when an unlikely series of events 

                                                
61 Rinaldo Frignani, “Via da Porta Portese il mercatino abusivo,” Corriere della sera, December 18, 

2006, accessed August 1, 2014, archiviostorico.corriere.it/2006/dicembre/18/Via_Porta_Portese _mercatino 
_abusivo_co_10_061218010.shtml. 

62 Micoscia, “Economia e lavoro,” 111. 
63 Ibid., 116. 
64 Ibid., 113. 
65 Ibid., 113. 
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brought about the camp’s destruction. Public opinion about the Roma had been souring steadily 

throughout the first decade of the 21st century, after the influx of Balkan Roma made the 

“nomad problem” a more visible issue.66 Outcry against Roma groups increased substantially in 

2007, when 22-year-old Italian citizen Vanessa Russo died from injuries sustained during a fight 

with Doina Matei, a 21-year-old Romanian national identified as a “nomad” by the Italian press. 

Media speculation about the possible causes of the fight played up negative stereotypes about 

Roma: “Perhaps young Vanessa realized that the woman was attempting to steal something 

from her purse,” suggested La Repubblica.67 

In 2008, center-right mayoral candidate Gianni Alemanno made a “nomad plan” central 

to his political platform. The proposed legislation made it more difficult for “nomads” to obtain 

residency, increased the legal penalties for vagrancy, begging, and truancy, and most importantly, 

mandated the closure of all unauthorized or tolerated camps. All “nomads” living within Rome 

would be resettled in thirteen new “serviced villages” in the extreme periphery of Rome—

despite the fact that these villages could only house 6,000 people, leaving more than a thousand 

theoretically homeless.68 After winning the election, Alemanno’s office began an immediate 

crackdown on Casilino 900, which, as Rome’s largest “tolerated” camp, had become a symbol of 

the larger nomad problem. The first action taken against Casilino 900 came in March of 2008, 

when police disassembled the electrical system that residents had paid ACEA to install twenty 

years earlier, plunging the camp into darkness and increasing the incidence of house fires. In 

                                                
66 Nando Sigona, “How Can a Nomad be a Refugee? Kosovo Roma and Labelling Policy in Italy,” 

Sociology 2003 (37): 69-79. 
67 Press coverage of the event predominantly identified Matei as “Rom,” though it is unclear if she is, 

in fact, Roma. See Valeria Abate, “Trafitta con un ombrello, in coma un ragazza di 22 anni,” La Repubblica, 
May 3, 2007, accessed August 1, 2015, http://roma.repubblica.it/dettaglio/trafitta-con-un-ombrello-in-coma-
ragazza-di-22-anni/1295210. 

68 Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, 6. 
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April, a 24-hour police guard was posted at each camp entrance, and cement barriers were 

erected overnight, trapping most residents’ vehicles within the campsite, drastically limiting their 

mobility.69  

In 2008 a national “census” operation was carried out in hundreds of tolerated and 

authorized camps throughout Italy. Police and other state employees fingerprinted all residents, 

including children, and also collected information pertaining to residents’ ethnicity, religious 

affiliation, and nationalities (when possible). Activists who demanded to know what use the state 

planned to make of this data were rebuffed.70 State officials began to descend on the camp in 

droves, all working up damning health and safety reports (which were, it should be noted, 

accurate: conditions in the camp were worsening by the day, given residents’ decreased income, 

mobility, and the now-total lack of electricity). Mayors had vowed to close Casilino 900 before, 

but it was increasingly clear that Alemanno’s “nomad plan” was no empty campaign promise.71 

The camp’s destruction would not occur for another eighteen months, though the delay 

had more to do with the municipality’s inability to organize housing alternatives for displaced 

Casilino 900 residents than the various protests mounted by residents, local activist groups, 

Amnesty International, and the European Council on Human Rights, all of whom opposed the 

camp’s closing. Forced evacuation and demolition began in January of 2010, and in February 

Alemanno locked the gate around now-empty land, promising that the area would be re-opened 

as a park within a month.72 At the time of writing, the land remains undeveloped: it sits, 

unoccupied and overgrown, surrounded by a locked chain-link fence.  

                                                
69 Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, 10. 
70 Sigona, “Gypsies Out of Italy,” 152. 
71 Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, 8. 
72 Gianni Alemanno, “Chiusura Casilino 900,” Alemanno 2.0 – Il blog ufficiale di Gianni Alemanno, 

February 16, 2010, accessed August 5, 2014, http://duepuntozero.alemanno.it/2010/02/16/ chiusura-
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Figure 12: A map showing the 
Resettlement of Casilino 900 
Residents into five serviced  
Villages (Associazione 21 Luglio, 
2009). 

Figure 13: Aerial views. From 
top: the military precision of the 
serviced village at Camping 
River (Associazione 21 Luglio, 
2009); the organized chaos of  
Casilino 900 (Google Earth, 
2007). 
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Servi ced Vil lages :  a Vision o f  “Nomadism” in the 21st Century 

The residents of Casilino 900 were resettled into a system of new nomad camps, the so-

called “serviced villages.” Parsing the shift from nomad camp to serviced village will allow us to 

get a sense of what awaits the nomad in the 21st century. In the days after Casilino 900’s 

demolition, residents were moved to five serviced villages, which (like CIE and CARA facilities) 

are generally municipally-funded but privately contracted, meaning that conditions vary 

substantially from facility to facility.73 In Rome’s serviced villages, one constant is severe 

overcrowding, a foreseeable outcome of a legislative “nomad plan” designed to accommodate 

only 80% of the actual Roma population. Most housing in serviced villages takes the form of 

“containers:” mobile homes and camper vans of about twenty-five square meters. Officially, 

these containers can accommodate no more than four people; in practice, they often house as 

many as ten.74 Most have limited electricity (available in the evening only) and some access to 

running water (which is often heavily polluted).75 Containers are arranged in rows, like military 

barracks, and families are assigned randomly, meaning that many end up living alongside ethnic 

and religious groups they would prefer to avoid. There are few community spaces within the 

camps, and residents are officially discouraged from “loitering” outside their containers—a 

catch-all behavior that includes eating, cooking, and washing clothes.76  

Serviced villages are surrounded by a barbed-wire perimeter fence, and surveilled by 

cameras and regular guard patrols—some city police, some private security. Only residents and 

police are allowed to enter the camps, and many are virtually inaccessible by public transport, 

located far outside Rome’s ring road. On average, a person living in one of Rome’s serviced 

                                                
73 “Access to Adequate Housing,” in ONLUS Osservazione, Imperfect Citizenship, 25-29. 
74  “Camp Regulations,” Ibid., 27-29. 
75 “Le voci dai luoghi della diaspora,” in Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900, 34-43. 
76 “Camp Regulations,” in Osservazione ONLUS, Imperfect Citizenship, 27-29. 
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village will have to walk eight kilometers to access medical care, four to reach the nearest school, 

and three and a half to purchase food.77 For former residents of Casilino 900, who had been 

living in a developed urban area, with the ability to modify their environment in response to 

individual and community needs, the transition to these serviced villages was traumatic. In 

interviews, they condemn conditions in the new camps and insist that their recent relocation has 

nothing to do with nomadism. The “nomads” whose words are reproduced below recognize the 

limits of the spatial and political category imposed upon them; despite the precariousness of 

their existence, they recognize the potential for a community whose stability comes from 

solidarity and flexibility. 

 “We didn’t want to be moved,” says one man, “but then the police came with their 

helmets and their sticks, and they told us that we had to cooperate: whether we wanted to or 

not, we had to leave.”78 Many residents recall the time they spent in Casilino 900—fifteen years, 

twenty, forty—as a period of relative stability and prosperity. They are less optimistic about the 

future. Some see disturbing similarities between the present and darker times in their 

community’s history. A Roma man, originally from Montenegro, notes that the serviced village 

he lives in is “like the places during the war, the ones my grandparents told me about, the 

concentration camps. We are all lumped together here, different people from different places, all 

of us under surveillance.”79  

One video interview, with a Roma woman of Kosovar origins, captures neatly the 
                                                

77 Jon Calame, “The Roma of Rome: Heirs to the Ghetto System,” Design Observer, December 15, 
2010, accessed August 12, 2014, http://places.designobserver.com/slideshow.html?view=1458&entry 
=22638 &slide=1. 

78 “Non volevamo andare via […] una volta sono venuti i poliziotti con i caschi e i manganelli e 
hanno detto che dovevamo collaborare con lo sgombero: dovevamo, volendo o non volendo, andare via in 
ogni modo.” From an interview with N.S., Montenegrin Roma, in Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900.  

79 “È come mi dicevano i miei nonni di quei posti durante la guerra, i campi di concentramento. 
Siamo qui tutti ammassati, gente diversa, di diversi posti e controllati dalla sorveglianza.” From an interview 
with S.S., Montenegrin Rom, in Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900.  
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Figure 14: The rapid decay of serviced villages. Left column: the newly built serviced village 
in via Salviati. Right column: the serviced village in via Salone, built five years earlier. (John 
Calame, 2010). 
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paradox of Italian interventions into “nomad” culture. She stands in front of a dilapidated 

mobile home, one of several hundred purchased by the city of Rome for the Camping River 

serviced village. The trailer’s tires are all flat, half-sunk into mud. She gestures angrily at them. 

“This, right here, is not a house. We are used to the houses that we had, we’re not used to tents. 

Ours were real houses, and we had everything we needed: electricity, water, everything. The 

mayor even came into our houses, he saw that they were houses.”80 There are no houses in 

Camping River, only shoddy mobile homes, depressing twentieth century iterations of traditional 

“Gypsy caravans.” But, of course, these caravans will never move beyond the perimeter fence. 

Today, in order to reproduce the figure of the “nomad,” Italian authorities must evict people 

from homes they built and occupied for years, and force them into spaces more befitting a 

reviled minority population against whom Italians may defend and define themselves. 

 

Conclus ion:  Reproducing Nomadism, Reinscr ibing Precar iousness  

Since the first authorized nomad camps were created in the 1970s, Roma in Italy have 

watched their legal and social situation worsen. Political and media narratives about the “nomad 

emergency” have conspired to push them to the extreme edges of Italian society, and to 

constrain even the most mundane of their movements. Liegeois notes that these narratives are 

remarkably resilient and self-perpetuating:“ 

Legislation, for its effects, contributes to feed and reinforce those aspects of the 

image, which are indispensable to itself. Legislation makes the gypsy live in 

instability and then it says he is unstable, it makes him live in uncertainty and out 

                                                
80 “Questa qui non è una casa. Noi proveniamo dalle case che avevamo, non proveniamo dalle tende. 

Le nostre erano delle vere e proprie case e c’era tutto: elettricità, acqua, tutto. Anche il sindaco è entrato nelle 
nostre case e ha visto che erano delle case.” From an interview with D.M., Kosovar Roma, in Associazione 21 
Luglio, Report Casilino 900.  
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of balance and then it says he is unbalanced. The law feeds itself with the image. 

The image helps to rationalize it. The image is then re-strengthened by it.81  

Conventional wisdom in Italy sees the “nomad” as an inherently unstable figure: she has chosen 

precariousness over security, and her choice places her in opposition to the established and 

stable Italian. The position of the “nomad” will always be subordinate to that of the Italian: the 

“nomad” relies on the settled community for survival, mining it for resources through 

commerce or criminality. Nomads are at once romantic figures, and bogeymen; their precarious 

difference illuminating the need for stability and continuity. They are supposed to orbit the 

settled community without ever truly entering it. They are not supposed to build a house, move 

in, and raise their children. As my discussion here has shown, the reality of the nomad is more 

complex and serves to highlight the extent to which italianità reproduces itself in opposition to 

the precariousness of others. 

I will close this brief reflection on the role that state-run “nomad camps” have played in 

legislating the social and political marginalization of Roma groups with a hypothetical scenario, 

one that is becoming all too common in contemporary Italy. An eighteen-year-old girl, born in 

Italy, who has lived all her life in a house built by her parents, is informed by local government 

that she is both stateless and a nomad.82 As such, she has little to no hope of obtaining residency 

status, a requirement for long-term stay permits and citizenship; she can be moved at will among 

authorized nomad camps; she may be deported. She has no way to protest the state’s 

                                                
81 Jean-Paul Liegeois, “Il discorso dell’ordine. Pubblici poteri e minoranze culturali,” Lacio Drom 5 

(1980): 28. 
82 Among the displaced from Casilino 900 there are many such teenagers, who face significant 

challenges when they come of age, and are no longer able to remain in Italy on visas issued to minor children. 
Roma children have been visibly absent from larger campaigns to reform Italy’s immigration laws (such as the 
Second Generation “G2” movement), one side effect of a more wide-reaching disenfranchisement. See 
Associazione 21 Luglio, Report Casilino 900; ONLUS Osservazione, Imperfect Citizenship.  
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designations, no way to refuse to play the role as written. Roma in contemporary Italy have been 

legislated into an ever-shrinking corner, trapped in a legal feedback loop that ignores reality and 

insists upon the necessity of blocking them from regularization (because they are nomads, and 

do not desire or deserve citizenship), and forcing them into camps (because they are nomads, 

and do not desire or deserve houses). As Sigona observes, this near-absolute “juridical 

precariousness is often transformed into a state of existential precariousness […] The very 

precariousness of their legal status makes any Roma demand appear ‘illegitimate.’”83  

Collectively, Roma are rarely permitted to advocate for themselves, or to petition the 

courts—that duty has been officially delegated to the Church-run Opera Nomadi. Individuals 

seeking legal aid or redress will most likely find their requests mediated by several members of 

Italy’s growing precariat: on the one hand, the volunteers and temporary workers who staff 

charitable organizations and NGOs, and on the other, the low-level functionaries, most of them 

on short-term contracts, who process petitions related to asylum requests, visas and residency 

permits.84 These Italian precari may not influence the drafting of anti-Roma legislation, but said 

legislation relies on their labor: they are cogs in a larger machine dedicated to reproducing the 

legal and social marginalization of Roma groups. Precariousness mediates precariousness; 

precariousness enforces itself. 

The Italian-born eighteen-year-old, summarily branded a stateless nomad, has been cast 

in a play that no longer resembles reality, a self-sustaining conflict between the “rooted” and the 

“rootless.” According to the play’s dramatic logic, her precariousness should stand in sharp 

contrast to the stability of the Italians she encounters. In reality, however, the lines between 

them are beginning to blur. Recent generations in Italy have experienced rapid, intensifying 
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destabilization, and have watched the job and housing security enjoyed by their parents move 

beyond their reach. The instability that inflects all aspects of life in contemporary Italy explains 

the stubborn insistence, in political and media narratives, on preserving and curating the figure 

of the nomad, possessed of a precariousness so extreme and innate that she still manages to 

stand in opposition to the settled community of citizens. The Roma girl who does not wander 

cannot be allowed to settle; she signals a fundamental breakdown of the lexicon that the city 

uses to define itself. If she will not wander, she must be rounded up, controlled, surveiled, 

detained. She cannot be anything but a “nomad,” a subaltern presence corralled at the fringes of 

the city. 

Nomad camps and detention centers will continue to exist as long as they are politically 

expedient. At present, they fit neatly into a political discourse that insists on the relative stability 

of italianità, and demands the quarantine of subjects who might reveal that precariousness is 

ultimately a condition shared by Italians and minority populations. The legislation of 

precariousness for Roma and migrants leaves little room for potentiality. Thus, the question 

becomes: what happens when awareness of this shared precariousness exceeds the boundaries 

of the camp? What strategies of resistance and narration throw neat oppositional categories into 

crisis, revealing the potential for new modes of solidarity and living together? 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ILLEGAL COMMUNITIES: OCCUPATIONS AND SETTLEMENTS 

 

Imagining Community :  Occupat ion and Radical  Sol idar i ty 

Previous chapters have explored the way that migrant and nomad subjects are produced 

by a discourse that emphasizes alterity in order to insulate the Italian public from the knowledge 

of their own increasing political and economic precariousness. This discourse is most effective 

when the subjects articulated remain at a safe remove: on boats returning to their ports of origin, 

detained in deportation centers, or confined to peripheral camps. When migrant and nomad 

subjects enter the space of the city, however, the line between Italian and Other begins to blur. 

The breakdown of the distinction between stable italianità and precarious alterity is particularly 

visible in the unauthorized settlements—encampments and occupations—that have proliferated 

in Italian cities in recent decades.    

Unauthorized settlements are not a migrant phenomenon: they have been a familiar part 

of urban life in Italy since the end of the Second World War. Insediamenti abusivi have arisen in 

communities large and small, in a variety of circumstances. The Southern Italian workers who 

built shantytowns—the so-called coree—on the outskirts of Northern cities during the economic 

boom were motivated by financial hardship and the desire to escape the hostility and alienation 

of the city center.1 Occupations within pre-existing structures have frequently been deployed as 

a political tool by a wide array of Italian actors—from the families denied access to public 

housing who took up residence in Roman aqueducts, to the activists who turned abandoned 

                                                
1 See Paul Ginsborg, A History of Contemporary Italy: Society and Politics 1943-1988 (New York: Palgrave 

MacMillan, 2003), 225-227. 
2 A history of collective occupations in Rome can be found in Alessandro Portelli, Città di parole: storia 
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buildings throughout Italy into centri sociali (occupied community centers).2 Like tax evasion, the 

illicit appropriation of space is something of a national pastime, an illegal activity that is 

defensible when considered in the context of a corrupt and ineffectual state.  

Contemporary films about Italy’s recent past sometimes delve into the politics of 

unauthorized settlements: in I cento passi (2000)  and La meglio gioventù (2003)—two films that 

canonize the student activism of the 1960s and 1970s—Marco Tullio Giordana sets several 

scenes in centri sociali, which he presents as naive but harmless expressions of communitarian and 

egalitarian ideals.3 Daniele Lucchetti’s Mio fratello è figlio unico (2007),  concludes with a scene of 

collective appropriation, in which working-class residents of Latina take possession of a 

recently-built, vacant public housing complex, after waiting years for bureaucrats to assign flats 

and distribute keys.4 In these films, the illegal appropriation of space allows a marginalized 

community to exist on its own terms, beyond the socio-spatial strictures that govern “legitimate” 

cities. Occupation is an affirmation of the humanity and particular needs of a given community, 

and an acknowledgement of the state’s inability to recognize that humanity and meet those 

needs. In other words: occupation is politically radical not because it is an act of theft, but 

because it is an act of solidarity. 

The origins of these contemporary cinematic representations of illegal occupations can 

be traced back to Vittorio De Sica’s Miracolo a Milano (1951). De Sica and Zavattini’s film 

explores a shantytown where the organization of community life and economic relations can be 
                                                

2 A history of collective occupations in Rome can be found in Alessandro Portelli, Città di parole: storia 
orale da una periferia romana (Rome: Donzelli, 2006); for background on the emergence of the C.S.O.A., see 
Primo Moroni, Centri sociali: geografie del desiderio: dati, statistiche, progetti, mappe, divenire (Milan: Shake Edizioni 
Underground, 1996). 

3 In I cento passi, anti-mafia activists run a radio station out of an abandoned building, and later 
encounter a group of fricchettoni who have taken up residence in a ruined seaside villa; La meglio gioventù features 
an extended party sequence in a centro sociale. See I cento passi, Marco Tullio Giordana, 2000 (DVD, Medusa 
Video, 2001); La meglio gioventù, Marco Tullio Giordana, 2003 (DVD, Miramax Video, 2006). 

4 See Mio fratello è figlio unico, Daniele Lucchetti, 2007 (DVD, Thinkfilm Video, 2008). 
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creatively re-worked, unfettered not only by the norms that govern the city, but by the laws of 

physics. Protagonist Totò’s magical abilities allow him to ignore material limitations and socio-

spatial conventions, re-imagining the destitution and dispossession of his neighbors as creative 

potentiality.5 Peter Bondanella argues that De Sica moves beyond the boundaries of neorealism 

in Miracolo a Milano, suspending his examination of the camera’s relationship to reality in order to 

concentrate “upon the place of the imagination itself.”6 To that end, the shantytown presents an 

ideal canvas for exploring the possibilities of cohabitation; in its precariousness, it is flexible, 

fluid, and easily reworked. De Sica (and Giordana and Lucchetti after him) affirms the 

unauthorized settlement as a radical, and vital, production of space: a collective move towards 

alternative modes of being together. 

In recent years, however, as minority populations in Italian cities grapple with new 

dynamics of marginalization, unauthorized settlements have been increasingly cast as a foreign 

phenomenon in film and media, with Miracolo a Milano conveniently forgotten or ignored. In this 

chapter, I will explore the ways that squats, camps, and other illegal community spaces have 

come to be associated with alterity. I will give particular attention to the different ways that 

migrant spaces are framed in dominant discourse: unlike their Italian counterparts, migrant 

settlements are not read as attempts to create alternative space. Instead, they are coded as non-

places, whose potential proliferation threatens the coherence and identity of the city.7 My 

ultimate goal is to uncover the migrant strategies that resist this categorization, and to trace the 

                                                
5 Totò resolves disputes among residents and leads them in shaping the space of the shantytown—

adjusting the layout, decorating homes, and generating place names. His practical and organizational skills 
complement his magical wish-granting abilities: he is half genie, half community organizer. See Vittorio De 
Sica, Miracolo a Milano, 1951 (DVD, Nouveau Film, 2005). 

6 Peter Bondanella, Italian Cinema from Neorealism to the Present, Third Edition (New York: Continuum, 
2008), 93-94. 

7 See Marc Augé, Non-places: an Introduction to Supermodernity, trans. John Howe, 2nd edition (New 
York: Verso, 2008) 
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production of counter-narratives in minor literature and within the city itself. To discern these 

strategies of solidarity, we must first examine the various ways that solidarity is elided in 

mainstream representations of migrant occupations. 

 

Places  o f  Abjec t ion:  Set t l ements in Fi lm 

Two recent examples from popular Italian film—Giordana’s Quando sei nato non puoi più 

nasconderti (2005) and Ferzan Ozpetek’s Cuore sacro (2005)—capture the sinister character 

attributed to the unauthorized migrant settlement, and illustrate the distance between the 

potentiality of De Sica’s shantytown and the inert squalor of today’s racially-coded baraccopoli. 

Both films build to a final sequence that captures the protagonist’s traumatic encounter with an 

unauthorized occupation; in each case, the migrant squat comes to stand for the limits of both 

tolerance and hospitality.8 

Giordana concludes Quando sei nato with a scene that follows his child protagonist, 

Sandro, as he searches for his former foster sister in a migrant squat within an abandoned 

industrial complex on the outskirts of Milan.9 The camera follows Sandro in a series of P.O.V. 

tracking shots as he walks from room to room, past makeshift furnishings, groups of dark-

skinned men gathered around trash-can fires, and empty stretches of factory floor. As he 

wanders through the desolate structure, muffled music catches his attention. He follows the 

sound and the characteristically nasal tones of Eros Ramazzotti become clearer; both Sandro 

and the viewer understand that Alina, an avid Eros fan, cannot be far away. 

                                                
8 For an examination of the politics of hospitality in recent Italian films on migration, see Giovanna 

Faleschini Lerner, “From the Other Side of the Mediterranean: Hospitality in Italian Migration Cinema,” 
California Italian Studies Journal: 1 (2010): 0-19. 

9 See Marco Tullio Giordana, Quando sei nato non puoi più nasconderti, 2005 (DVD, 01 Distribution, 
2005). 
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Sandro finds Alina in a private room, separated from the rest of the squat by a heavy 

metal door. She sits on a bed in what initially appears to be a fairly typical—if improvised—

child’s bedroom: stuffed animals dot the brightly-colored bedspread, and posters hang on the 

concrete walls. However, as the camera pans, it captures further details, upsetting the viewer’s 

initial impression of the space: the stuffed animals are frayed and dirty, racks of garish clothing 

line the room, and an incongruously new video camera sits on a tripod at the foot of the bed.  

This is not a child’s bedroom, enclosed within the security of domestic space; this is a 

distortion, a shabby copy. When Giordana pans back to Alina, revealing her heavily-made up 

face and vacant eyes, the viewer’s growing suspicions are confirmed: this is the bedroom of a 

child prostitute. The pop music that blares from her stereo is not the stuff of adolescent fantasy, 

but the soundtrack to exploitation and abuse; the occupied buildings are a perversion of 

domestic space, enabling this ultimate perversion of childhood. Seen through Giordana’s lens, 

the migrant squat is neither radical nor vital: it is a space of anomie, where precariousness begets 

precariousness. 

Like Giordana, Ozpetek chooses an unauthorized settlement as the backdrop for the 

final act of Cuore sacro. Irene, a successful businesswoman who has spent much of the film in the 

grip of a charitable Catholic mania—quitting her job, selling all her possessions, volunteering 

full-time at a homeless shelter—accompanies her priest on a visit to a migrant encampment. A 

few trailers and campfires are scattered at the base of a Roman aqueduct; below an arch, dozens 

of dirty-faced actors stand mutely in rows, their backs against the ruin’s walls. Ozpetek pans 

across their faces in an extended close-up, as they gaze directly at the camera. Back outside 

among the trailers, the priest speaks to a visibly shaken Irene: “Do you know how many places 

like this there are in this city? Do you know how many there will be? […] Do you really think 
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Figure 15: Places of abjection. From top: Alina’s bedroom (Marco Tullio Giordana, Quando 
sei nato non puoi più nasconderti, 2005); mute residents of the encampment (Fernan Ozpetek, 
Cuore sacro, 2004). 
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you can help each of them, one by one? Until when? Until who? And what about the others? 

These people need concrete solutions. Real, structural solutions. Miracles aren’t enough, 

Irene.”10 The priest is, essentially, attempting to convince Irene to abandon her project of 

personal involvement and solidarity. His emphasis on “structural solutions” rather than the 

“miracle” of direct intervention suggests the limits of subjectivity and vital collective action 

within the shantytown. 

The mental breakdown that Irene suffers immediately following this speech serves as the 

film’s climax: she leaves the camp and proceeds to a metro station, where she slowly strips 

naked, forcing her clothing on bewildered passersby. Irene—no stranger to poverty—is undone 

by her encounter with the camp, profoundly and irrevocably unsettled by the settlement. The 

priest’s insistence that the residents require concrete solutions is belied by the lack of specificity 

with which Ozpetek present them. The viewer is given no concrete information about the camp: 

it is generically urban, generically marginal, generically poor. The people Irene encounters are 

vaguely coded as non-Italian in their speech and dress, but they have no identifiable origin or 

ethnicity: grouped together, their faces stand for a generalized kind of third world poverty, out 

of place in a first world city. As the camera pans past them, individual faces blur into an 

undifferentiated mass of abjection. Ozpetek’s camp obscures the humanity of its residents, 

leaving them beyond the reach of reason or faith. 

Ozpetek and Giordana reveal the fundamental difference of the migrant settlement in 

media and film. Illicit appropriation carried out by Italians is framed, ultimately, as a productive 

act: a group creates an alternative space where it can achieve a degree of humanity withheld in 

                                                
10 “Lo sai quanti posti ci sono così? Lo sai quanti ancora ce ne saranno? […] Ma lei crede davvero di 

poterli aiutare uno a uno? Fino a quando? Fino a chi? E gli altri? Queste persone hanno bisogno di riposte 
concrete. Solide. Organizzate. I miracoli non bastono, Irene.” In Fernan Özpetek, Cuore sacro (DVD, Medusa 
Video, 2005). 
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the city. By contrast, unauthorized migrant appropriation is framed as a dehumanizing process, 

resulting in spaces of decay and degradation. These occupations do not contain meaningful 

community alternatives, they cannot exist in harmony with the space of the city, they bring only 

devastation. This characterization of migrant spaces is consistent with Dal Lago’s contention 

that the Italian media constructs migrants as “non-people,” subjects with a weaker claim to 

humanity than Italian citizens: “they are alive, their existence is more or less analogous to the 

Italians who surround them, but it is possible to remove them, against their will, from the 

condition of person.” 11. The migrants who live in these settlements could not be farther 

removed from the inhabitants of De Sica’s shantytown, who asserted their own humanity 

through the spontaneous creation of community structures and relations. Giordana and Ozpetek 

suggest that there can be no imagination or affirmation in the migrant settlement: it is a non-

place inhabited by non-people. 

 

Sgomberi  and Stereotypes :  Visual  Tropes in Media 

Before we examine the migrant narratives that counter the dominant characterization of 

these spaces, we must understand the tropes commonly employed in media coverage that deny 

the humanity and vitality of migrant settlements. Squats and encampments are by no means the 

most common living situation among migrants in Italy, but they are given a disproportionate 

amount of media attention.12 Migration is more widely discussed in news media than in any 

other segment of popular culture, and news coverage is instrumental to public perception of 

                                                
11 “Sono vivi, conducono un’esistenza più o meno analoga a quella dei nazionali, gli italiani che li 

circondano, ma sono possibili di uscire, contro la loro volontà, dalla condizione di persone.” Dal Lago, Non-
persone, 207. 

12 Andrea Pogliano and Riccardo Zanini, Lo sguardo sull’altro: fotografia e immigrazione in Italia dagli anni 
ottanta ad oggi (Turin: Forum Internazionale ed Europeo di Ricerche sull’Immigrazione, 2006/2007), 51. 
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migrants and migrant communities.13 Press coverage of Italy’s minority populations tends to 

exclusively record migrants’ presence in the public sphere, and both television and print media 

overwhelmingly favor stories on migrant regularization, labor, and criminality. Images of 

migrants in the Italian news media are, likewise, largely limited to public events: a 2007 report on 

journalistic photography found that the most common images used to illustrate stories on 

migration featured protests, community festivals (such as Chinese New Year), people queuing to 

file paperwork at post offices and questure, and the eviction of squats and camps.14  

Coverage of sgomberi—a term that connotes both the elimination of the built 

environment and eviction of its inhabitants—is thus the most visible mainstream representation 

of private spaces in migrant communities, and the private lives that unfold within them. I will 

argue that the visual tropes associated with these spaces reveal that the migrant’s mere presence 

is framed as a criminal act, a localized form of trespass that mirrors the perceived “invasion” of 

national territory. Furthermore, by privileging a specific type of image, Italian news media 

produces and reproduces the same basic narrative for every sgombero, eliding the particularity of 

diverse spaces and communities, or indeed the possibility of a diverse space or community. 

Interestingly, this reductive narrative has come about as a direct consequence of the increasingly 

precarious situation of photojournalists. 

Over the past twenty years, the precarization of photojournalism has dramatically 

changed the ways that newspapers solicit and manage visual content. Today, the overwhelming 

majority of photographs in any print media are purchased from agencies that maintain large 

archives maintained by freelance photographers. In their report Lo sguardo sull’altro: Fotografia e 

                                                
13 Pogliano and Zanini, Sguardo sull’altro, 48. For further analysis of media influence, see Dal Lago, 

Non-persone. 
14 Ibid., 51. 
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immigrazione in Italia dagli anni ottanta ad oggi, Andrea Pogliano and Riccardo Zanini argue that the 

databases of major agencies like Contrasto and La Presse have transformed photojournalism 

into a kind of stock photography: rather than assigning staff photographers to work alongside 

journalists, editors perform keyword searches to locate photographs of specific events and even 

abstract social phenomena—immigrazione, extracomunitario, integrazione. 15 

Pogliano and Zanini note that increased choice at an editorial level leads to a 

homogenization of visual content, as editors are able to select the images that they feel best 

illustrate the piece: “The photograph must be a visual synthesis of the publication’s ideological 

vision (whatever that may be). Visual reality is neatly curated and modified to fit 

interpretation.”16 Regardless of the outlet’s ideological position on migration, the photographs 

most frequently chosen are those which emphasize the difference of migrant subjects through 

stereotypical imagery, relying heavily on skin color and non-Western modes of dress.17 As a 

result, freelance photographers hoping to sell their work are motivated to capture images that 

will sell: those which play up the stereotypes most likely to feature in the piece.  

This homogenization comes to affect traditional photojournalism as well: Pogliano and 

Zanini excerpt an interview with a staff photographer from a major daily, whose editors were 

unsatisfied with a commissioned photo essay on Sikh cattle farmers because the men he 

photographed were not wearing traditional head coverings. He comments:  

Unfortunately, the Sikh don’t cover their heads when they’re working with 

livestock, because they have respect for their turbans and want to keep them 

                                                
15 Constrasto distributes content for the international agencies Corbis and Gamma, while La Presse 

represents Getty Images and the Associated Press. 
16 “La fotografia deve essere una sintesi visiva della visione ideologica (comunque la si voglia 

intendere) del giornale. La realtà visiva si piega all’interpretazione in una maniera nettissima.” Pogliano and 
Zanini, Sguardo sull’altro, 43. 

17 Ibid., 39. 
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clean. Instead, they wear a cap with the name of the dairy on it. Much less exotic. 

At that point, the unsatisfied journalist started looking through the stock archives 

for pictures of Sikhs in their turbans, and found plenty—uploaded by savvier, less 

responsible photographers.18 

The practice of cherry-picking stereotypical images has coincided with a boom in visual content: 

as Italy’s major dailies expand their online presence, photo essays (generally containing between 

ten and fifteen images) have become a common accompaniment to editorial features. More and 

more of the same kinds of images are available to Italian readers; photo essays thus synthesize 

and establish the visual tropes employed to represent migrant subjects and migrant communities. 

In the case of the sgombero, these tropes are articulated over the course of four or five “acts” that 

follow the same basic narrative arc.19 This arc enables a continuing refusal of the Italian public 

to acknowledge (or even conceive of) migrant spaces of community and social subjectivity. 

                                                
18 “Peccato che il turbante non lo mettono [i Sikh] quando sono in mezzo alle mucche, perché hanno 

rispetto per il copricapo. Li hanno il cappellino a visiera con scritto ‘latteria tal dei tali.’ Molto meno esotico. 
A quel punto, il giornalista insoddisfatto, tende a cercare foto d’archivio con turbante, che poi sono tutte 
messe in scena da colleghi più furbi e meno responsabili.” Pogliano and Zanini, Sguardo sull’altro,43. 

19 The images that follow are drawn from the following photo essays, accessed May 25, 1015. From 
La Repubblica: “Rosarno, il trasferimento degli immigrati,” 2010, http://www.repubblica.it/cronaca/ 2010/ 
01/09/foto/rosarno_ancora_scontri1886877/1/?ref=search “Rosarno, la demolizione dei ghetti,” 2010, 
http://www. repubblica.it/cronaca/2010/01/10/foto/rosarno_la_demolizione_delle_ baracche-1896152 
/1/?ref=search. From Corriere della sera: “Chiude il Casilino 900,” 2010, http://roma.corriere.it/ gallery/ 
roma/02-2010/rom/1/chiude-casilino-900_dbd82bd2-1a3e-11df-8cad-00144f02aabe.shtml#6; “In fuga da 
Rosarno,” 2010, http://www.corriere.it/gallery/cronache/01-2010/rosarno/2/fuga-rosarno-_c8c7a2b2-
fd28-11de-9229-00144f02aabe.shtml#3; “Lo sgombero a Rogoredo,” 2011, http://milano.corriere.it/ 
vivimilano/gallery/milano/02-2011/rogoredo/1/sgombero-rogoredo_2065ab5a-3b4d-11e0-ad4e-5442 
110d8882.shtml#6; “Rogo nel campo rom,” 2010, http://roma.corriere.it/gallery/roma/08-2010/rogo/ 
1/rogo-campo-rom_8cc5dd16-b1c2-11df-a044-00144f02aabe.shtml#12; “Rom e nomadi, gli sgomberi a 
Roma,” 2011, http://roma.corriere.it/gallery/roma/04-2011/rom/1/rom-nomadi-sgomberi-roma_ 
10035296-6c33-11e0-be5d-e6326a5dea49.shtml#17; “Rosarno, la demolizione delle baracche,” 2010, 
http://www.corriere.it/gallery/cronache/01-2010/rosarno/3/rosarno-demolizione-baracche_87640586-
fdf0-11de-b65b-00144f02aabe.shtml#6; “Ruspe nel campo nomadi,” 2009, http://roma.corriere.it/gallery/ 
Roma/vuoto.shtml?2009/11_Novembre/nomadi/1&1; “Sgombero insediamenti abusivi al Mandrione,” 
2010, http://roma.corriere.it/gallery/roma/06-2010/mandrione/1/sgombero-insediamenti-abusivi-
mandrione_41c8e6de-73ae-11df-8fbb-00144f02aabe.shtml#5; “Via i rom dal Casilino 900,” 2010, http:// 
roma.corriere.it/gallery/roma/01-2010/casilino/1/via-rom-casilino-900_0fa7695c-0511-11df-aece-
00144f02aabe.shtml#7.  
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Act One shows people carrying makeshift luggage escorted from the space in question 

by armed police forces. The criminal nature of the spatial appropriation, and the presumed 

criminality of its authors—coded as non-Italian through race or dress—is established.    

In Act Two, medium shots and close-ups reveal the abandoned interior. These photos 

capture traces of private life—beds, improvised furnishings, decorations, signs of cooking and 

other activities—and provoke a kind of cognitive dissonance. Because the squat exists outside 

traditional schema of appropriation, it is read as a perversion of domestic space, wherein the 

markers of private life are inserted into a framework conventionally understood to be public. 

There is a distinctly voyeuristic quality to these images: though they invite the Italian viewer to  

inspect evidence of the individual lives that shaped the space, they fail to humanize former 

residents. The banal domestic trappings of the recently evicted are offered as proof of the 

crimes implied by Act One. These photographs play upon the spaces’ uncanny impermanence, 

while emphasizing their illegitimacy: they are spaces that can be, and should be, destroyed, in 

order to prevent future appropriations. 

Act Three retreats to a long shot, recording the process of demolition. The viewer leaves 

the unsettling intimacy of the space’s interior and returns to an external perspective, adopting 

the gaze of the outside community disturbed by the presence of the squat or camp.  

In Act Four, the camera draws nearer to the rubble that remains after demolition. 

Structural elements blend with furnishings and household objects, making it impossible to 

distinguish any trace of order. The space has been nullified, the crime spectacularly halted mid-

commission. These photographs accentuate the ease with which settlements can be erased from 

the landscape. The surrounding Italian community restores order by visiting chaos on the 

unauthorized settlement (and any unauthorized community that lives within it). 
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Figure 16: Act One: police forcibly evict residents from the occupied space or  
settlement. 

Figure 17: Act Two: photographers document the abandoned rooms and belongings 
of evicted residents. 
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Figure 18: Act Three: bull- 
dozers demolish remaining 
structures. 

Figure 19: Act Four: a  
Survey of the demolition. 

Figure 20: Act Five: police 
clean up the contaminated 
site. 
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However, a fifth act, documenting the initial cleanup of these bulldozed spaces, calls the 

success of demolition into question: here, emphasis is placed on the protective gear worn by 

police and sanitation workers as they sort through rubble. Face masks, gloves, and heavy 

jumpsuits suggest that the space remains contaminated even after its annihilation. This speaks to 

another tendency in media discussions of unauthorized settlements: the journalist adopts an 

anthropological gaze, obsessively cataloging the differences she observes, and failing utterly to 

discern community or humanity within the appropriated space.  

 

Invasion,  Infes tat ion,  Corrupt ion,  Disor ientat ion:  Linguis t i c  Tropes in Media 

Newspaper coverage of unauthorized migrant settlements frequently resembles a kind of 

anthropological reportage: the correspondent sends dispatches from foreign territory, 

attempting to describe unfamiliar landscapes and customs with language familiar to her readers 

back home. In order to examine the implications of this anthropological voice, I will draw on 

examples taken from articles published in the last fifteen years in Italy’s most widely-read 

dailies—La Repubblica and Corriere della sera—and common linguistic tropes. The figural language 

used to evoke squats and camps for Italian readers (most of whom have no firsthand experience 

of migrant settlements) synthesizes commonly-held anxieties about minority populations. 

Moreover, the linguistic strategies employed by these journalists reveals an overarching sense 

that the spaces in question defy description. Ultimately, the implication is that language fails in 

the face of precariousness—a concept I will explore further in the next section.  

Descriptions of the act of settlement rely heavily on tropes of invasion, and portray 

abandoned Italian spaces as vulnerable territories that are easily seized by hostile forces. An 

article on the occupation of an abandoned ENEL facility laments the building’s accessibility: 
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“Getting in couldn’t be easier. The access road isn’t blocked by gates or walls, and the gravel 

path is easily visible from the state road.”20 The vulnerability of vacant lots and structures is 

routinely invoked alongside descriptions of cunning occupiers; one reporter describes the 

occupation of a former municipal building in Milan thus: “They arrived last night. In silence […] 

they took advantage of the darkness and crept in without asking anyone for permission.”21 Much 

emphasis is given to the occupiers’ open disregard for legal and social norms. The occupation by 

refugees of a condemned Milanese apartment complex is described as a tactical assault: “They 

scaled the perimeter wall with little effort. Once inside, they hunkered down, leaving only on 

brief missions to secure food and water. A mass action made possible by cellular phones and 

word of mouth.”22 Reports of a 2009 occupation in Bruzzano give similar weight to the 

emergence of networks—cellular or otherwise—able to mobilize large numbers of people:  

The occupation began in early morning. Groups of refugees, having arrived by 

train, quickly breached the perimeter. The details of the event remain unclear, but 

it is evident that the ‘move’ to Bruzzano was carefully researched and organized 

over the course of several days, by a network of communities from the horn of 

Africa, not only from Milan. Some of the occupiers come from outside the city 

[…] leaving many wondering who ‘recommended’ the residence.23 

                                                
20 Oriana Liso, “Folgorato nella cabina Enel che aveva scelto come casa,” La Repubblica, May 20, 

2007, last accessed February 10, 2015. http://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2007/ 
05/20/folgorato-nella-cabina-enel-che-aveva-scelto.mi_027folgorato.html. 

21 Ruggero Corcella, “Palazzo occupato dai rom, subito lo sgombero,” Corriere della sera, September 
16, 2006, accessed February 10, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it /2006/settembre/16/Palazzo_ 
occupato_dai_rom_Subito_co_7_060916009.shtml. 

22 Ilaria Carra, “Duecento rifugiati dall' Africa nel maxi-residence abbandonato,” La Repubblica, April 
18, 2009, accessed May 25, 2015, http://ricerca.repubblica.it/ repubblica/archivio/repubblica/ 2009/04/ 
18/duecento-rifugiati-dall-africa-nel-maxi-residence-abbandonato.html. 

23 Gianni Santucci, “In 180 occupano un residence: chiediamo asilo politico,” Corriere della sera, April 
18, 2009, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2009/aprile/18/180_occupano_ 
residence_chiediamo_asilo_co_7_090418009.shtml. 
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The author implies that the settlement is the result of widespread migrant collusion, whereby 

scouts identify accessible sites and assemble occupiers from throughout the province.   

Anxieties about the occupation of Italian spaces are frequently articulated alongside 

reminiscences about the past uses of defunct structures, providing a stark contrast between a 

stable past moment (when the security and continuity of Italian life was reflected in the space’s 

use) and an uncertain present. In Eboli, 20th century industrial production and national self-

determination gives way to squalor and confusion: “Once, many years ago, they made tomato 

preserves in the Mellone factory. Now, it is a trap for men who don’t even realize that they’ve 

become mice.”24 In Milan, a formerly “illustrious” factory is reduced to trash and decay: “Seven 

highly sought-after mattresses. Seven lurid pallets spread out on a devastated floor, in the middle 

of a pile of empty bottles, of trash, of chunks of plaster, of what remains of the illustrious 

Marelli Magnets factory in via Adriano.”25 A squat in some medieval ruins near Rome’s Circus 

Maximus is figured as a desecration of the structure’s religious and historical past:  

They are, by and large, Romanians, and a few months ago they chose as their new 

residence a medieval construction in the protected archeological area opposite the 

FAO. In the tower—which was visited in 1223 by the Frangipane widow, not to 

mention Francis of Assisi—there is now an honest to goodness dormitory, with 

lofts and kitchenettes. The conditions are desperately unhygienic.26 

Journalistic accounts rarely offer a complex description of the environment, and tend to 
                                                

24 Marco Imarisio, “Nel ghetto di amianto a Eboli parte lo sgombero dei stranieri,” Corriere della sera, 
January 13, 2010, accessed February 10, 2015,  http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2010/gennaio/13/Nel_ 
ghetto_amianto_Eboli_Parte_co_8_ 100113018.shtm. 

25 Lorenza Pleuteri, “Sparatoria tra immigrati nell’hotel disperazione,” La Repubblica, September 2, 
1997, accessed February 10, 2015, http://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio /repubblica/1997/09/ 
02/sparatoria-tra-immigrati-nell-hotel-disperazione.html. 

26 Alessandra Paolini, “Accampati nella Torre dei Frangiapane sgombero di immigrati al Circo 
Massimo,” La Repubblica, March 4, 2008, accessed February 10, 2015, http://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica 
/archivio/repubblica/2008/03/ 04/accampati-nella-torre-dei-frangipane-sgombero-di.html. 
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cite trash, debris, and poor sanitary conditions as the settlement’s defining features. Describing 

the chaos within a squat in an abandoned campaign office in Florence, one journalist notes that 

squalor renders the space unrecognizable as a human residence: “All you have to do is step into 

this disemboweled void, full of mattresses and blankets, clotheslines, with an old gas stove and 

nothing even approaching a toilet or a sink—and you understand that all of this is more than 

simply illegal: it’s inhuman.”27 Another journalist, reporting on a settlement in Eboli, exhibits 

similar confusion about the humanity of residents, drawing an oblique parallel between the 

different national groups who reside in the squat and stray dogs:  

Prowling packs of wild dogs wade through enormous puddles. The pavement 

leading up to the asbestos dump is a kind of open-air latrine, with animal 

carcasses littering the ground. Split into two groups, snarling at each other, are 

the Algerians in the ruined gatehouse, and the Moroccan ‘bosses’ in the skeletal 

depot. They survive in a sick microcosm, like actors in a cheaply-made post-

apocalyptic film.28 

Here, the residents are not simply dehumanized, they are transformed into animals; they live in 

packs, not in communities. 

In a similar vein, an abandoned military barracks in Milan occupied by asylum seekers is 

framed (both explicitly and implicitly) as an animal habitat, whose human residents belong to an 

earlier evolutionary category: “At dawn, they leave their den, an open garbage dump where even 

animals would struggle to get by […] the extracomunitari leave on foot. They walk everywhere, 

                                                
27 Maria Cristina Carratù, “Profughi di guerra fra le macerie,” La Repubblica, November 11, 2005, 

accessed May 25, 2015, http://ricerca. repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2005 /11/11/profughi-
di-guerra-fra-le-macerie.html. 

28 Imarisio, “Nel ghetto di amianto.” 
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inheritors of a unique ancestral relationship with the earth.”29 Though the rhetorical effect 

differs, language that brands migrant environments either post-apocalyptic or primeval exhibits 

the same tendency to situate the unauthorized settlement outside Italian spatio-temporal reality. 

The animalized or primitive migrants who inhabit these settlements bring about a regression, 

pulling the space out of the modern city and into backwardness. This process recalls the 

cinematic elision of migrant subjectivity discussed in the first chapter; here too, the 

anthropological gaze cannot conceive of the migrant’s humanity. 

By the same token, journalists grappling with the alterity of an illegal migrant space 

sometimes locate squats and camps in a geographical elsewhere. Given that the spaces in 

question were once identifiably Italian structures—and have since descended into a spatio-

temporal paradox—drawing on generalized foreign contexts allows the journalist to represent an 

otherwise illegible space to an Italian audience. In this way, a shantytown in the Neapolitan 

periphery, dubbed “Hotel Favelas,” is collocated with slums in South America. Conditions in a 

Florentine Roma encampment seem more appropriate to stereotypes of Indian poverty: 

“Florence has its own Calcutta.”30 The presence of African refugees in a former Neapolitan 

auto-body shop causes one reporter to note: “it may seem like a Harlem alleyway—but in 

actuality, it’s the back of the Brin garage.”31 These relocations are imprecise and unsatisfactory, 

however, and only serve to signal an inadequacy of Italian signifiers capable of rendering migrant 

spaces. The encounter with a desecrated Italian space—and the attendant rupture in 
                                                

29 Michele Focarete, “Nei giardini di corso Venezia accampati 200 rifiugiati politici,” Corriere della sera, 
October 10, 2006, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2006/ottobre/10/Nei_giardini_ 
corso_Venezia_accampati n_co_6_061010002.shtml. 

30 Maria Cristina Carratù, “Il giardino della vergogna,” La Repubblica, June 1, 2007, accessed May 25, 
2015, http://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2007/06/01/il-giardino-della-
vergogna.html. 

31 Ilaria Urbani, “Gli sfollati dell’ex officina Brin,” La Repubblica, August 25, 2010, accessed May 25, 
2015, http://ricerca. repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2010/08/25/gli-sfollati-dell-ex-officina-
brin.html. 
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chronopolitical logics—brings about a failure of language. The precarious space disrupts the 

historical and political narratives which render the city legible and navigable, leaving a 

conspicuous void in the landscape. 

 

Inventor ies  o f  Alter i ty :  Linguis t i c  Tropes in Media 

Beyond the geographical confusion, apocalyptic tropes, and animalizing metaphors, 

journalistic accounts of unauthorized settlements display a breakdown of signification on a very 

basic level: namely, in simple representations of physical space. Descriptions of unauthorized 

migrant settlements demonstrate a consistent lack of spatializing action, and a widespread failure 

to present even the barest tableau. I am less interested, here, in the evocative use of figural 

language discussed in the previous section. Rather, what interests me are the ways that 

descriptions of these physical environments render spaces that are neither legible nor actionable. 

Often, they do not render spaces at all: they simply present lists.  

These lists accompany anthropological shifts in the rhetoric I noted above, and are often 

presented as complete sentences: a series of nouns, unmoored from verbs or syntax, is the only 

description offered. An article covering an encampment in the Roman periphery opens with the 

following list: “Twenty improvised pallets, metal fragments of various origin, garbage of all kinds. The 

eviction process began yesterday morning in Monteverde.”32  In Milan, a building occupied by 

squatters is reduced to linguistic rubble, composed of equal parts refuse, people, and animals: 

“Today the Marchiondi building […] is in ruins. Broken glass, filth, unauthorized settlements, stray cats, 

                                                
32 Rinaldo Frignani, “Accampati fra I binari dietro il Ponte Bianco,” Corriere della sera, September 7, 

2010, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2010/settembre/07/Accampati_fra_binari_ 
dietro_Ponte_co_10_100907024.shtm. Emphasis mine. 
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and hordes of mice.”33  The interior of an occupied warehouse outside of Florence is similarly 

fragmented: “It was an old dumping ground for gas canisters, but recently it’s been transformed 

into a dormitory for illegal immigrants. Blankets and tattered mattresses on the ground, filth, garbage.”34 

In Bruzzano, migrants occupy a former housing complex “which has been in decline for years. 

Amidst mice, plaster dust, broken glass, and broken elevators, lights, and fixtures.”35 In Milan, a journalist 

begins her description of a squat with a list of sensory experiences that soon snowballs into a 

frenetic cataloging of scattered debris and decaying structure:  

The smell of saffron, of cardamom and unmade beds. The stench of lonely men, who 

work all night, and who have no way to wash their clothes. And then cigarette butts, 

mouse turds, crumbling walls, doors without locks and beyond the open doors old rooms, dirty 

walls, exposed wiring, leaky pipes, falling plaster, sagging floors, missing windows, collapsed 

ceilings.36 

In each of these instances, the list is offered in an initial moment of exposition, where 

the journalist would conventionally “set the scene” for the reader. However, the list form is 

incapable of establishing the outlines of a given place, much less the spatial dynamics therein. By 

relying on the list, journalists render these spaces unintelligible, and consequently, of no 

potential human utility: there is nothing that can be done in the space, nothing that can be made 

                                                
33 Ruggero Corcella, “Palazzo occupato dai rom, subito lo sgombero,” Corriere della sera, September 

16, 2006, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2006 /settembre/16/Palazzo_occupato 
_dai_rom_Subito_co_7_060916009.shtml. Emphasis mine. 

34 “Giù il vecchio deposito Liquigas,” La Repubblica, October 12, 2000, accessed May 25, 2015, 
http://ricerca. repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2000/10/12/giu-il-vecchio-deposito-liquigas. 
html. Emphasis mine. 

35 Gianni Santucci, “In 180 occupano un residence: chiediamo asilo politico,” Corriere della sera, April 
18, 2009, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it /2009/aprile/18/180_occupano_ 
residence_chiediamo_asilo_co_7_090418009.shtml. Emphasis mine. 

36 Zita Dazzi, “Nella casa degli immigrati fantasma,” La Repubblica, February 9, 2007, accessed May 
25, 2015, http://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2007/02/09/nella-casa-degli-
immigrati-fantasma.html. Emphasis mine. 
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out of it. The list strips space of form, texture, and context; it offers neither map nor itinerary, it 

suggests no action and produces no coherent image. The effect is disorientation: the reader is 

unable to visualize the space or herself moving within it; the migrant subjects presumed to 

occupy these spaces are obscured. 

A list-format description of the eviction of a Roman squat transitions from objects to 

people with relative ease: “Pans, clothing, jam jars and squeezed-out tubes of toothpaste in backpacks and 

trolleys. Leaning mattresses. Televisions in the middle of the road. An Italian transvestite skulking around with 

his Romanian boyfriend. Families of Indians, Sri Lankans, Ecuadorians walking towards the Cassia roadway. 

A complaining pregnant woman.”37 A journalist’s depiction of a squat in Padua includes a child in an 

inventory of unrecognizable objects littering the floor: “A boy sleeping on a cot in the landing, among 

shards, shoes, scraps of food and objects without recognizable shape.”38 Where before the anthropological 

gaze animalized, here the list reifies difference and objectifies the human forms discernible 

within the landscape. 

Migrants living in these spaces are frequently described as living “among” trash and 

other debris, objects among objects. Refugees occupying an abandoned military barracks in 

Milan are described thus: “They live with mice and like mice. In the acrid smell of their own 

excrement. Among glass and plastic bottles.”39 An article detailing the eviction of North African 

refugees from a Florentine train station also pulls human subjects into a list of objects: “about 

thirty North Africans slept on mattresses on the ground, among old machinery and piles of refuse from 
                                                

37 Fabrizio Peronaci, “Via Gradoli, sgombero all’alba, finalmente torna la legalità,” Corriere della sera, 
October 15, 2010, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico. corriere.it/2010/ottobre/15/Via_ 
Gradoli_sgombero_all_alba_co_10_101015018.shtml. Emphasis mine. 

38 Mario Proqueddu, “Chiude il ghetto di via Anelli Muratti, I palazzi dello spaccio,” Corriere della sera, 
July 15, 2007, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2007/luglio/15/Chiude_ghetto_via_ 
Anelli_Murati_co_9_070715059.shtml. Emphasis mine. 

39 Michele Focarete, “Nei giardini di corso Venezia accampati 200 rifiugiati politici,” Corriere della sera, 
October 10, 2006, accessed May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico.corriere.it/2006/ottobre/10/Nei_giardini_ 
corso_Venezia_accampati_co_6_061010002.shtml. Emphasis mine. 
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the old warehouses that once housed trains.”40 Residents of a nomad camp in Milan are “lost among mice, 

garbage, broken childhoods.”41  

The lists are not limited to structural or environmental details, they expand to include 

human subjects and even abstract concepts. A shantytown in Naples is composed of: “men 

roaming wild, mice and mosquitoes, houses without water or toilets, without windows, with sheets of plastic, 

licentiousness, barters and trades, arrogance and bullying.”42 An article covering an encampment in 

Florence begins and ends with symmetrical inventories; it opens with a list-form description: 

“mountains of garbage, mice, swaying human wrecks, misery and abandon,”43 and closes with a list of the 

consequences of this agglomeration of detritus: “every now and then a brawl, a stabbing, police 

raids, roundups.”44 Finally, following the sgombero of a nomad camp outside Milan—and 

presumably, the removal of trash that reporters might have catalogued—one journalist has 

nothing left to list but people: “Nursing mothers. Newborns. Ten-month-olds, one-year-olds, two-year olds. 

Old people. Limping men, battered women.”45  

It is clear that the spaces produced in media accounts are not spaces at all, given that 

they devoid of narrative and subjectivity. The list format codes the space as illegible and 

inaccessible, removing it from Italian socio-spatial schema and dehumanizing its inhabitants; 
                                                

40 Laura Montanari, “Ex officina delle Ferrovie nuovo sogmbero, trenta fermati,” La Repubblica, 
September 14, 2011, accessed May 25, 2015, http://firenze.repubblica.it/cronaca/2011/09/14/news/ ex_ 
officina _delle_ferrovie_nuovo_sgombero_trenta_fermati21643215/index.html? ref=search. Emphasis mine. 

41 Via Dudovich PD: è allarme per la salute, via I nomadi,” Corriere della sera, April 23, 2008, accessed 
May 25, 2015, http://archiviostorico. corriere.it/2008/aprile/23/allarme_per_salute_Via_nomadi_co_7_ 
080423019.shtml. Emphasis mine. 

42 Franco Buccino, “San Nicola Varco, un ghetto che non vogliamo vedere,” La Repubblica, 
November 14, 2009, accessed May 25, 2015, http://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/ 
2009/11/14/san-nicola-varco-un-ghetto-che-non.html. Emphasis mine. 

43 Maria Cristina Carratù, “Il giardino della vergogna,” La Repubblica, June 1, 2007, accessed May 25, 
2015, http://ricerca. repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2007/06/01/il-giardino-della-vergogna. 
html. Emphasis mine. 

44 “Ibid., emphasis mine. 
45 Andrea Galli, “La Curia: campi rom, diritti violati; I residenti: abbandonati all’illegalità,” Corriere 

della sera, April 2, 2008, accessed May 25, 2015, http:// archiviostorico. corriere.it/2008/aprile/02/Curia_ 
campi_rom_diritti_violati_co_7_080402021.shtml. Emphasis mine. 
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they are abject bodies in abstract spaces, incapable of inscribing place with meaning or 

belonging. The Italian refusal to admit the migrant’s humanity, or to acknowledge the 

potentiality of unauthorized communities, could not be further from the nostalgic narratives 

about Italian occupation discussed at the start of this chapter. The cognitive dissonance required 

to celebrate one spatial appropriation and vilify another arises from an unwillingness to accept 

that all residents in the city, migrant and Italian alike, exist on a spectrum of precariousness. It is 

as Marc Augé writes: “Perhaps the reason immigrants trouble settled people so much (and often 

so abstractly), is that they expose the relative nature of certainties inscribed in the soil: the thing 

that is so worrying and fascinating about the character of the immigrant is the emigrant.”46 For 

Italy, a nation with a recent emigrant past and a looming emigrant future, the immigrant is 

troubling indeed. It comes as no surprise, then, that most migrant settlements are catalogued by 

journalists, destroyed by police, and then quickly and deliberately forgotten by the public. The 

ease with which unauthorized settlements are erased means that narratives of non-place and 

non-people remain unchallenged; precariousness eclipses potentiality. In rare cases, however, 

meaningful representation can resist this erasure.  

 

Marker :  Burning Shish Mahal (Rome, 31 January 1991) 

One such example of resistance—wherein subjects branded non-people by the majority 

insisted on the vitality and potentiality of the community they had created—is the Pantanella 

occupation, the largest migrant squat in Italian history. When police surrounded Pantanella at 

dawn on January 31, 1991, the former pasta factory just outside the ancient Roman walls at 

                                                
46 Marc Augé, Non-places: an Introduction to Supermodernity, translated by John Howe (New York: Verso, 

2008), 97. 
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Figure 21: Pantanella residents walk past the former legal aid offices, burned during the 
eviction (Stefano Montesi, 1991).  
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Porta Maggiore was home to nearly 3,500 migrants.47 Local and national news outlets watched as 

police rounded up residents and ushered them onto transports, bringing an abrupt end to an 

occupation that had begun nine months earlier. Pantanella pre-dated the Albanian landings on 

the Adriatic coast by several months, and was the first “immigration crisis” to become national 

news:48 the term “Pantanella” would linger in media lexicon for the next several years, re-

emerging in newspaper and television coverage to lend describe to subsequent migrant 

occupations throughout Italy.49 Given its importance, some analysis of the occupation merits 

our attention. 

Pantanella was founded in May of 1990, in the weeks before Italy opened its stadiums to 

host the World Cup. Roman police prepared for the accompanying influx of tourists by 

“cleaning up” the city center, ousting groups of homeless migrants from squares and train 

stations. A displaced group of Pakistani and Bangladeshi men occupied the seven-building 

complex on the Via Casilina, which had been abandoned since the 1970s.50 The population grew 

quickly, and by summer the Roman press was reporting on the squat, then home to more than a 

thousand men of various nationalities, most of whom were under thirty-five.51 Media attention 

prompted the city to take organized action: in late July police raided the complex, checking 

residents’ documents and looking for illegal activity or materials. The prison transports that idled 

at the curb during the search went away empty: of the 1,159 residents detained, only three did 

                                                
47 Renato Curcio, Shish Mahal (Rome: Sensibili alle foglie, 1991), 86. 
48 For an analysis of the construction of the emergenza immigrazione [immigration emergency] by the 

Italian media, see Dal Lago, Non-persone, 29-42. 
49 Jessika Ter Wal notes that “Pantanella” became synonymous with “the spontaneous and ‘hidden’ 

creation of ghettoes in metropolitan areas which have been represented in the news as no-go areas due to the 
presence of migrants.” Jessika Ter Wal, “The Social Representation of Immigrants: the Pantanella Issue in the 
Pages of La Repubblica,” New Community 22.1 (1996): 40. 

50 Curcio, Shish Mahal, 15. 
51 Ibid., 21-23. 
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not have the proper visas or residency permits.52  

This first encounter would come to define the relationship between state and squat. The 

occupation was unwelcome, but the legal status of most residents and the general absence of 

criminal activity meant that police could not imprison or deport the squat out of existence. 

Government assistance programs were also unequal to the task: residents did not qualify for 

low-income housing, and would have overwhelmed the city’s available shelter beds. Thus, 

Pantanella remained in limbo, caught between legality and illegality, place and non-place, person 

and thing. The city’s consistent failure to meet basic requests for aid only aggravated a growing 

humanitarian crisis in the center of Rome.53 

Buildings were structurally unsound, full of rusty remnants of industrial machinery, 

without working plumbing or electricity, and offering limited protection from the elements. 

Most of the complex’s many windows—which inspired its nickname: “Shish Mahal,” after the 

Crystal Palace in Lahore, Pakistan—were broken, letting in rain and wind. Trash accumulated 

rapidly throughout the complex. Residents risked infection in summer, and suffered from 

exposure in winter. Pantanella was unsafe, unhealthy, and sometimes fatal: two men died as a 

direct result of conditions in the squat.54 Catholic charity Caritas Diocesana offered vocal and 

material support, but residents were otherwise left to their own devices, and soon began taking 

steps to ensure their survival and to render the space more hospitable. 

In August, Pantanella residents elected a management committee made up of 

representatives from the community’s various national groups. Sub-committees formed to 

address problems within the complex, and developed a number of strategies to improve living 

                                                
52 Curcio, Shish Mahal, 22. 
53 Ibid., 65-66. 
54 Ibid., 18, 28. 
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conditions, creating schedules for regular cleaning, liaising with volunteers and city officials to 

procure supplies and address health concerns.55 In order to minimize conflict, the management 

committee banned the use and sale of alcohol within the complex, and divided living spaces 

according to language—or rather, linguistic category: between them, residents spoke over forty-

three languages.56 The precariousness of the non-place had started to give way to the communal 

sense of a potentially shared future. 

Despite its separate living spaces, Pantanella had many sites of encounter. Residents met 

in the courtyard to bathe and wash clothing with water diverted from a broken pipe, and barbers 

and launderers worked in the open. One building housed a lively marketplace, the “Souk,” 

where grocers and other vendors sold everything from produce, to cigarettes and clothing. 

Restaurants and bakeries offered a variety of national cuisines, using improvised kitchens 

cobbled together from found materials and portable propane tanks. Editorial offices for the 

Bangla Bayra newspaper, which circulated within the complex and in other communities 

throughout Rome, operated out of the Bangladeshi dormitory. The Pantanella mosque—then 

the largest in Rome—was on the ground floor of the Pakistani dormitory, which also housed a 

language school offering free Italian lessons, the offices of the United Asian Workers 

Association, and a makeshift cinema that showed films in Urdu. A number of other specialized 

workers—tailors, cobblers, and repairmen, among others—operated out of their living quarters 

or in other public areas.57 

In the space of a few months, Pantanella had become a city within a city, a ghetto born 

                                                
55 Curcio, Shish Mahal, 24. 
56 Ibid., 102. 
57 Stefano Montesi, a photojournalist who worked closely with Pantanella residents, has recorded the 

organization of the complex and the daily lives of its residents in a series of photo essays. See Stefano 
Montesi, Gente di terre lontane (Rome: Prospettiva Edizioni, 1999). 
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Figure 22: Residents pray 
in the Pantanella mosque 
(Stefano Montesi, 2009). 

Figure 23: A Kashmiri green- 
grocer in the Souk (Stefano 
Montesi, 2009). 

Figure 24: Residents clean  
the main floor of the  
Bangladeshi dormitory 
(Stefano Montesi, 2009). 
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spontaneously and growing exponentially. Residents were keenly aware of the risks of their self-

sufficient marginalization, and frequently articulated their desire to move into regular housing in 

communications with the press and city government.58 They resisted marginalization by 

cultivating relationships with Roman journalists and officials, and organizing a number of 

community outreach events. In November, 2,500 residents marched from Pantanella to Vatican 

City, where they were addressed by Pope John Paul II; a delegation from Pantanella was also 

present at a city-wide anti-racism protest.59 Large-scale events like these, designed to draw 

attention to the occupation, were accompanied by other small-scale efforts to engage the Roman 

community at Porta Maggiore: residents volunteered to rebuild and restore the Pantanella 

complex at their own expense, and even put together a cricket team to play the Lazio team, 

beating Lazio 140 to 0 (though attempts to organize subsequent matches were unsuccessful).60  

Nonetheless, nearly every communication from Pantanella organizers states that the only 

Italians who set foot in the complex are volunteers, journalists, and police. Roman citizens, even 

those who lived within sight of the squat, kept their distance—with one important exception: 

local merchants, aware of the micro-economy developing within the complex’s walls, began to 

establish supplier contracts with vendors in Pantanella for basic staples, utilities, and fuel.61 

Economic relations did not mirror social relations, however, and as winter began, increasingly 

negative media attention was focused on the squat’s expansion and the city’s stunningly 

inadequate response.62 

                                                
58 Curcio, Shish Mahal, 32. 
59 Ibid., 66, 78. 
60 Ibid., 23. 
61 Ibid., 26, 33. 
62 In November, the Roman government attempted to acquire unoccupied buildings for alternative 

housing in the peripheral Roman neighborhoods of  Trullo, Quarticciolo, and Tiburtino. Proposals were met 
with hostile and occasionally violent protests by local residents, and the search for alternative housing was 
suspended indefinitely. Ibid., 44-45. 
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 As the reader can well imagine, all of the tropes discussed earlier in the chapter were on 

display. The articles devoted to the occupation draw on a wide variety of figural language to 

articulate this new kind of crisis. In his book detailing the history of Pantanella, Renato Curcio 

compiles a list of “synonyms” that journalists and interview subjects used in place of 

“Pantanella” over the course of the occupation:  

Cursed hideaway. Lager. Crumbling structure. Old barracks. Extraterritorial limb. 

Garbage hotel for squeegee men. Dangerous Hell. Casbah. Festering monument. 

Pigsty. Powder keg. Human labyrinth. Shelter. Corner of the third world. 

Immigrant purgatory. Ethnic cauldron. No man’s land. Pigpen. Ticking time 

bomb. Extracomunitario factory. Ethnic bomb. Hotel for the desperate and 

dispossessed. Mega-encampmnent. Kampo. Black maxi-ghetto. Mohammed’s 

house. Manure heap. Terrorist den. Apocalyptic hole. Dangerous place. Hotel of 

shame.63 

The variety of these descriptors reveal the complexities of popular conceptions of the 

occupation and its relation to Italian society. Language recalling racism in the United States 

(black maxi-ghetto) reveals an impulse to view xenophobia among Italians as an anomalous 

outburst of essentially foreign behavior; while specters of Nazi-Fascism (lager, concentration 

camp) signal an awareness that this is not the first time that supposedly innate Italian anti-

racism—central to the myth of italiani, brava gente—had been tested and found wanting.64 

                                                
63 “Rifugio stregato. Lager. Fatiscente struttura. Vecchio casermone. Lembo extraterritoriale. Hotel 

immondezzaio per vu lavà. Inferno pericoloso. Casbah. Monumento al degrado. Porcile. Polveriera. Labirinto 
umano. Ospizio. Angolo da terzo mondo. Purgatorio degli immigrate. Calderone etnico. Zona franca. 
Porcaio. Bomba a orologeria. Fabbrica degli extracomunitari. Bomba etnica. Hotel disperati & diseredati. 
Mega accampamento. Kampo. Maxi-ghetto nero. Casa di Mohammed. Letamaio. Covo di terroristi. Antro 
apocalittico. Posto a rischio. Hotel della vergogna.” In Curcio, Shish Mahal, 8. 

64 For a recent analysis of the development and proliferation of “italiani, brava gente” rhetoric, see 
Del Boca, Italiani brava gente. 
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Notably, several phrases locate Pantanella elsewhere: though it stands in a central Roman 

neighborhood, it is nonetheless an “extra-territorial strip,” a “corner of the Third World,” a “no 

man’s land.” Media coverage of the occupation emphasizes the sudden and immediate presence 

of the elsewhere in the city’s familiar landscape. Pantanella’s precariousness threw that landscape 

into crisis, and the anxiety it provoked was soon redirected at its residents. 

In late January, the Islamophobic rhetoric that accompanied the start of US military 

action in the first Gulf War brought about a decisive shift in Italian public opinion. The Muslim 

faith of many Pantanella residents was suddenly a sign of potential terrorist activity, and the 

city’s initial reluctance to appear overtly brutal was suspended in the interests of national 

security.65  Police evicted residents at dawn, and fires were lit in several buildings, destroying 

what remained. No alternative housing solution was ever offered. Ex-residents sent to 

temporary shelters throughout the Lazio region and then ousted after a few days, free to make 

their way to other precarious spaces.66 

An article published in La Repubblica two days after the eviction aptly captures the 

disorientation that lingered, even after the squat’s destruction:  

Pantanella appears to be dissolving into the horizon. The day after the exodus, 

the first thing one notices in the streets around the Kasbah is the absence of the 

usual Pakistani vendors, people from Bangladesh, Moroccans who filled the local 

stores not 24 hours before, buying goods to sell at stoplights. At two in the 

afternoon, the intersection at Porta Maggiore, which was bustling like the Souk in 

                                                
65 Curcio, Shish Mahal, 80-84. 
66 Most notably, the Moroccan residents of Pantanella moved to a large shantytown in the Roman 

suburb of Quarticciolo, which was dismantled by the city in 1993. See Montesi, Terre lontane. 
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Tangiers just two days ago, is now completely deserted.67 

Confusion between here and elsewhere is apparent: Porta Maggiore had become a Souk, the 

neighborhood itself a Casbah, Italian had become Other. Pantanella had blurred the distinctions 

between near and far, center and periphery, us and them. Following the contaminated space’s 

reclamation, the author tells us, Pantanella seems distant and hazy, lacking in substance. The 

structure is no longer intelligible according to familiar schema, and as such, it is no longer a 

recognizable part of the Roman landscape. While the immediate threat of the migrant 

occupation has been neutralized, traces still remain. In the next section, we will examine the 

“recovery” process that sought to eliminate these traces. 

 

Recover ing and Rewri t ing History :  the Pantanel la Squat Erased 

The seven buildings within the Pantanella complex were eventually reintegrated into the 

Roman landscape through a recovery project, though construction would not begin until 1997. 

Here, it is necessary to distinguish between the Italian architectural terms restauro, which returns 

a structure to a state of “solidity and stability,” and recupero, which returns a structure to a state of 

“goodness and validity.”68 In other words, restoration repairs structural damage, while recovery 

addresses damage to the social and moral fabric of the community. The rhetoric employed to 

                                                
67 “La Pantanella appare in lontananza, come una dissolvenza televisiva. Il giorno dopo l’esodo, nelle 

strade intorno alla casbah, quello che balza subito agli occhi è l’assenza dei consueti viavai di Pakistan, gente 
del Bangladesh, marocchini che fino a 24 ore prima riempivano gli empori della zona per comprare merce da 
rivendere ai semafori. Alle due del pomeriggio, l’incrocio davanti a Porta Maggiore, che fino a due giorni fa 
brulicava di venditori come il suq di Tangeri, è praticamente deserto.” In La Repubblica, February 2 1991, local 
pages, III. 

68 Pianigiani’s Vocabolario etimologico della lingua italiana defines “restauro” as “rendere di nuovo saldo, 
stabile,” and recupero as “rendere nuovamente buono, valido.” In architecture and urban planning, 
“recupero” refers to the rehabilitation or destruction of buildings which are incompatible with their 
surroundings, either aesthetically or structurally, and is most frequently applied to illegal or unauthorized 
constructions. See Ottorino Pianigiani, ed. Vocabolatio etimologico della lingua italiana (Rome: Società editrice 
Dante Alighieri, 1907). 
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justify and promote Pantanella’s recovery reveals a desire to eliminate all traces of the elsewhere 

from the landscape through the creation and promotion of an historical narrative that excludes 

all foreign intrusions, effectively erasing the city’s migrant populations. 

In 1996, developer Aqua Pia Antica Marcia published detailed plans for the Pantanella 

recovery project in a volume titled Mulino Pantanella: il recupero di una archeologia industriale romana, 

celebrating the complex as an example of Roman industrial architecture, recalling the tendency 

of journalists to mourn an occupied space’s Italian past. There is only one mention of the 

migrant occupation, in a vague reference to the necessity of clearing away trash left behind by 

extracomunitari.69 The authors are uninterested in the space’s recent history, and focus their 

attention on the architects and entrepreneurs who designed and built the factory in the late 

nineteenth century. A review of the recovery proposal in La Repubblica frames the issue thus: 

“Today, the Pantanella Mill looks like a blind relic of the multicultural wars at the start of the 

decade, when it was inhabited by Moroccans and Senegalese who were otherwise homeless, and 

it is difficult to imagine that it once had a past that smelled of freshly-baked bread, a past that 

told a tale of a city transformed, little by little, by a family of industrious businessmen.”70 

More recent transformations of the space are incidental to the “recovered” historical 

narrative. The occupation of Pantanella was a parentheses that can now be closed, returning 

focus to the kinds of spatial production deemed “good” and “valid” in the city of Rome. In 

                                                
69 See Francesco Amendolagine ed., Mulino Pantanella: il recupero di una archeologia industriale romana, 

(Veneice: Marsilio, 1996), 81. 
70 Francesca Giuliani, “Mulino Pantanella, progetti oltre il degrado,” La Repubblica January 25 1997, 

local pages, IX. It is noteworthy that the two national groups the author names—Moroccans and 
Senegalese—accounted for just over ten percent of Pantanella’s population, which was overwhelmingly 
Asian. This emphasis on “Moroccans and Senegalese” recalls the media’s tendency to cast African residents in 
an negative light during the occupation. Ter Wal notes that “Asians were depicted as more politically 
organized, law-abiding, peace-loving, discretely religious, well-educated, and clean. […] By contrast, the North 
Africans or ‘Arabs’ were depicted as criminally inclined, aggressive, fanatic, and dirty. After the outbreak of 
the Gulf War, the violence of the latter group was equated with the violence of the enemy, personified in the 
figure of Sadaam Hussein.” Ter Wal, “Social Representation,” 49. 
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Mulino Pantanella and newspaper coverage of the recovery project, information about 

Pantanella’s future is often secondary to reminiscences about its past. Marked nostalgia for 

industrial centers of production is further apparent in a quote from then-Mayor Francesco 

Rutelli, who presided over Pantanella’s recovery: “The challenge here is the same one facing the 

ex-Peroni factory, the ex-Meccanica Romana, and that will soon be facing the Mattatoio and the 

Mercati Generali: the difficult but intriguing challenge of rehabilitating, valorizing, and 

transforming this Rome that was a vital force, this Rome that has been abandoned for too 

long.”71 

This focus on resurrecting the glories of industrial Rome is significant, and the fervor 

with which these abandoned factories are eulogized is directly connected to the migrant 

occupation of Pantanella, which these narratives of recovery either ignore, or relegate to a long-

ago time of “multicultural wars.” Pantanella and the other the factories Rutelli lists are 

significant features in the urban landscape precisely because they are markers of a defunct socio-

spatial order. 72 Industry has largely left Rome, just as it has left the West more generally, and 

cities can no longer produce themselves in relation to centers of manufacture. Left empty, these 

factories are shrines to a bygone era; but when they are occupied by migrants, vanguards of an 

increasingly global and mobile world, they come to symbolize the precariousness of the city 

itself in that world. The precarious space of a migrant-occupied factory reveals the 

precariousness of the city that surrounds it. 

The “good” and “valid” framework into which abandoned industrial spaces must be 

reintegrated is thus one that reinforces a certain community’s stability, and one that emphasizes 

                                                
71 Francesco Amendolagine ed., Mulino Pantanella: il recupero di una archeologia industriale romana, 

(Veneice: Marsilio, 1996), iv. 
72 Today, ex-Peroni has been converted into  luxury condos, ex-Meccanica Romana is a multiplex, 

while the Mattatoio and the Mercati Generali are Centri Sociali Occupati Autogestiti. 
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continuity of a Western way of life, even in the face of global change. Francesca Giuliani, writing 

in La Repubblica, articulates this desire for legibility in her support of the recovery plan: “recovery 

of its ‘primitive industrial use’ is not possible; times have changed. Thus, the method of 

rehabilitation will lie in restoring order to the area, making it functional once again. That is to 

say: Pantanella will be reorganized according to specific criteria that will enable everyone to use 

the space.”73 

Pantanella’s recovery was indeed organized around a return to order, though that order 

was not oriented towards inclusivity. Despite the efforts of former residents and activists, who 

led a failed campaign to include a community center dedicated to cross-cultural outreach in the 

recovery project, the space today is by no means accessible to “everyone.”74 At present, 

Pantanella houses luxury condos, offices, shops, and a Bingo hall. The criteria of its recovery 

designate specific uses and specific users, all of them solidly Italian and middle-class. In short, 

recovery of the “festering monument” demanded that the migrant occupation be diminished, 

neutralized, and finally erased from a popular historical narrative that moves seamlessly from 

modern industrial prowess to so-called neoliberal prosperity.  

However, the Pantanella occupation did not go gently into obscurity: a novel detailing 

the events of the occupation sustained the potentializing effects of the alternative communities 

who called the squat home. Pantanella’s literary resurrection was, fittingly, one of the founding 

works of Italy’s literature of migration. In the pages that follow, I will examine the way that the 

potentiality of Pantanella’s precarious space was transposed and transmitted through narrative. 

 

                                                
73 “Quindi, escluso inanzitutto il recupero del ‘primitivo uso industriale,’ perché i tempi sono altri, la 

scelta di metodo è nella razionalizzazione dell’area, nella sua ‘rifunzionalizzazione:’ come dire, la Pantanella va 
risistemata con criterio e vanno individuati degli usi utili per tutti.” In Giuliani, “Mulino Pantanella.” 

74 Armando Gnisci, Creolizzare l’Europa: Letteratura e migrazione (Rome: Meltemi Editore, 2003), 166. 
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Capturing the Crystal  Palace :  the Novel izat ion o f  Pantanel la  

In 1992, Tunisian author Mohsen Melliti published Pantanella: Canto lungo la strada, 

translated from Arabic by Monica Ruocco. While Melliti’s novel is often grouped with the “co-

authored” autobiographical works that ushered in the new genre—Immigrato by Salah Methnani 

and Mario Fortunato (1990); Io venditore di elefanti by Pap Khouma and Oreste Pivetta (1991); 

Chiamatemi Ali by Mohamed Bouchane (1991), among others—it departs from this format in 

significant ways.75 While based on the events of the occupation, Pantanella is a work of fiction—

Melliti was not a resident of Pantanella, and was connected to the occupation through his work 

as a political activist. His novel follows characters of different nationalities as they navigate life 

between squat and city. Melliti crafts his prose around frequent shifts in perspective and style: 

the narrative voice passes between individual characters, sometimes uniting them in choral 

recitation, and the abandoned factory regularly addresses its residents (and readers) in a forceful 

second person. In short, as Rachid Boudjedra notes in the preface to Pantanella, Melliti’s novel 

distinguishes itself “first and foremost, because it is a novel!”76 

As a foundational text in Italy’s literature of migration, Melliti’s novel explores the 

potentiality of spatial appropriation: he renders Pantanella simply a “city,” querying dominant 

constructions of the squat. Melliti figures his “city” as a place of identity, relations, and history, 

rewriting traditional ideas of belonging and positing a model of interaction with urban space that 

allows his characters to resist marginalizing spatial politics. Residents of the “city” orient 

                                                
75 While Methnani’s Immigrato is a novel loosely based on his personal experiences, it is written in the 

form of memoir. See Mohamed Bouchane, Chiamatemi Ali, eds. Carla de Girolamo and Daniele Miccione 
(Milan: Garzanti, 1991); Mario Fortunato and Salah Methnani, Immigrato, (Rome-Naples: Theoria, 1990); Pap 
Khouma, Io venditore di elefanti: una vita per forza tra Dakar, Parigi, e Milano, ed. Oreste Pivetta (Milan: Garzanti, 
1991). 

76 Rachid Boudjedra, preface to Pantanella. Canto lungo la strada, by Mohsen Melliti (Rome: Edizioni 
Lavoro, 1992), 7. 
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themselves in a precarious landscape through spontaneous acts of solidarity, arising from an 

openness to other cultures and perspectives. 

Both Pantanella residents’ appropriation of Italian space and Melliti’s appropriation of 

Italian language are incursions of the margins on the center. More significantly, both 

appropriations result in a blending of the Italian “here” and a more nebulous “elsewhere.” As 

ruptures in spatial and literary frameworks that present as stable, continuous, and neutral, both 

affirm precarious subjectivities and spatialities that are otherwise easily excluded or erased. The 

rupture created by the Pantanella squat was quickly smoothed over: its residents were dispersed, 

and the landscape was remade in an image of Italian stability and continuity, allowing the 

occupation to fade from collective memory. In Pantanella, Melliti challenges this erasure, 

constructing an alternative narrative of place. 

 Melliti talks back to the alarmist media coverage of the occupation, and resists the erasure 

of migrant-occupied Pantanella. The novel consistently engages with questions of space: 

characters find themselves living a fragmentary existence, caught between departure and 

destination, and living multiple forms of exile in the heart of Rome. Melliti rarely uses the term 

“Pantanella:” he calls the squat la “città”, while Rome is simply la città. By abandoning the 

common names used by residents—Pantanella, palazzo di cristallo, Shish Mahal—and the 

pejorative metaphors common in the media, Melliti firmly orients the squat within Italian 

linguistic and spatial categories. While the scare quotes that distinguish the migrant city call its 

legitimacy into question, they also query the very category of city, opening up new possibilities 

of meaning. 

Melliti explores questions of space and belonging primarily through his protagonist, 

Ahmad. Like most of the migrant characters in Pantanella, he suffers from ghurba, a word that 
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Melliti defines in a footnote as the Arab migrant’s experience of “life abroad, and the feeling of 

exile from and nostalgia for one’s own country.”77 Ahmad’s ghurba manifests as disorientation in 

an early scene, when he experiences the spaces of his past and present simultaneously, without 

coming to rest entirely in either of them. He leaves his living quarters in Pantanella, where he 

has been observing the streets from above, to join a group of friends in conversation. One man 

remarks that his ghurba is so acute that he is reminded of his home whenever he walks through 

Rome’s historic center, and Ahmad is temporarily transported:  

Under the effect of these thoughts and these sensations, the images before him 

began to blend together, they zigged and zagged and then went straight ahead, 

dancing on the waters of the Mediterranean. The deafening clamor of the high 

waves and the flowing tides carried him back to a distant shore. There, near and 

far, under and over. He reached out his hands and embraced the arches of the 

city, its covered markets, its movement, the crowds, the long tree-lined avenue, 

the white walls, the pigeons on the houses, the houses on the earth, and on the 

earth a dark-haired girl.78 

When Ahmad raises his arms to embrace the city, it is unclear if he is referring to Rome (and the 

tree-lined avenue he had just been observing) or his unnamed city of origin. “The distant shore” 

cannot refer to a concrete place, as it is described using language of movement: it is a nebulous 

“there,” unconnected to any specific spatial context. There, where experience of space is 

                                                
77 “La vita all’estero e il sentimento di nostalgia per il proprio paese.” Melliti, Pantanella, 12. 
78 “Sotto l’effetto di questi pensieri e di queste sensazioni, le immagini cominciarono a confondersi, 

ad andare a zig zag e poi di nuovo dritte, danzando sulle acque del Mediterraneo. Il rumore assordante delle 
onde altissime e il flusso della marea la riportavano sull’altra sponda. Lì, vicino e lontano, sotto e sopra.  
Stendeva le mani e abbracciava gli archi della città, i suoi mercati coperti, il movimento, la folla, la lunga strada 
con gli alberi allineati, le mura bianche, i piccioni sulle case, le case sulla terra e sulla terra una ragazza bruna.” 
Melliti, Pantanella, 21. 
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unbound by exile or exclusion, where embrace of the city—and embrace by the city—might be 

possible. The fluid Mediterranean subjectivity, discussed in the first chapter, gives him a way to 

articulate a shifting relationship to space: when Ahmad abandons himself to the currents and 

waves, he inhabits liminality, transposing the fluidity of the sea onto the rigid spatiality of the 

city. 

Vincenzo Binetti notes that the sea is a “space of desire” for Melliti’s migrant characters, 

“a de-territorialized space where reciprocal contaminations among different languages and 

cultures” eliminate stark divisions between here and elsewhere, but also between center and 

periphery. Binetti further observes that this desired liminal space is a warped likeness of the 

realities of the migrant’s life, divided between home, Rome, and “city.” He argues that Melliti’s 

characters are “suspended in the ‘in-betweenness’ of non-place, precisely because they are permitted to 

survive neither in the internal space, however alienating and degrading, of Pantanella […] nor in 

the external space of the metropolis.”79 This tension between “city” and city is at the heart of 

Melliti’s critique of Western ideas of community, identity, and history. As his characters navigate 

the different mechanisms of place in Pantanella and in Rome, their affirmation of “in-

betweenness” emerges as a new mode of being capable of resisting the alienation and 

impermanence of the non-place. In re-writing the occupation, Melitti foregrounds the urgent 

questions that come to the fore in precarious contexts, and the potential for new forms of 

solidarity and community. 

 Moreover, Melliti affirms Pantanella as a place shaped by meaningful relations and ideas of 

                                                
79 “Lo spazio del desiderio di questa comunità diventa allora quello transnazionale del ‘mediterraneo’ 

e dell’altra sponda’, un luogo deterritorializzato dove le contaminazioni reciproche tra lingue e culture diverse 
[…] questa ‘comunità viaggiante’ come la definisce lo stesso Melliti è dunque sospesa nel ‘in-betweenness’ del 
non-luogo proprio perché ad essa non è permesso sopravviver né nello spazio interno, seppur alienato e 
degradante, della Pantanella…né nello spazio esterno della metropoli.” Vincenzo Binetti, Città nomadi: esodo e 
autonomia nella metropoli contemporanea (Verona: Ombre corte, 2008), 94. 
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belonging. In Non-places, Augé argues that one of the hallmarks of the contemporary period is 

the fragmentation of processes by which communities endow common places with meaning.80 

He situates his study in the context of a shift in practice, namely, the emerging focus of the 

anthropological gaze on Western societies. The era he calls “supermodernity” is characterized by 

a breakdown of the premise that “the European, Western ‘here’ assumes its full meaning in 

relation to the distant elsewhere—formerly ‘colonial,’ now ‘underdeveloped.’”81 He notes a 

further breakdown in the creation of “anthropological places,” those which “want to be—

people want them to be—places of identity, of relations, and of history,” and posits the 

emergence of two separate but synchronous typologies of place. 82 Certain “earlier places” are 

severed from the present and inscribed with a past temporality, becoming places of memory, while a 

host of new spaces—airports, supermarkets, refugee camps—are produced as non-places, 

transitory and isolating spaces that “cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned 

with identity.”83  

Auge’s analysis reveals the stakes of Melliti’s novel. The tension between city and “city” 

in Pantanella is the tension between place of memory and non-place, a tension that creates in 

Melliti’s characters a strong desire to produce and inhabit anthropological place—of identity, of 

relations, and of history—able to accommodate the fragmentary experience of a subject divided 

between the present “here” and numerous “elsewheres.” The creation of anthropological place 

on the part of Pantanella residents subverts the animalizing anthropological gaze of media 

accounts, discussed earlier. While the identity, relations, and history of the Pantanella occupation 

                                                
80 Augé use of “place” refers to “the established and symbolized sense, anthropological place […] we 

include in the notion of anthropological place the possibility of journeys made in it, the discourses uttered in 
it, and the language characterizing it.” Augé, Non-places, 66. 

81 Ibid., 9. 
82 Ibid., 43. 
83 Ibid., 63. 
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may not be immediately legible to the Italian public, they are no less meaningful. Furthermore, 

Melliti’s novel advances the possibility that places like Pantanella can be translated and rendered 

legible, that new community dynamics and modes of belonging can be communicated to an 

Italian public predisposed to dismiss them.  

Melliti emphasizes the communicative gap between the “city” and Rome. He figures 

Rome as a place of memory, frozen in time and space; the city center is the site where “history, 

in all its greatness, had ground to a halt, defiant.”84Monuments, buildings, and streets have been, 

as Augé notes, “listed, classified […] and assigned to a circumscribed and specific position.”85 

Rome’s places of memory are moments fixed in an evolutional historical narrative, a linear 

progression through time and space. This history—what Dipesh Chakrabarty calls “History 

1”— does not allow for the fragmentary, shifting spatialities and non-linear temporalities known 

to Melliti’s characters. 86 Rather, it seeks to frame migration as an affirmation of progress, a 

journey from a primitive South to a civilized North; the migrant begins to exist in history only 

when he accepts the superiority of the destination society and assimilates his own subjectivity 

into the dominant narrative. 

By contrast, the “city” initially seems to exist outside any kind of narrative: the diversity 

of its population and the necessarily impermanent nature of the occupation make it an unlikely 

site of shared history or identity. Nonetheless, Melliti traces an emerging sense of place within 

the “city,” as characters introduce alternative customs of foundation, memory, and relations. In 

so doing, he captures the overlapping nature of Augé’s spatial categories: “place and non-place 

are rather like opposed polarities: the first is never completely erased, the second never totally 

                                                
84 “Lì dove la storia si è fermata, sfidando tutti.” Melitti, Pantanella, 33. 
85 Augé, Non-places, 63. 
86 Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe. 
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completed; they are like palimpsests on which the scrambled game of identity and relations is 

ceaselessly rewritten.”87  

Melliti’s ephemeral “city” is a site where residents are able to rewrite “the scrambled 

game of identity and relations.” It is a collective space organized around encounters that enable 

the construction of community among members of diverse linguistic, religious, and racial 

groups. Belonging in the “city” is initially created through brief outbursts of residents’ various 

“elsewheres” in the “here” of the squat. In the novel’s opening pages, a group of men gather in 

the Souk in a spontaneous outburst of music and dance: “Arab and African rhythms were played 

on pots and pans. A Pakistani asked a Neapolitan to dance. The Moroccan songs gave way to 

Algerian, Tunisian, Arab songs, and then Pakistani, Indian, African, Asian. The whole world was 

singing. God, that night was so beautiful! They felt joy and sadness at the same time.”88 Their 

“city” is thus founded, not by the demarcation of its borders, but by their transcendence: “all 

colors and nationalities mixed together, breathing life into a single humanity and a single pain.”89 

Melliti further signals the “city’s” movement towards place in an exchange between 

Ahmad and Mary, an Italian anthropology student interested in visiting the “city.” He jokes that 

she will be surprised by what she finds there: “you’ll visit our ‘city,’ which seems like a scene out 

of Greek mythology. You’ll see a theater of vanities composed by ambitious and anarchical 

philosophers. You’ll see playing fields, reflecting pools, gardens and schools; you’ll see men 

without women and a literature that your anthropology doesn’t recognize, my dear Mary.”90 

                                                
87 Augé, Non-places, 64. 
88 “Un ritmo arabo e africano suonato su pentole da cucina. Un pakistano invitò un napoletano nel 

cerchio a ballare. Alle canzoni marocchine seguirono quelle algerine, tunisine, arabe, fino a quelle pakistane, 
indiane, africane e asiatiche. Era il mondo intero a cantare. Dio, come era bella quella notte! Sentivano gioia e 
tristezza insieme.” Melliti, Pantanella, 14. 

89 “I colori e le nazionalità si mischiavano dando vita a una sola umanità e a un unico dolore.” Ibid., 
13. 

90 “Visiterai la nostra ‘città’ che sembra uscita dalla mitologia greca, vedrai un teatro della vanità 
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Here, Melliti’s critique of a Western anthropological gaze is made explicit. He ironically recasts 

the “city” as a place steeped in Western history and culture. He emphasizes and delegitimizes 

Mary’s perspective, suggesting that her discipline’s tendency to divide the world into here and 

elsewhere will be of little use in a “city” which—though it has no reflecting pools—was founded 

by an ambitious and anarchic philosophy that accommodates overlapping spatialities and 

temporalities.  

Ahmad’s quip suggests that the production of place in the “city” cannot be interpreted 

according to traditional Western models of identity, relations, and history; instead, it must be 

read with emerging codes befitting a mobile, global age. Melliti’s “city” is a precarious and 

hostile space, yet residents are united within it, transforming their shared experience into a 

“single humanity” that allows them to identify with one another in spite of—or perhaps because 

of—their differences. Melliti’s novel reveals that living in a precarious space does not preclude 

solidarity; on the contrary, Pantanella’s precariousness reveals the limits of existing identity 

categories and allows residents to reimagine the ways that they belong to the “city,” and to each 

other. 

The “city” moves beyond non-place, furthermore, in residents’ rejection of Rome’s 

fossilized brand of history. A conversation about the “city’s” interior reveals an alternative 

understanding of the ways that space and history intersect:  

‘This is the only city in the world without any architectural style or aesthetic 

sensibility. I can’t believe that there were actually architects who planned a 

building like this,’ said Mustafa, raising his eyes to contemplate his ‘city.’ 

Aziz responded, thoughtfully: ‘But there is style, architecture, artfulness, even 

                                                                                                                                                       
scritto da filosofi ambiziosi e anarchici. Vedrai campi da gioco, piscine, giardini e scuole, uomini senza donne 
e una letteratura che la tua antropologia non conosce, mia cara Mary.” Melliti, Pantanella, 13. 
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aesthetic sensibility. Look, lift your gaze upwards, look at the lines, the windows, 

the doors, the walls, the form, the upper floors and the foundation. Yes, when I 

see all these things one thing comes to mind.’ 

‘What?’ 

“That our new city survived an aerial bombing!” 

‘That sounds about right.’ 

‘Probably in the 1940s.’ 

‘So, this image made you think about war.’ 

‘Yes, exactly.’ 

‘Now, let’s say you had to transfer this image into a film, wouldn’t you need the 

concept of aesthetics we were discussing earlier?’91 

Here, space assumes meaning only when it is inserted into an historical narrative, though 

not the evolutional history dominant in Rome. Moments in time are linked together as cinematic 

frames, allowing residents to connect past and present through a common visual language, a 

language that gives them the creative agency to craft an alternative history of place in the “city.” 

Their history rejects traditional narratives of autochtony, which, as Augé notes, depend upon “a 

minimal stability” spanning generations: “this place which the ancestors have built […] which 

the recently dead populate with signs who evocation and interpretation require special 

                                                
91 “‘È l’unica città al mondo senza stile architettonico e senso estetico. Sembra impossibile che siano 

stati degli architetti a progettare un edificio simile.’ Così commentò Mustafa, mentre sollevava lo sguardo per 
contemplare la sua “città.” Aziz gli rispose, serio: ‘Si, ci sono uno stile, un’architettura, un’arte, e anche un 
senso estetico. Guarda, solleva il tuo sguardo in alto, osserva la pianta, le finestre, le porte, le pareti, la forma, i 
piani superiori e le fondamenta. Si, guardando tutto ciò mi viene in mente una sola cosa.’ ‘E quale?’ ‘Che la 
nostra nuova città ha resistito a un bombardamento aereo!’ ‘Bella deduzione!’ ‘Forse negli anni Quaranta.’ ‘E 
dunque questa immagine ti ha fatto pensare alla guerra.’ ‘Si, precisamente.’ ‘Supponiamo che tu debba 
trasferire quest’immagine in un film, non avresti bisogno dell’architettura, dell’arredamento, del concetto di 
estetica che abbiamo citato prima?’” Melliti, Pantanella, 17-18. 
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knowledge.”92 Affirming the fragmentary nature of this history makes a similarly fragmented 

space—understood as “the lines, the windows, the doors, the walls, the form”—intelligible and 

meaningful. The list Aziz presents stands in contrast to the journalistic lists examined earlier in 

this chapter; his inventory does not arise out of incomprehension and incommunicability. 

Rather, his fragmentary presentation is an invitation to see Pantanella through different lenses, 

to adopt new perspectives, and to understand the landscape according to a flexible narrative that 

allows for incongruities in time and space.  

Melliti’s protagonist, Ahmad, carries this fragmentary understanding of history and place 

beyond the confines of the “city,” turning a similarly focused gaze on Rome’s places of memory: 

“Ahmad was contemplating objects, looking at them deeply. He stopped to discover them, to 

discover the curved lines, the designs.”93 Jennifer Burns notes that Ahmad “does not respond to 

whole, identifiable buildings, works of art or constructions, but rather to minute architectural 

details,” thus undermining “the conventional, perhaps ‘western’ response to the city, which 

privileges objects of aesthetic or historical context, so that joined together, these objects 

construct a narrative of ‘western’ civilization or dominance.”94 She argues that the novel’s focus 

on architectural fragments proposes a model of interaction with the city “which privileges 

negotiation over integration and focuses, interestingly, on the immediate physical experience of 

the city as the stimulus for cognitive and imaginative engagement with the broader, emotional 

and ethical issues surrounding being and living it.”95 This imaginative engagement is what allows 

the migrant subjectivities that Melliti presents to resist the oppressive narratives that would erase 

                                                
92 Augé, Non-places, 45. 
93 Melliti, Pantanella, 33. 
94 Jennifer Burns, “Provisional Constructions of the Eternal City: Figurations of Rome in Recent 

Italophone Writing” in Imagining the City Volume 2: The Politics of Urban Space, Christian Emden, Catherine Keen 
& David Midgely, eds. (Bern: Peter Lang AG, 2006), 370. 

95 Ibid., 371. 
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alternative places and communities—like De Sica’s Totò, Ahmad is able to see beyond what is, 

and to imagine what could be. 

Melliti’s construction of place in the “city” thus challenges Western social and spatial 

practice, re-writing the city and the subject’s place within it. Ahmad further articulates the socio-

spatial critique contained in this re-writing when he tells his Mary about his life before migration, 

and finds he can only tell the story in terms of space. He begins: “There, in the South, there are 

three types of cities. Very private cities, cities for tourists, and cities for normal people […] there 

are streets for tourists, underground streets, and forgotten streets […] there are houses in the 

city, houses of government, houses for wives, for lovers, and for secret business.”96 He 

continues in this vein, describing a country strictly divided into formerly colonial spaces, now 

used for tourism; spaces of oppression, expertly concealed within the landscape by those in 

power; and finally, spaces where people live a precarious existence, caught between two spatio-

temporal expressions of Western dominance: the touristic enjoyment of formerly subjugated 

spaces, and the spaces arising from the unrest and trauma left in the wake of colonial 

withdrawal. 

It is evident that Ahmad’s ability to read and re-write Rome as a collection of fragments 

comes from an intimate knowledge of the ways that colonial powers wrote their “narrative of 

‘western’ civilization or dominance” onto Southern spaces. The “city,” in all its squalor and 

impermanence, thus gains significance as a place apart; a place where history and identity are not 

forever linked to conquest and apartheid in a causal chain, where oppression is but one face of a 

multifaceted and heterogeneous history. In the “city,” precariousness and potentiality are fused. 

                                                
96 “Lì, al sud, ci sono tre tipi di città. Città molto private, città per turisti e città per gente normale […] 

ci sono strade per turisti, strade sotterranee e strade dimenticate […] poi ci sono le case della città, quelle del 
governo, le case delle mogli, delle amanti e quelle per gli affari segreti.” Melliti, Pantanella, 139-140. 
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Conclus ion:  Place  Beyond Fable  

 Melliti’s “city” is inevitably destroyed, the threat it presents to Western schema of space 

and history neutralized. Residents weep as they watch the structure burn, and Ahmad explains 

the reason for their tears to a confused police officer: “Because their sentence has been handed 

down. They will always be exiles, refugees, immigrants; they will never be citizens, anywhere.”97 

The destruction of the “city” returns residents to their previous state of marginalization, 

reinserting them into a narrative in which they are doubly absent from places past and present.  

Melliti describes their departure as a surreal, nightmarish march: an acid rain “was falling 

on their bodies and eating into their flesh, they melted away until they were only skeletons. They 

groped to find their way, they could not see one another, the city, the nameless streets, the signs 

and the cars.”98 As the skeletal crowd cries out in protest, their words take shape in the sky 

above a bridge, where Ahmad is poised to jump: “they raised their eyes, illuminated by the full 

moon’s rays. They crowded together to see. It was a banner, and on it was written: enough. The 

entire universe shouted, all the cities, all the streets, the forests, the deserts, the seas, the whole 

world: ENOUGH.”99 The universe joins the former residents in protest, groaning under the 

weight of the oppressive histories written upon it, in solidarity with Ahmad at the moment of his 

death.  

The hellish forced march, suicide, and global lament that concludes Pantanella is a far cry 

from the fairytale ending of Miracolo a Milano. Nonetheless, Melliti’s project in Pantanella is 

                                                
97 “Perché ormai è stata emessa la loro sentenza. Saranno per sempre degli esuli, rifugiati, immigrati, e 

non saranno mai dei cittadini, in nessun posto!” Melliti, Pantanella, 171. 
98 “Cadeva sui corpi e ne lacerava la carne, la scioglieva finché rimanevano solo gli scheletri. Le mani 

si tendevano per cercare la strada, nessuno poteva vedere l’altro, la città, le strade senza nome, i segnali e le 
macchine.” Ibid., 171. 

99 “Nel cielo si formò un quadro con delle lettere, una scritta. Alzarono gli occhi, illuminati dai raggi 
della luna piena […] Era un quadro con su scritto ‘basta.’ L’intero universo gridò, tutte le città, tutte le strade, 
i boschi, i deserti, i mari, il mondo intero: B…A…S…T…A!” Ibid., 172. 
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attuned to the message contained in De Sica’s neorealist fable. Miracolo a Milano also features a 

sgombero in its final act—hired thugs roust residents from the shantytown and load them onto 

paddy wagons, arresting them so that the land can be cleared and drilled for oil. As the wagons 

roll by the Milan Duomo, Totò uses magic to free his community. They seize brooms from 

street cleaners and fly high above the city and into the clouds, as onscreen text reveals that they 

are headed to a land where “good morning actually means good morning!”100  

While the tone of these two endings could not be more disparate, both Ahmad and Totò 

choose flight as the only true means of escape from cities that will not allow them to create 

alternative spaces in which they might live, and both texts conclude with dispossessed 

communities searching for a new space to settle. Bondanella’s analysis of the stylistic 

experiments in Miracolo a Milano—“chronological time is rejected, as is duration and ontological 

wholeness; commonsense logic is abandoned as well, and the usual cause and effect 

relationships between objects in the ‘real’ world are replaced by absurd, even surreal events,”—

also holds true for Melliti’s Pantanella.101 Bondanella further argues that De Sica’s filmic fairy tale 

“tells us that the human impulse to creativity in the work of art […] is capable of transcending 

social problems but not of resolving them. Filmic art can only offer the consolation of beauty 

and the hope that its images may move the spectator to social action.”102 Indeed, Miracolo a 

Milano offers no solution to the plight of the poor, and is not even particularly optimistic about 

their fate. The sunny message that accompanies their escape does not change the fact that they 

have essentially been exiled from the planet in their search for autonomous space—they will 

always be exiles, refugees, immigrants; they will never be citizens, anywhere.  

                                                
100 “Buongiorno vuol dire veramente buon giorno!” Vittorio De Sica, Miracolo a Milano, 1951 (DVD, 

Nouveau Film, 2005). 
101 Bondanella, Italian Cinema, 93. 
102 Ibid., 94. 
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Melliti concludes Pantanella with a reflection on the relationship between art and the 

social problems it addresses—or rather, between Pantanella: canto lungo la strada and the Pantanella 

squat.: “Before he jumped, Ahmad was shouting or maybe singing, he had written a message, 

but he did not know if he had written it for himself, or for a friend who was yet to come.”103 

The last word, as it were, goes to the message, emphasizing the importance of narrating and 

transmitting the alternative history of place in the “city.” The novel’s creation thus overlaps with 

the squat’s destruction, as Melliti foregrounds the parallel processes of reappropriation and 

creation which bind Pantanella to its literary reconstruction. By rewriting place in Pantanella, he 

grounds the “city” in an alternative narrative which remains, even if the place itself does not.  

  

 

                                                
103 “Prima di gettarsi Ahmad gridò o forse cantò, aveva scritto un messaggio, ma non sapeva se lo 

aveva scritto per se stesso o per un amico che non era ancora arrivato.” Melliti, Pantanella, 172. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RE-MAPPING THE CITY: BELONGING AND IDENTITY IN ROME 

 

Introduct ion:  Leaving the Margins 

In previous chapters, we have examined migrant spaces of dehumanization and 

marginalization in Italy, and the ways that dominant discourse seeks to confine precariousness 

within them. In this final chapter, we will leave the margins to explore migrant spaces that exist 

within the urban center. First, I will examine representations of two important sites for Rome’s 

minority populations—Stazione Termini and the Esquilino neighborhood—as a way to begin 

thinking the relationship between place and community in the city. My analysis of these 

landmarks is accompanied by an examination of smaller, more transient spaces that have taken 

on different layers of meaning for different communities. Finally, I will look at the several 

“alternative maps” of Rome from Italy’s literature of migration, in order to trace the ways that 

different systems of meaning, identity, and relations are produced through narrative remapping.    

Ultimately, these alternative maps are a way to subvert dominant notions of place and history: 

their authors explore the potentiality of a belonging that exists beyond blood or soil, between 

past and present. This reimagined belonging is where the potentiality inherent in precariousness 

becomes clearly visible, revealing alternative modes of being for migrants and Italians alike. 

The limits of conventional notions of belonging are exposed in an early scene from 

Amara Lakhous’ 2010 novel, Divorzio all’islamica a viale Marconi. Ibrahima, a Senegalese vendor, 

complains to his Italian friend Cristian about the confiscation of his goods by the carabinieri. 

“Brother,” he protests, “the markets and the sidewalk belong to everyone.” Cristian corrects 
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him: “No, you’re wrong. They belong to the Comune [municipality].”1 The play on words is facile, 

but apt: the Comune that Cristian refers to does not include Ibrahima. Though he has lived in 

Rome for years, as an undocumented migrant he has no right to communal spaces. Not only 

does Ibrahima not belong in Rome, but Rome does not belong to him. 

The problem of belonging comes to the fore in the city proper. Here, we are no longer 

parsing the categories and spaces of exclusion that attempt to delimit the precariousness of life 

in contemporary Italy. The figures of the refugee, the nomad, the migrant are here unmoored 

from the particular spatial contexts in which the Italian public locates them. Within the city, 

questions of identity and solidarity are colored by unavoidable encounters with other people, 

other cultures, and other places. Obviously, not every interaction will lead to mutual recognition, 

and many of the city encounters described in the pages that follow reproduce familiar dynamics, 

wherein italianità defines itself in opposition to a discursively constructed Other. Nonetheless, 

the migrant authors whose work closes this chapter envision the potential for encounter 

grounded in the shared acknowledgement of precariousness; it is from these encounters that 

new modes of belonging emerge. 

 

Departures ,  Arrivals ,  Terminals 

In the Prologue to Non-Places, Augé imagines the thoughts of a business traveler making 

his way through Roissy airport, reflecting on the nature of major transit hubs:  

These days, surely, it was in these crowded places where thousands of individual 

itineraries converged for a moment, unaware of one another, that there survived 

something of the uncertain charm of the waste lands, the yards and building sites, 

                                                
1“‘Fratello, il mercato e il marciapiede appartengono a tutti,’ […] ‘No, qui sbagli! Appartengono al 

Comune.’” Amara Lakhous, Divorzio all’islamica a viale Marconi (Rome: Edizioni e/0, 2010), 72. 
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the station platforms and waiting rooms where travelers break step, of all the 

chance meeting places where fugitive feelings occur, of the possibility of 

continuing adventure, the feeling that all there is to do is to ‘see what happens.’2  

Augé’s businessman is intrigued by the sense of transience that pervades the airport, 

conditioning his relationship to the space and to the fellow travelers he encounters. Later in the 

text, Augé will call transit hubs “the archetype of non-place;” but his opening sketch neatly 

demonstrates the contradictions inherent to his central concept.3 For Augé, Roissy is a place of 

profound alienation: a busy public space animated by travelers following separate itineraries, 

their interactions with others largely limited to the demand for and display of identifying 

documents.4 Nonetheless, the airport is charged with possibility, as waiting travelers come 

together in configurations that are unique to the liminal space of the terminal. 

While all transit hubs may exhibit this contradiction—on one hand, alienation, on the 

other, an opening towards alternative modes of being-together—train stations seem, to me, to 

occupy a unique spatial context. Unlike ports or airports, which are commonly located outside 

the urban areas they service, major train stations are almost always centrally located. Tourists 

disembark alongside newly arrived immigrants and commuters, passing almost immediately from 

the non-place of the station into the city proper. There is no need for intermediary travel, no 

gradual transition from periphery to urban center: the traveler may, in the space of a few 

minutes, walk through the indefinite, globalized space of the terminal and into a distinct local 

context.  

As such, the station embodies the contradictions of place that Augé sees as characteristic 

                                                
2 Augé, Non-places, 2. 
3 Ibid., 70. 
4 Ibid., 70. 
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of the contemporary period. In the center, but never entirely of the center, the station is a 

threshold: a space where local realities and rhythms can be suspended, granting access to a state 

of in-betweenness typically reserved for travelers. In Italy, central stations often function as 

points of encounter for migrant groups, allowing new arrivals to locate co-nationals, orient 

themselves in a new city, and maintain networks in the absence of established community 

spaces. For migrants and asylum seekers, the station is likely to inspire “fugitive feelings” 

unfamiliar to Augé’s business traveler. The sense that “all there is to do is to ‘see what happens’” 

renders stations uniquely hospitable to the refugee, whose suspension between “departure” and 

“arrival” may not end at the terminal.  

In the next section, Termini, Rome’s central station, comes under analysis in writings 

from the Somalian diaspora. In the work of Igiaba Scego and Cristina Ali Farah, Termini is a 

crucial site for displaced Somalians, uniquely capable of hosting the complex workings of a 

community in exile. These works take up the line of thinking introduced by Melliti in the last 

chapter, and imagine a precariousness charged with the possibility of community. 

 

Roma Termini :  Place ,  Non-place  and Diaspora 

Cristina Ali Farah’s novel Madre piccola (2007) and Igiaba Scego’s memoir La mia casa è 

dove sono (2010) deal with different moments in the Somalian diaspora. Scego, born in Rome in 

the 1970s to parents who had escaped the revolutionary purges of the ANA, focuses much of 

her autobiography on her childhood in Italy. Ali Farah’s novel tracks the relationship between 

two cousins. The first, Domenica Axad, leaves Somalia with her Italian mother during the 

relative peace of the mid-1980s, only to abandon her “assimilated” Italian life and join her 

extended family in the diaspora. The second, Barni, flees Mogadishu at the start of the Somali 
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Civil War and settles in Rome. 

Though they approach the diaspora from different angles, both Ali Farah and Scego 

insist upon Termini’s importance to Rome’s Somalian community. In Madre piccola, Barni tells an 

Italian journalist writing about the Somalian community: “If you want to write about the 

Somalian community in Rome, you have to start at Termini, the crossroads, the place of our 

nostalgias.”5 Domenica Axad attributes similar significance to Termini, the place where she 

decided to abandon the life she had established in Italy and join the diaspora: “At Termini, I was 

starting from nothing, along with the others. From that intersection of coagulated pain, that 

antechamber to oblivion.”6 Termini is the crossroads through which refugees must pass, and to 

which they perpetually return. Scego stresses the unavoidability of the station by describing her 

first visit as an inversion of conventional understandings of space: she did not enter the station, 

the station “entered my life, as it does for all Somalians in the Roman diaspora, immediately. It 

didn’t stop to introduce itself. It burst into my life without warning, without ceremony.”7 There 

is a sense of vulnerability in this framing that speaks to the lack of spatial agency felt by 

diasporic communities. Termini looms large in Scego’s memories of childhood, a place as 

familiar as her school or family home.  

Termini’s centrality for the Somalian community, Scego explains, has little to do with its 

physical location in Rome’s historic center. Indeed, for many, Rome itself is of little importance:  

For many people in the Somalian diaspora, getting to know Rome was not a 

                                                
5 “Credo che non si possa scrivere della comunità somala a Roma senza partire dalla stazione 

Termini, crocicchio, luogo delle nostre nostalgie.” Cristina Ali Farah, Madre piccola (Turin: Frassinelli, 2007), 
27. 

6 “A Termini, io partivo da zero insieme agli altri. Da quel crocevia, coagulo di dolore, anticamera 
dell’oblio.” Ibid., 100. 

7 “È entrata nella mia vita, come nella vita di tutti i somali della diaspora romana, immediatamente. 
Non si è nemmeno presentata. È piombata nella mia vita senza preavviso, senza cerimonie.” Igiaba Scego, La 
mia casa è dove sono felice (Milan: Rizzoli, 2010), 99-100. 
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priority. What were you supposed to do with the Spanish Steps? And Campo de’ 

Fiori? None of these places knew how to caress you or slap you like Termini […] 

because of this, many people I know got by with a very basic understanding of 

the city of Rome. The place where they slept, the place where they worked, and 

Termini, the place where everything happened […] for many, Rome was an 

afterthought.8  

The city beyond the station fails to engage the people of the Somalian diaspora; it is an 

essentially unfamiliar environment made up of “places where,” places noteworthy only for their 

functions. Termini, meanwhile, is an anchor for the community, a place of concentrated social 

relations and emotional engagement, characterized by the sensory experience of thecaress or the 

slap. 

Ali Farah’s Barni describes Termini’s transformation over the years, as the Somalian 

community quite literally set up shop within the station: “we went to the draddorio to eat rice and 

goat meat, we bought a defreddi from the kiosk, we bought bajiiye with fresh pepper and rummay 

from the shopgirls.”9 Here, as elsewhere in the novel, Ali Farah leaves Somalian words 

untranslated within the text; Italian definitions are appended in a glossary. At other points in the 

narrative, the inclusion of Somalian language troubles the act of reading: the Italian reader must 

either suspend her perusal of the text, or accept that some portion of it will remain inaccessible. 

Here, however, the effect is different, as some of the unfamiliar vocabulary is surprisingly 

                                                
8 “Per molte persone della diaspora somala conoscere Roma non era la priorità. Che ci facevi con 

Piazza di Spagna? E con Campo dei Fiori? Nessuna di queste zone sapeva coccolarti o schiaffeggiarti come la 
Stazione Termini…per questo a molte persone della mia conoscenza bastava avere una conoscenza basica 
della città di Roma. Il luogo dove si dormiva, il luogo dove si lavorava, e Termini dove succedeva 
tutto…Roma a molti non importava nemmeno.” Scego, La mia casa, 100-101. 

9 “Andavamo alla draddorio a mangiare il riso con il capretto, prendevamo un defreddi al chiosco, 
compravamo bajiiye con il peperoncino fresco e rummay dalle ragazze.” Ali Farah, Madre piccola, 28. 
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intelligible: the draddorio (trattoria) and defreddi (té freddo), introduced by Italian colonizers, are 

now become Somalian imports.  

Ali Farah’s Termini is a hub of activity, a world unto itself where scattered social 

networks reconstitute themselves and lost behavioral codes are resurrected: “At Termini you 

would run into people you’d lost track of, you’d pick up odd jobs, and if you were a girl and you 

felt like smoking, you’d hide the cigarette in your palm, in case one of your uncles showed up 

unexpectedly.”10 Both authors stress Termini’s importance as a space of social exchange and 

remembrance, yet both express deep ambivalence about the station. Scego speculates that 

refugees like her parents were initially drawn to the station because it offered an illusion of 

proximity: home was within reach, every train contained the possibility of a return trip. 

However, as Scego comes of age with and within Termini, she notes that the Somalian 

community’s attachment to the station is not reducible to any one explanation; Termini’s 

significance is as ineffable as it is indisputable: “Over time, Termini became something else: a 

microcosm of life and death, a galaxy of affections, a dear friend you couldn’t neglect, a bitter 

and wicked enemy. Termini loved and despised you. Termini was hope, but it was also the 

apocalypse. You could find yourself at Termini; you could lose yourself forever.”11 As a liminal 

space of both departure and arrival, Termini hosts the oscillations between potentiality and 

precariousness. 

Scego ascribes a substantial and potentially sinister power to Termini, and notes that she 

                                                
10 “A Termini potevi incontrare per caso quel tale che non sapevi che fine aveva fatto, ti trovavi un 

lavoretto e se eri una ragazza e ti andava di fumare era meglio nascondere la sigaretta, casomai incontrassi uno 
zio arrivato a tua insaputa.” Ali Farah, Madre piccola, 29. 

11 “Poi Termini con il tempo è diventato un’altra cosa: un microcosmo di vita e morte; una galassia di 
affetti; un amico caro da cui non puoi prescindere; un nemico accerrimo e cattivo. Termini ti voleva bene e ti 
disprezzava. Termini era una speranza, ma anche l’apocalisse. A Termini potevi ritrovare te stesso o perderti 
per sempre.” Scego, La mia casa, 100. 
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avoided the station for much of her adult life: “I considered that damnable station the mother of 

all misfortune […] I blamed her for all of our pain, our countless separations. We kept coming 

back, bending to her will for the simple illusion she offered.”12 The station bears the weight of 

countless reunions and separations, constant anxiety and nostalgia. Scego suggests that those 

who cling to Termini choose to inhabit loss and alienation, seeking solace in the specter of 

home. Ali Farah’s Barni echoes this sentiment, noting that she once sought to break all ties with 

the station: “Termini, the place where I had to bury everything. A space that exalts pestilence, a 

crossroads to avoid.”13 Termini becomes a physical expression of the diaspora, a wound of exile 

kept perpetually open. 

Barni, who long ago left Termini to settle in Rome, explains that she has found a way to 

live with both the station and the city: “These days, there is so much pain in Termini. But I 

when I want to dip my toes back into that burning liquid of memories and separations, when I 

feel that need, I always go back. Just to breathe in some of that air.”14 Termini allows Barni to 

access a liminal diasporic space from which she has distanced herself. Scego takes this idea one 

step further, positing Termini—rather than Rome or Mogadishu—as her true home:  

For years I felt threatened by the weight of pain and hope that Termini carried 

with her. I wanted to be separate from her. I saw her as an obstacle to my 

growth. I didn’t yet know that a peaceful life couldn’t happen without her. 

Because that’s where it all began. That’s where my umbilical cord is buried. In 

                                                
12 “Consideravo quella stazione infame la madre di tutte le sventure…le avevo dato la colpa di tutti i 

nostri dolori, delle innumerevoli nostre separazioni. Noi ci tornavamo, piegandoci alla sua volontà per la 
semplice illusione che ci dava.” Scego, La mia casa, 102. 

13 “Termini, lì dovevo seppellire tutto. Spazio che esala pestilenze, crocicchio da evitare.” Ali Farah, 
Madre piccola, 166. 

14 “Ora Termini è talmente piena di dolore. Ma quando voglio riaffondare il braccio nel liquido che 
brucia, liquido di ricordi e di distacchi, quando sento questo bisogno, ecco che ci torno. Giusto per respirarne 
un po’ l’aria.” Ibid., 29. 
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Mexico there’s a legend that says your home is wherever they bury your umbilical 

cord, the thing that nourished you before you were born. If that’s true, then 

maybe my home is Termini. The beginning that I shouldn’t have forgotten.”15  

Here, the station emerges as a key to understanding belonging and community in an increasingly 

mobile and unsettled world. For migrants and refugees, the non-place of the station is uniquely 

suited to maintaining a common sense of identity, relations, and history. Re-imagining the 

terminal as a community space allows life to proceed laterally along a threshold for those unable 

or unwilling to cross it; it is a refusal to regard migration as a journey, neatly bookended by 

departure and arrival. Within the terminal, the contradictions of the “double absence” are taken 

as given, the subject permitted to acknowledge differing and overlapping experiences of time, 

space, and identity.16 It is this double absence that shapes relations within the non-place, the 

precarious space that allows a liminal sense of belonging and community to emerge. 

 

Rome Spl i t  in Two: Esqui l ino in the Media 

 More than any other space in Rome, the Esquilino neighborhood has become a symbol of 

the challenges inherent in navigating changing definitions of community.  Massimiliano Melilli, a 

print and television journalist who has covered immigration for a number of media outlets, 

opens a 2003 editorial on the neighborhood with a warning: “Never ask a Roman what they 

think of the Esquilino neighborhood and Piazza Vittorio.” He continues: “the story I’m about 

                                                
15 “Per anni mi sono sentita minacciata dal carico di dolore e speranza che Termini si portava a 

dosso. Volevo essere altro da lei. La percepivo come un ostacolo per la mia formazione. Non sapevo ancora 
che una vita serena non poteva prescindere da lei. Perché li c’era il principio. Perché lì era seppellito il mio 
cordone ombelicale. In Messico una leggenda dice che la casa è il luogo in cui seppelliscono il cordone 
ombelicale da cui hai tratto il nutrimento prima di nascere. Allora forse la mia casa era la Stazione Termini. Il 
principio che non dovevo dimenticare.” Scego, La mia casa, 103. 

16 See Sayad, Suffering of the Migrant. 
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to tell you, however you choose to interpret it, is a story that has split Rome in two, like a razor-

sharp blade wielded with surgical precision.”17 The so-called “multi-ethnic neighborhood” 

surrounding Piazza Vittorio in the Esquilino district is, Melilli explains, a flashpoint for 

controversy. He examines the political conflicts that have arisen in the area, as well as the noted 

divisions between supporters of Rome’s two soccer teams, in an attempt to offer an overview of 

the way that public opinion about Esquilino has changed in recent years. After all this, however, 

it seems that Esquilino may not be quite as divisive as he suggests: “Even the left complains 

about the Chinese. Today, Esquilino has come to mean China.”18 

Esquilino and it’s central Piazza Vittorio are familiar throughout Italy, largely due to the 

success of Amara Lakhous’ best-selling novel Scontro di civiltà per un ascensore a Piazza Vittorio and 

Agostino Ferrente’s popular documentary L’orchestra di Piazza Vittorio, both released in 2006. 

However, the fact that Esquilino has become a kind of shorthand for “China” has little to do 

with Lakhous and Ferrente, and much to do with the way Italian media has covered the 

neighborhood over the past twenty years. Anxieties about italianità and globalization abound in 

the discourse surrounding Piazza Vittorio. 

Melilli’s analysis of “the Esquilino problem” exhibits many common tendencies among 

journalists tasked with covering the area. There are hyperbolic assertions that Italians are the 

new minority: “Bilingual signs are everywhere, and about a hundred Italians are taking daily 

Chinese classes. It’s all upside down. Before, they were the ones learning Italian, in order to 

adapt to our society, to work, to live. Today it’s the opposite. We’re the ones learning 

                                                
17 “Non chiedete mai a un romano cosa pensi dell’Esquilino e di piazza Vittorio […]La storia che sto 

per raccontarvi, comunque la si voglia interpretare, riesce a spaccare Roma in due, al millimetro, come con 
una lama affilatissima.” Massimiliano Mellili, Mi chiamo Alì: Identità e integrazione, inchiesta sull’immigrazione in 
Italia (Rome: Editori Riuniti, 2003), 123. 

18 “Anche a sinistra ci si lamenta della presenza dei cinesi. Oggi dire Esquilino significa dire Cina.” 
Ibid., 124. 
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Chinese.”19 Also common is dehumanizing language: “The Chinese stand out. That dense way 

of speaking, always a bit too loud, with those quick gestures and movements. Ants. They remind 

you of ants, constantly in motion. Just watching them live exhausts you.”20 Finally, there is the 

suggestion of criminality and negative economic consequences for the nation: “When, at our 

borders, the police fail to stop the Chinese couriers carrying hundreds of millions of euros, that 

enormous amount of capital is reinvested in the city. By city, of course, I mean their 

networks.”21 

Unlike Rome’s other quartieri multietnici, which are confined largely to the periphery and 

borgate, Piazza Vittorio is located in the heart of the historic center. This incursion of the margins 

on the center may be one reason that Esquilino is given more attention than similar 

neighborhoods. Federico Mollicone, a minister for the right-wing party Alleanza Nazionale, puts 

it succinctly: “we are in favor of ethnic cities. If they want to, the Chinese can do their wholesale 

business, but not in Esquilino. If they want to build a Chinatown they are welcome to, but not 

in Esquilino.”22 

Representations of Esquilino in the media focus overwhelmingly on the cultural 

differences and racial backgrounds of its residents. One of the most common news items 

relating to Esquilino concerns the activities of Casa Pound, a neo-fascist social club 

headquartered in the area that routinely provokes controversy with white supremacist rhetoric 

                                                
19 “Scritte bilingue ovunque e un centinaio di italiani che ogni giorno frequentano corsi di cinese. Il 

rapporto si capovolge. Prima erano loro a imparare l’italiano, per adeguarsi alla nostra società, per lavorare, 
per vivere. Oggi è il contrario. Siamo noi a imparare il cinese.” Mellili, Alì, 86. 

20 “Spiccano i cinesi. La parlata fitta, leggermente a voce alta, la velocità dei gesti e dei movimenti. 
Formiche. Pensi alle formiche e quel loro moto perpetuo. Ti stanchi solo a vederli vivere.” Ibid., 87. 

21 “Quando ai nostri confini la polizia non blocca oscuri travet cinesi con centinaia di migliaia di euro, 
l’enorme mole di capitali prodotti viene reinvestita in città. In città significa nel loro circuito interno.” Ibid., 
92. 

22 “Siamo favorevoli alle città etniche. Se vogliono, i cinesi possono fare i loro commerci all’ingrosso 
ma non all’Esquilino. Se vogliono fare una Chinatown la facessero ma non all’Esquilino.” Ibid., 125. 
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and aggressive political rallies.23 Photographs and video footage used in news coverage of the 

area rely heavily on common visual tropes: protest marches, veiled women, and most common 

of all, celebrations for Chinese New Year.24 Many of the photographs attached to news items 

pertaining to Esquilino are, however, remarkably nondescript: stock images featuring racialized 

subjects, shot from a distance, usually in front of a street sign, bus, or other marker to establish 

local context. A 2007 report on Italian photojournalism notes that, increasingly, in news stories 

related to immigration “the photograph limits itself to documenting the presence of 

foreigners.”25 As such, media coverage of Esquilino often gives the impression that non-Italian 

residents are newsworthy in and of themselves; and that their presence is thus responsible for 

any unrest in the neighborhood. In the pages that follow, I will examine representations of 

Esquilino that push back against the stereotypes and anxieties that have come to define the 

neighborhood’s image.  

  

Tu sapess i  che cosa è  Roma: Uncover ing Esqui l ino  

The first example can be found in Agostino Ferrente’s 2006 documentary, which follows 

a group of Italian activists as they attempt to organize a multi-cultural orchestra in the Esquilino 

neighborhood, one of many initiatives undertaken by the Associazione Culturale Apollo 11, 

which formed in 2001 to protest the transformation of a historic cinema into a bingo hall. 

Ferrente and conductor Mario Tronco travel throughout Rome seeking non-Italian musicians 

and instruments for their new orchestra. The process of assembling the players and coordinating 

                                                
23 Goffredo Buccini, “Il corteo degli antagonisti e quei sessanta passeggini che fermano i cappucci 

neri,” Corriere della sera, October 20, 2013, accessed May 25, 2015. http://roma.corriere.it/roma/notizie/ 
cronaca/13_ottobre_20/corteo-antagonisti-quei-sessanta-passeggini-che-fermano-cappuccineri-721de234-
3981-11e3-893b-774bbdeb5039.shtml.  

24 Pogliano and Zanini, Lo sguardo, 52. 
25 “La fotografia si limita ad attestare una presenza straniera.” Ibid., 57. 
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rehearsals reveals a number of cultural misunderstandings—at one point, when Indian violinist 

Mohammed Bilal demands that another player be removed from the orchestra, Ferrente 

assumes Bilal’s objection is to the man’s caste; with a withering look, Bilal explains that the 

man’s musical ability is lacking—and offers viewers a portrait of migrant’s lives that would 

otherwise remain hidden. 

The theme of clandestinità runs throughout L’orchestra di Piazza Vittorio. Though Ferrente 

never addresses the term clandestino directly—even when one undocumented musician is forced 

to leave the group—his film is consistently concerned with that which remains hidden within 

the urban landscape. One of the first musicians that Tronco and Ferrente meet is Raúl Scebba, 

an Argentinian percussionist who lives illegally in a rented garage. As is often the case, Tronco 

and Ferrente lead the action, the camera following them down an desolate industrial alley broken 

up by a row of identical metal shutters. One is propped open a few feet with a board, letting 

light and music spill onto the pavement. Inside, the windowless space is jammed with 

instruments, hanging on walls, piled on shelves, and blocking the path of Tronco and Ferrente 

as they pick their way through the clutter. Following their meeting with Scebba, the filmmakers 

leave as they entered, stooping to duck under the shutter. In an exterior shot, we get a final view 

of Scebba as he lowers the shutter from inside the garage, abruptly closing in the light and music 

that initially caught the viewer’s attention. 

L’orchestra di Piazza Vittorio is full of moments such as these, as Ferrente stresses the 

secret nature of the music that the orchestra seeks to bring into the open. The group’s rehearsal 

space is a poorly-lit, grimy factory basement that has been made available to the orchestra as a 

favor, and is initially accessed only after a lengthy negotiation with the janitor of a neighboring  

school, who has the only key. The orchestra and its musicians seem, at first, to conform to 
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common narratives about how migrants interact with the city: they remain mostly hidden, 

occupying non-domestic spaces, and operating with a general air of illegality. However, Ferrente 

subverts these narratives by foregrounding the music in each “hidden” sequence, emphasizing 

that there is a great deal to be gained from allowing marginalized subjects and cultures to take 

center stage, allowing their voices and their music to be heard.  

In a later scene, Ferrente drives this point home by cutting between two performances. 

The first is an Italian chamber music group playing a benefit for Apollo 11, and it has all the 

hallmarks of a legitimate concert: the musicians are formally arranged on the stage of the Teatro 

di Roma, lit by footlights, greeted with applause. The second performance is more informal, but 

no less compelling: a group of Rajasthani musicians, who have accompanied Ferrente to watch 

the concert from the wings, sit cross-legged in a cramped backstage hallway, fluorescent lights 

glaring above them, improvising. The only thing that separates these musicians from their Italian 

counterparts is the context of their performance, and the absence of an audience to affirm the 

music they create—an inequality that Ferrente seeks to rectify. 

Perhaps the most telling examination of clandestinità comes early in the film, as Apollo 11 

activists and city officials walk through the partially demolished Cinema Apollo. The barest 

outlines of a proscenium remain, and both balconies have been stripped. Rubble is strewn across 

the floor. People walk gingerly through the mess, shaking their heads and discussing the 

improbability of quick renovations. Suddenly, the clear, rich tones of a trumpet ring out, 

stopping everyone in their tracks. In voiceover, Ferrente explains that he has planned to surprise 

the visitors, collaborating with one of the first musicians to join the orchestra. Omar López 

Valle, a Cuban cornet player, stands on the second balcony, hidden from view to those on the 

ground. As he plays a slow, melancholy tune, his listeners pivot in place on the floor below, 
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Figure 25: Raul Scebba reveals his musical 
hideaway (Agostino Ferrente, L’orchestra 
di Piazza Vittorio, 2006). 

Figure 26: Omar Lopez Valle plays the cornet 
from the upper balcony of the Cinema Apollo, 
listeners look for the source of the music  
(Agostino Ferrente, L’orchestra di Piazza  
Vittorio, 2006). 
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attempting to identify the source of the music. As Ferrente mimics their searching with a slow 

tracking shot, the space seems full of potential: the stunning acoustics and Valle’s melody make 

the denuded shell seems like a theatre again; infusing the space with possibility. Though Valle 

remains hidden, invisible, his music has a transformative effect: the people below search for him, 

their faces eager, curious, enthusiastic.  

This is the essence of Ferrente’s cultural project, and the mission of the orchestra itself: 

to supply new pretexts for interaction between Italian and migrant communities, to illustrate the 

benefits of mutual respect and exchange. That such a change is necessary is evident; scenes of 

the orchestra rehearsing are intercut with footage of anti-immigrant protests, and other minor 

acts of hostility carried out by the neighborhood’s Italian residents. The framing of many of 

these shots reveals the shifting demographics of Esquilino: a procession of elderly white people, 

many carrying hand-written signs with racist slogans, makes its way through the outdoor market 

in Piazza Vittorio. The vendors and the customers, nearly all of them people of color, watch the 

protest pass with expressions ranging from bemusement to horror. Within the logic of the 

frame, the older Italians are the interlopers, the disruptive element ruining the calm of an 

otherwise pleasant market. 

Ferrente breaks up the action of the film with several musical interludes, where the 

orchestra’s music accompanies footage of Esquilino residents performing for the camera: a 

group of women present a traditional dance to Bengalese music in the gardens of Piazza 

Vittorio; Brazilian guitarist Evandro Cesar Dos Reis plays and dances in front of the Colosseum; 

a Chinese couple dances a tango in Piazza Vittorio. Unlike the rest of the film, these interludes 

are shot in Super 8, infusing them with a nostalgic, dreamy quality. The sense of place that 

emerges is enriched by the different subjectivities, complicating the notion that Esquilino is 
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reducible to a mere “Chinatown.” 

The first interlude, featuring the Bangladeshi women, seems to play up the contrast 

between the Italian setting (the background of the shot contains the Roman ruins in the garden 

and the neighborhood’s characteristic Umbertine architecture) and the recognizably non-Italian 

dancers and music. As the film progresses, however, these distinctions blur: Dos Reis wears 

Western clothes and plays in a bossa nova style familiar to Italian audiences; while the Chinese 

couple dance to Argentinian music in an Italian garden.  

Just prior to the final musical interlude, Ferrente films a telephone conversation between 

two Rajasthani musicians, one of whom has been forced to return to India. Within a glass booth 

in a call center, tabla player Amrit Hussain excitedly recounts a recent experiment carried out 

during an orchestra rehearsal: when they slow the tempo of traditional song “Ao Gi,” it begins 

to sound like American blues. As the music begins to play, Ferrente returns to the gardens of 

Piazza Vittorio, following the anonymous Bangladeshi woman whose dance opened the film. 

Her movements this time are slower,  and Ferrente films her in close-up, less concerned with the 

formal elements of her dance than he is with examining the languid, graceful way that she 

interacts with the space of the garden. At this point, the beauty of the sequence lies in its ability 

to transcend contradictions: a Bengalese woman dances to a Rajasthani tune that sounds like 

something out of the Mississippi Delta, leading the camera around the Roman ruins and 

pathways of Piazza Vittorio. This is a scene born of cross-cultural contamination, fascinating 

precisely because it occupies a space between familiar and unfamiliar. As the final tracking shot 

around the garden fades out, Ferrente imposes a chyron of Pasolini’s famous quote: “if you only 

knew what Rome is,” inviting the viewer to approach the city with the same eagerness and joy of 

discovery. While Ferrente does acknowledge the hostilities that his musicians have faced in Italy, 
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and does not shy away from the racial tensions that run through Esquilino, his primary focus is 

on exchange. By foregrounding various modes of social and musical encounter, he reveals the 

possibilities contained in cross-cultural contamination.   

 

Subjec t ive  Truth and Subjec t ive  Space in Amara Lakhous  

Another examination of contamination and community can be seen in Amara Lakhous’ 

2006 novel, Scontro di civiltà per un ascensore a Piazza Vittorio. Here, Lakhous uses different 

narrators, formats, and several distinct Italian dialects to craft a complex portrait of Esquilino. 

Lakhous explores the terrain of the quartiere multietnico with a complicated narrative structure that 

mimics the plot twists and turns of two celebrated Italian genres: the opaque literary mystery of 

the giallo and the socially-conscious cinematic satire of commedia all’italiana.26 Each chapter makes 

the reader doubt the veracity of the one that came before, and Lakhous’ vision of Esquilino 

emerges in the spaces where his narrators contradict, misunderstand, and dismiss one another. 

The novel’s action is set into motion by the murder of a neo-fascist bully—known as “Il 

Gladiatore”—in the elevator of his apartment building. The plot unfolds (and thickens) through 

a series of statements given to police by the murdered man’s Italian and migrant neighbors. 

Lakhous has called Scontro di civiltà a “game of mirrors, Italians describing immigrants and vice 

versa,” and the novel presents a series of distorted reflections in eleven pairs of chapters. 27 In 

the first chapter of each set, a new narrator responds to allegations that Amedeo, a universally 

beloved building resident, is responsible for the murder of Il Gladiatore. These first chapters, 

                                                
26 Lakhous names as influences Leonardo Sciascia and Carlo Emilio Gadda, as well as Pietro Germi. 

See “Amara Lakhous: Non dobbiamo temere l’identità, ma essere capaci di criticarla,” http://www. 
liberazione.it/news-file/Amara-Lakhous----Non-dobbiamo-temere-l-identit--ma-essere-capaci-di-criticarla----
LIBERAZIONE-IT.htm. Accessed December 10, 2014. 

27 “Gioco di specchi, italiani che descrivono immigrati e viceversa.” Ibid. 
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titled “The Truth According to Maria Cristina Gonzales,” “The Truth According to Antonio 

Marini,” and so on—offer one character’s impression of Amedeo, and their take on the crime he 

is suspected of committing. Each version of “the truth” is followed by Amedeo’s thoughts on 

the previous narrator, preserved as diaristic “ululations,” spoken reflections recorded nightly by 

Amedeo and collected as evidence by the police. This reciprocal portraiture—Amedeo is 

described, Amedeo describes—drives the narrative action, uncovering the various points of 

view, biases, and misapprehensions that shape daily life in Esquilino. The reader adopts, 

however briefly, the first-person perspective of each account, only to have the validity of that 

account undermined in subsequent re-tellings. Thus, the mystery is never actually resolved, even 

when the murderer is discovered.  

To read Scontro di civiltà is to enter into a protracted negotiation with a series of subjective 

truths. Lakhous explicitly situates his own tangle of narratives and gazes within an Italian literary 

tradition, opening the novel with a quote from Sciascia’s Il giorno della civetta: “the truth is at the 

bottom of a well. You look in a well and see the sun or the moon—but if you throw yourself in 

there’s no longer any sun or moon, there’s truth.”28 Where Sciascia interrogates the inscrutability 

and corruption of Sicilian society, Lakhous presents a novel way to read the changing face of 

Italian cities. To understand Esquilino—and by extension Rome—the reader must perpetually 

reorient herself within the city, adopting different perspectives and entertaining truths that she 

might otherwise dismiss out of hand. In so doing, the reader’s own precarious position is 

highlighted, creating the possibility for greater engagement with the novel. 

Amedeo is the only character who escapes the reductive identities that his neighbors 

                                                
28 “La verità è nel fondo di un pozzo: lei guarda in un pozzo e vede il sole o la luna: ma se si butta giù 

non c’è più né sole né luna, c’è la verità.”Amara Lakhous, Scontro di civilità per un ascensore a Piazza Vittorio 
(Rome: Edizioni e/0, 2006), 9. 
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assign themselves and others, and the only narrator who consistently eschews stereotype in his 

descriptions. His singular ability to perform the kind of perspectival gymnastics that Lakhous 

requires of his readers is, I argue, a function of the fragmentary and contradictory nature of his 

own identity. While some neighbors know him as Amedeo, an Italian “from the South,” to 

others he is Ahmed, a Tunisian immigrant whose linguistic abilities let him pass for Italian. A 

translator by trade, Amedeo has a talent for negotiating disparate meanings, and a privileged 

understanding of the complex and often imprecise mechanics of conveying truth from one 

language to another.  

Just as the reader’s understanding of Il Gladiatore’s murder shifts as the novel 

progresses, the “truth” of the neighborhood remains elusive. Each character provides a 

subjective map of Esquilino, and the reader learns to approach the local landscape through a 

variety of gazes. Maria Cristina, the Peruvian colf, lives only for Stazione Termini, where she 

meets with co-nationals on her rare days off; romanista Sandro seems to move along a precise 

track between his home, the bar where he works, and the Stadio Olimpico; while Dutch film 

student Johan inhabits the post-war Rome of Rossellini and De Sica.  

Amedeo’s personal cartography is composed of multiple layers, and he is able to 

incorporate his neighbors’ experience of the city into his own. At one point Sandro remarks on 

his savant-like knowledge of Rome, and his ability to recreate a map from memory. Amedeo 

seems almost embarrassed by Sandro’s teasing, which reveals the intimacy of his relationship to 

the city: “I didn’t realize how much I knew about Rome. All thanks to my feet.”29 Amedeo’s 

superior understanding of Rome, and the way that people live together within it, is due to his 

willingness to adopt and incorporate different perspectives into his physical and mental travels 

                                                
29 “Non mi rendevo conto di avere tutte queste informazioni su Roma. Tutto il merito va ai miei 

piedi.” Lakhous, Scontro di civiltà, 140. 
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through the city. Through Amedeo, Lakhous renders Rome an indistinct space, equally available 

to any number of gazes, articulated and animated in untold patterns. This subjective 

presentation of Rome is mirrored and modeled in the novel’s structure: the reader is forced to 

adopt multiple perspectives in order to make sense of Lakhous’ layered reality. Thus, the reader 

leaves the novel with a greater appreciation of the complexities that underpin Lakhous’ 

Esquilino community, and a more nuanced understanding of the kind of metacognitive work 

required to navigate it successfully. 

 

Esqui l ino al l ’ i ta l iana: Isot ta Toso’s  Cinemati c  Reappropriat ion  

The complexities of Lakhous’ Esquilino are all but eliminated in the 2010 film 

adaptation, directed by Isotta Toso. While Lakhous renders the Esquilino neighborhood by 

drawing on a variety of perspectives and identities—migranti, romani, meridionali, settentrionali, 

romanisti, laziali, and so forth—Toso flattens the novel’s multivocal landscape to construct an 

Esquilino that is the exclusive province of Italian subjects, Italian stories, and most importantly, 

the Italian gaze. In a sense, the film functions as a response to Lakhous’ reading of the 

neighborhood: Toso’s adaptation is a reclamation of Piazza Vittorio that eliminates all non-

Italian perspectives, and radically alters the novel’s narrative structure. Toso insists upon the 

italianità of Piazza Vittorio; she overwhelmingly privileges ideas of Italian ownership and agency 

within the neighborhood. The film’s most troubling failure, however, is its abandonment of the 

novel’s performance of fluid narration and precarious reading. 

Toso’s Scontro di civiltà is an Italian story: her screenplay details the trials and tribulations 

of a once-wealthy Roman family who have fallen on hard times following the arrest of their 

patriarch on corruption charges. Eldest son Marco (Daniele Liotti) sinks into a depression that 
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threatens his marriage to Giulia (Kasia Smutniak), a young photographer. His younger brother 

Lorenzo (Marco Rossetti), the film’s answer to Il Gladiatore, turns to petty crime and becomes 

involved in a dog-fighting ring. The migrant residents of the apartment building are peripheral to 

the story, existing primarily as a sign of the Manfredini family’s fall from grace (unable to join 

their Italian neighbors in white flight) and as narrative devices, creating situations that either test 

the family’s unity, or spur individual Italian characters towards positive change. The murder of 

Lorenzo Manfredini remains central to the plot, but the crime is cast in a different light: Toso’s 

Gladiatore is a misunderstood young man who ultimately redeems himself in an attempt to 

rescue abused animals.  

Toso’s rehabilitation of Lakhous’ villain is indicative of a larger trend: the film has no 

unsympathetic Italian characters. Lakhous’ scornful, elitist Milanese professor is re-cast by Toso 

as a benevolent father figure who empathizes with his migrant neighbors because, as a gay man, 

he too has faced discrimination. The racism of Neapolitan custodian Benedetta Esposito is 

written as comedy; a superficial xenophobia made of malapropisms and accidental epithets, 

concealing a generous heart. Moreover, several migrant characters are reduced to particularly 

insidious stereotypes. Lakhous’ Maria Cristina is an overweight Peruvian colf suffering from 

depression; Toso’s Maria Cristina is a scantily-clad Brazilian bombshell whose perceived sexual 

availability threatens several romantic partnerships. Lakhous’ Iqbal is a devout Bengalese vendor 

concerned primarily with growing his business; Toso’s Iqbal is a deceitful polygamist.  

Most significant, however, is the treatment of Amedeo, Lakhous’ protagonist, and an 

uneasy presence in Toso’s film. The focus on the Manfredini allows little room for Amedeo, and 

when he does appear he bears scant resemblance to Lakhous’ canny and confident translator. 

Furthermore, Toso’s decision to overdub Tunisian actor Ahmed Hafiene’s dialogue with an 
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Italian voice actor undermines one of the character’s central traits: the linguistic abilities that 

allow him to “pass” for Italian. The dissonance created by the dubbing effectively neutralizes 

Amedeo’s ability to trouble us/them distinctions, implying that a migrant who can speak 

unaccented Italian is the stuff of special effects. 

As the Manfredini family tries to solve Lorenzo’s murder, suspicion falls on Amedeo. 

Toso includes several scenes that emphasize Amedeo’s presumed underhandedness, capturing 

him from a low angle, in silhouette, as he stands atop the Roman ruins in Piazzo Vittorio at 

twilight, ululating.30 Deprived of context, his cries emphasize his Arab background and suggest 

that he is, in fact, hiding something sinister. In the few scenes that feature Amedeo in 

conversation with other characters, he is distant and eccentric, adding to the viewer’s suspicions 

that he has something to hide. In the film’s denouement, his “true” identity is revealed as a piece 

of damning information; though he is ultimately exonerated of the crime, Toso frames his 

decision to “pass” as an unforgivable breach of trust. Rather than complicating the relationship 

between Italian and Other, Amedeo confirms negative stereotypes about migrants living in 

Italy—he is dishonest, inscrutable, and ultimately untrustworthy. Where Lakhous models fluid 

identity and proposes alternative modes of truth based upon communication and translation, 

Toso offers a literal interpretation of the novel’s title: her Esquilino is a battleground between 

the Manfredini and a vaguely rendered foreign menace. 

Furthermore, much of the film is shot either in the Manfredini home or in Piazza 

Vittorio itself, and only the Manfredini move between public and private spaces with ease. The 

migrant characters are confined to public areas that define their roles: Iqbal at his stand, Nurit 

                                                
30 Lakhous’ Amedeo also ululates, but he does so in writing, expressing what he can with language, 

and giving way to inarticulate noise when he has no more words: “Knowing the truth is useless. My only 
consolation is this nocturnal ululation.” (È proprio inutile conoscere la verità. L’unica consolazione è questo 
ululato notturno) Lahkous, Scontro, 60. 
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panhandling in front of Santa Maria Maggiore, Maria Cristina pushing her elderly charge through 

the gardens, Amedeo resolving a visa dispute at the questura. When migrant characters appear in 

a domestic scene, they are either guests or intruders. When groups congregate, they do so in 

informal spaces: basements, garages, and other unfinished interiors that emphasize the 

temporary, and possibly illegal, nature of their presence. Italian characters move easily 

throughout Esquilino, while migrant characters are confined to provisional, transient locations. 

One episode in particular demonstrates the spatial agency of Toso’s Italian characters, 

and ascribes their empowerment to a specifically Italian gaze. Midway through the film, Toso 

tracks Giulia as she wanders through Esquilino with her camera, seeking inspiration for an 

upcoming show. As she approaches Santa Maria Maggiore, looking aimlessly about her, Toso 

cuts in close as Giulia looks up, galvanized. The camera stays on her as she fumbles with her 

camera, uncapping the lens. The viewer, unaware of the focus of her gaze, watches as Giulia 

darts into traffic, dodging cars and crouching in the middle of the street, finally finding the angle 

she needs to frame the shot. Only when her shutter clicks do we see through her lens: Nurit 

(Serra Yilmaz), an Iranian refugee whose requests for asylum have been systematically denied, 

has sewn her own mouth shut in protest. She stands dazed and bleeding in front of the church. 

Giulia’s mad dash through traffic was not a desperate attempt to reach her injured neighbor, but 

rather to capture her image. 

 In the film, as in the novel, Nurit’s gesture is presented as an act of protest: by sewing 

her mouth shut, she indicts the society that refuses to legitimize her lived experience. As 

Lakhous’ Amedeo puts it: “[Nurit] told the truth with her mouth sewn shut, she spoke with her 

silence!”31 Having had her own truth repeatedly denied by those in power, she speaks the truth 

                                                
31 “[Nurit] ha detto la sua verità con la bocca cucita e ha parlato col suo silenzio!” Lakhous, Scontro di 
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Figure 27: Giulia sees Nurit and resolves to capture her image  
(Isotta Toso, Scontro di civiltà per un ascensore a Piazza  
Vittorio, 2010). 

Figure 28: Giulia and Marco look contentedly at the enlarged 
photograph of Nurit’s bloodied face (Isotta Toso, Scontro di  
civiltà per un ascensore a Piazza Vittorio, 2010). 
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by enforcing her own silence, writing the brutality of the bureaucratic process onto her own 

body. In Toso’s version, however, this extreme gesture can only produce more silence. Nurit’s 

experience is incidental, her trauma important only insofar as it is a suitable focus for Giulia’s 

art. Ultimately, a similar critique could be leveled at Toso: she is uninterested in the subjectivity 

of Lakhous’ migrant characters, and so she recasts them as plot devices to which spur her Italian 

characters to action. Here, and at several other points throughout the film, Toso’s adaptation 

undercuts the potentiality of Lakhous’ Italian-migrant community, unintentionally revealing 

Lakhous’ precarious position as a migrant author. His allusions to Sciascia and Germi, his 

intersubjective narration, and his vivid characters are, in this instance, subject to the whims of an 

Italian screenwriter and director—they can be written out of existence. 

The film’s final scene returns to Giulia’s photograph, and ends with the image Marco and 

Giulia, shot from below, as they gaze down happily at a close-up of Nurit’s bloodied face, 

enlarged several meters square and displayed on the pavement of the Piazza Vittorio gardens as 

part of a multimedia installation. Toso effectively neutralizes the foreign presence in Esquilino 

by appropriating and controlling all alternative narratives. The face in the photograph is devoid 

of context, lacking subjectivity. Nurit’s story is transformed into an decorative element in an 

Italian garden, a detail in the story of an Italian woman’s creative and professional achievement. 

Toso’s film reveals the ease with which potentiality can be reconfigured as precariousness, and 

reminds us that for migrant authors, narrative autonomy—like solidarity—is a radical and 

destabilizing act. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
civiltà, 36. 
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Alternat ive  Maps in Khouma, Methnani ,  and Mel l i t i  

References to navigation and cartography have appeared throughout previous chapters; 

now, as we approach the end of this project, it is time to foreground the map-making process. 

Three of the earliest examples of Italian literature of migration—Pap Khouma’s memoir Io, 

venditore di elefanti (1989); Salah Methnani’s semi-autobiographical novel Immigrato (1991); and 

Mohsen Melliti’s novel Pantanella: Canto lungo la strada (1991)—all address the lived experience of 

migrants in Italian cities unused to minority populations and sorely lacking social services to 

address the needs of a growing underclass. These authors all grapple with the difficulties 

inherent in navigating daily life and negotiating the double absence that informs their interaction 

within Italian cities. A close reading of these works reveals a series of alternative maps that 

promise some measure of guidance to readers (both migrant and Italian) who find themselves 

similarly lost.  

Khouma’s experience of clandestinità—his memoir focuses largely on the time he spent in 

seaside resorts in the early 1980s—is quite literally one of hiding. While police and tourists 

generally accept the presence of Senegalese street vendors in public places during the day, 

Khouma and his cohort do their best to remain unseen at all other times: they return to their 

homes at sunset and observe a complex ritual before leaving or entering: “You have to be 

careful,” an older man tells Khouma. “When you leave the house, you have to look around and 

make sure that the police aren’t parked out front. Don’t let people see you go out or come in. 

It’s better if no one knows we’re here.”32 Khouma’s description of a life spent “creeping along 

the walls” illustrates the common view, in this early period, that migration was tantamount to 

                                                
32 “Devi stare attento. Quando esci di casa, devi guardarti attorno e assicurarti che non ti stia 

aspettando la machina [della polizia]. Non farti vedere [dalla gente] mentre entri. Meglio che non si sappia che 
noi abitiamo qui.” Khouma, Venditore, 30. 
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trespass. Khouma and his friends are so thoroughly denied any right to occupy spaces (public or 

private) that they seek to remain largely invisible.33  

In Immigrato, Salah Methnani traces this condition of invisibility through a number of 

different Italian cities, where he encounters migrant communities of varying size, cohesion, and 

longevity. The novel has a circular structure: beginning and ending in Tunisia, where Salah 

returns to visit family years after the events described in the novel. The central chapters of the 

book track Salah’s progress as he travels North along the Italian peninsula, making it as far as 

Milan before deciding to settle in Rome. His chapter on Rome is the longest by far, falling 

precisely in the middle of the novel. Salah finds the city strangely elusive. He is fascinated by 

Rome’s visible layers of overlapping history, and the ways that different communities traverse 

this complex social space, but feels paralyzed by it:  “Rome appears to be a stupendous, but 

terribly unknowable city. It enfolds you in a strange spell, in a soft and nocturnal dimension that 

defies any attempt to penetrate it […] here, everything seems distant, perversely distant.”34  

The distance Salah feels is unrelated to the fears of detection that had shaped Khouma’s 

life only a few years earlier. In a large urban center with a sizable migrant population, Salah is 

largely unconcerned with detection by the authorities. He insists that he could go anywhere, and 

that he wants very much to explore the city—only that he finds he never does:  

It appears that nothing is forbidden: at any moment, I could go visit piazzas and 

museums, but something always stops me. I always end up, in one way or 

another, wandering around Termini and the surrounding neighborhood […] I 

look at everything and everyone as though there were a glass barrier between me 

                                                
33 “Strisciando i muri.” Khouma, Venditore, 33. 
34 “Roma mi appare come una città stupenda ma terribilmente inconoscibile. Ti avvolge in una strana 

malia, in una dimensione soffice e notturna che ti nega di penetrarla […] qui ogni cosa pare distante, una 
perversa distanza.” Methnani, Immigrato, 58. 
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and the world. I smoke cigarette after cigarette, thinking of nothing in particular. 

I am simultaneously within and without.35  

Walking through Rome is profoundly alienating; as though he is trapped behind a transparent 

barrier that prevents him from fully engaging with the life of the city. Despite his desire to visit 

Rome’s attractions, he finds himself tethered to the central station, unable to move beyond 

Termini’s immediate surroundings. He is initially overwhelmed by the spectacle of Rome, and 

unwilling to stray too far beyond the threshold space of Termini without a reliable map. 

Eventually, however, Salah discovers a “secondary topography” of Rome that allows him 

to move with greater ease through a city that, he now sees, is more than a collection of 

boutiques and monuments to Empire: 

Rome has an alternative map, one you won’t find in the yellow pages. For 

example, if one wanted to meet some Libyans? Easy: they’re in a bar on via 

Gioberti, right around the corner. The Senegalese, on the other hand, like to meet 

up in the gardens in Colle Oppio, while the Filipinos prefer Piazza Risorgimento, 

near the tram stop. All of the Arabs have a common meeting place at the Islamic 

Center in Piazza Ungheria, which is always crowded, especially on Fridays. We 

Tunisians move between the bars in Piazza Esedra and those in Piazza 

Cinquecento. It’s an authentic, second-level topography, an underground network 

hidden in plain sight, with its own rules, and its own well-defined borders.36  

                                                
35 “All’apparenza, nulla ti è vietato: potrei andare in ogni momento a visitare piazze e musei, ma 

qualcosa me lo impedisce. Finisco sempre, in un modo o nell’altro, per vagare fra Termini e le sue vicinanze 
[…] Io guardo tutto e tutti come se ci fosse una diaframma di vetro fra me e l’esterno. Fumo una sigaretta 
dopo l’altra, non penso a niente di preciso. Sono contemporaneamente dentro e fuori la scena.” Methnani, 
Immigrato, 59. 

36 “Roma ha una mappa alternativa a quella che trovi allegata alle pagine gialle. Per esempio, uno vuol 
sapere dove si incontrano i libici? Semplice: in un bar di via Gioberti, un bar chef a angolo. I senegalesi invece 
preferiscono incontrarsi nei giardini di Colle Oppio, e i filippini in piazza Risorgimento, vicino alla fermata del 
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 Salah’s sense that he is separated from the city by a transparent barrier is one consequence 

of the secondary topography he describes. Salah moves through the city with a heightened 

awareness of the different ways it can be read, walked, and mapped. He recognizes, however, 

that the secondary topography he moves within is invisible to many of Rome’s residents, a fact 

that serves to distance him from the people he encounters: they are walking in a different city. A 

paradox emerges: Rome’s official map is of limited usefulness, and the secondary topography 

Salah identifies offers a similarly circumscribed view. Navigating the city requires a different kind 

of map, one that will allow different levels of place and subjectivity to coexist. 

Ahmad, the protagonist of Mohsen Melliti’s Pantanella. Canto lungo la strada, experiences a 

sense of estrangement similar to Salah’s while spending the day in Rome’s historic center. 

Exhausted by months of homelessness and underemployment, Ahmad allows himself to relax 

with a coffee in a well-appointed tourist trap on Via del Corso. “Behind the bar window, 

removed from the noise and the movement, he watched the street and admired the people with 

joy and serenity, smiling.”37 Inside the bar, Ahmad is able to distance himself from his usual 

pattern of interaction with the city—one defined almost entirely by his undocumented status 

and precarious living conditions—and step into another map. He spends the rest of the day in 

the company of two Dutch college students, performing tourism and thereby experiencing a 

parallel version of Rome that is usually closed to him.  

Jennifer Burns notes that “simply taking on an alternative role, that of visitor rather than 

migrant, seems to open him up to spaces in the city that were previously off limits. His attitude 

                                                                                                                                                       
tram. Per tutti gli arabi, un richiamo è rappresentato dal Centro islamico di Piazza Ungheria, popolatissimo 
soprattutto il venerdì. Mentre noi tunisini ci muoviamo fra i bar di piazza Esedra e quelli di piazza dei 
Cinquecento. È un’autentica topografia di secondo livello, questa, una sorta di circuito underground alla luce 
del sole, con le sue regole, e i suoi confini ben definiti.” Methnani, Immigrato, 57. 

37 “Dietro la vetrina del bar, lontano dal rumore e del movement, guardava la strada e ammirava la 
gente con gioia e serenità, sorridendo.” Melitti, Pantanella, 95. 
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and the company he is in appear to neutralize color and the prohibitions that tacitly accompany 

it in the social context of Rome.”38 In performing tourism, Ahmad gains greater access to the 

city; he is allowed to walk, however temporarily, in a socially-sanctioned map.  

These early novels all examine the complex negotiations between subject and space in 

cities that seek to limit the presence and the rights of minority populations. The alienation that 

these authors describe recalls Sayad’s double absence: to be fully present in the city is to deny or 

suppress subjectivity; inhabiting subjectivity precludes fully inhabiting the space of the city. 

These authors do not need maps that delineate the physical shape or the cultural contours of the 

city. The maps they begin to sketch in writing are maps that make visible the kinds of 

encounters that can lead to belonging—a belonging capable of accommodating the absences and 

exigencies of fragmentary subjectivity. 

 

Conclus ion:  Re-mapping and Re-te l l ing Rome 

Igiaba Scego’s La mia casa è dove sono proposes a resolution of sorts to the problems 

explored by Khouma, Methnani, and Melliti. Her memoir is, in many respects, a literary re-

mapping of her native Rome. Each chapter bears the name of a place in the city where her lived 

experience intersects with diverse narratives of italianità. An unassuming piazza near her home 

was once held the Obelisk of Axum, stolen by Fascist troops and returned to Ethiopia in 2002. 

The current emptiness of the space, and the erasure it represents, are a source of profound 

anxiety: “Every time I go by Piazza di Porta Capena I feel the fear of oblivion.”39 In Stadio 

Olimpico, a monument to Fascist ideals of masculinity and conquest, Scego sees moments that 

subvert those ideals: the 1960 Olympic world record set by Abebe Bichila, the Ethiopian 

                                                
38 Burns, “Provisional Constructions,” 368. 
39 “Ogni volta che passo da piazza di Porta Capena ho paura dell’oblio.” Scego, La mia casa, 91. 
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distance runner who famously competed barefoot; and the 1987 World Championship medal 

won by Abdi Bile in the 1500 meter dash—to date the only Somalian to ever place in an 

international sporting competition.40 

Scego’s project is openly pedagogical, and she often writes in the second person plural, 

addressing an explicitly Italian audience. As she recounts her life, she guides readers through a 

familiar space, slowly overturning preconceptions and revealing alternative histories. At several 

points she refers to her writing as “my map,” and challenges readers to navigate the text as they 

would “a route.”41 She acknowledges that her Rome will be an uncanny landscape for many 

Italian readers. By framing her own writing as a map, she offers her experience as a kind of 

socio-spatial key: if they adopt her perspective, Italian readers may re-orient themselves within a 

context that is at once recognizable, and newly unfamiliar. “It’s not a coherent map,” she warns. 

“It’s Rome, but also Mogadishu. It’s Igiaba, but it’s also all of you.”42 

Scego writes that she learned the practice of re-mapping from her mother, who was 

displaced several times over the course of her life. Newly arrived in Rome in the late 1960s, 

Scego notes that “For the third time, mamma had to remap her life.” Then, as through 

anticipating objections from her readers, she insists: “Yes, remap. Not rebuild, or renew, but 

remap. She had to set down a new personal geography. New lines, new margins, different 

curves. The space around her was changing yet again.”43 Displacement illuminates the 

unconscious processes wherein the subject inscribes herself into and onto a spatial context. And, 

                                                
40 Scego, La mia casa, 124. 
41 Ibid., 159. 
42 “Non è una mappa coerente. È Roma, ma anche Mogadiscio. È Igiaba, ma siete anche voi.” Ibid., 

160. 
43 “Per la terza volta mamma ha dovuto rimappare la sua vita. Si, rimmappare. Non ricostruire, non 

rinnovare, ma rimappare. Tracciare su una nuova personale geografia. Doveva tracciare nuove linee, nuovi 
margini, altre parabole. Lo spazio intorno stava cambiando ancora una volta.” Ibid., 58-59. 
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once again, narrating precariousness reveals potentiality. 

In her opening chapter, “The Drawing, or the Land that Isn’t There” Scego outlines the 

genesis of her autobiographical cartography.44 At a family reunion in London, childhood 

reminiscences of Mogadishu turn into a heated debate about the layout of the city center. Before 

long, the family is hard at work on an improvised map of the city they knew as children. They 

are aware that nearly all of the landmarks they sketch—the monuments, cinemas, restaurants, 

and schools—have been destroyed, that the Mogadishu of their map has been dead for nearly 

twenty years. When one of Scego’s nephews asks if the city on the map is “hers”, she is unsure 

of how to respond. Raised in Rome, with frequent visits to Mogadishu until the outbreak of civil 

war in 1991, she feels a tie to both cities. Her mother, a consummate re-mapper, steps in, 

insisting that the map is not complete: “You have to complete the map. You’re what’s missing 

from it.” Scego returns to Rome with the map and, months later, finally determines how to place 

herself within it. She begins by claiming a place in Mogadishu, despite her status as a child of the 

diaspora:  

I wasn’t born in those streets. I didn’t grow up there. Those streets didn’t lead me 

to my first kiss. They never disappointed me. And yet I felt that they were mine, 

those streets. I had walked them, and I had a claim on them too […] I claimed 

that map forcefully, just as one day I will claim my last day on earth. It was mine 

as much as it was theirs, that lost Mogadishu. It was mine, mine, mine.45  

Her assertion of ownership reveals a fundamental truth about belonging: it is not enough to 

                                                
44 “Il disegno ovvero la terra che non c’è,” Scego, La mia casa, 31. 
45 “‘Devi completare la mappa. Manchi tu lì dentro.’ […]In quelle strade non sono nata. Non sono 

cresciuta. Non mi hanno dato il primo bacio. Non mi hanno deluso profondamente. Eppure le sentivo mie, 
quelle strade. Le avevo percorso anch’io e le rivendicavo […] rivendicavo quella mappa con forza, come 
rivendicherò il mio ultimo giorno di vita. Era mia come loro, quella Mogadiscio perduta. Era mia, mia, mia.” 
Ibid., 33. 
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belong to a city—the city must also belong to you. Having established her place in Somalia, she 

then puzzles over how to incorporate her life in Italy into the map of murdered Mogadishu:  

It is here that the post-its—purchased from Mrs. Cho down the street who sells 

everything for one euro—came on the scene. I didn’t want a piece of paper: I 

want something temporary and removable. Post-its seemed like the perfect 

solution. I took an orange one. It’s a warm color, welcoming, it brings good luck. 

Its ideal for starting an adventure. On it, in large block letters, I wrote: ROME.46 

She continues, affixing post-its atop the map, writing the names of Roman “neighborhoods, 

piazzas, monuments,” and super-imposing them onto her family’s remembered topography of 

Mogadishu with an organizational strategy that ranges from the geographical to the sentimental: 

“Then I, a person who can’t draw, tried to sketch out my memories. I worked for hours. I traced 

lines, silhouettes, shadows. I cut up newspapers. I wrote out names.” When she has finished, she 

surveys her results and finds a colorful, cartographically incomprehensible chaos: “It was like a 

child’s drawing […] it was unpresentable. But the map was finally complete. Now mamma 

would have nothing to find fault with.”47 

This, then, is the map of Rome that Scego presents to her readers: one that contains all 

the ambiguity of a diasporic existence. The process she undertakes to create the map—

uncovering the contradictions and irruptions that narratives of Italian national history and 

identity seek to repress—is fundamental to the model of belonging and being-together that her 

                                                
46 “Ed è lì che entrarono in scena i post-it comprati dalla signora Cho che vende tutto a 1 euro sotto 

casa. Non volevo un foglio di carta: volevo qualcosa di provvisorio e scomponibile. I post-it mi sembrarono 
perfetti. Ne presi uno arancione. Un colore caldo, accogliente, di buon augurio. Ideale per cominciare 
un’avventura. Ci scrissi sopra in stampatello, molto grande: ‘ROMA.’” Scego, La mia casa, 34. 

47 “Poi, io che non so disegnare, tentai di disegnare i miei ricordi. Lavorai per ore. Tracciai linee, 
sagome, ombre. Ritagliai giornali. Feci scritte. Ne uscì fuori il disegno di una bambina […] Era 
impresentabile. Ma la mappa era finalmente completa. Ora mamma non avrebbe avuto niente da ridire.” Ibid., 
34. 
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memoir proposes. Moreover, she asserts that this narrative re-mapping is a fundamental part of 

italianità.  In the final pages of her memoir, she struggles to define what “being Italian” means to 

her: “I am Italian, but I am also not. I am Somalian, but I am also not. A crossroads. An 

intersection. A mess. A headache. A being condemned to perpetual anxiety. Being Italian for 

me…”48 Scego’s model of belonging is ultimately articulated through writing, a cartography that 

is able to superimpose diverse maps of memory, identity, and community. 

Ultimately, she settles on a line from Karen Blixen’s short story The Cardinal’s First Tale: 

“to the question ‘Who are you?’ the Cardinal replied: ‘I will answer according to a classic rule: I 

will tell a story.’”49 Scego’s citation of Blixen is revealing. She does not remind readers of 

Blixen’s best-selling tales of colonial nostalgia, in which Africa is little more than an exotic 

backdrop for the experiences of a privileged white woman. In a departure from the rest of the 

memoir—in which she often pauses to educate her readers on Italian history and colonialism—

Scego does not stop to explain how authors like Blixen have shaped the way Western audiences 

think about former colonies. Instead, she acknowledges Blixen, and responds according to the 

dictates of the “classic rule.” She tells another kind of story.   

This assertion that story-telling is the only way to adequately respond to questions of 

identity and history proposes a new way of considering italianità. Scego’s model of italianità, like 

her map, will most likely be “unpresentable:” contradictory in the aggregate, morally ambiguous, 

and difficult to follow. Nonetheless, the unpresentable map responds to the precariousness of 

migrant and Italian subjects by allowing multiple subjectivities; it is a map that facilitates 

                                                
48 “Sono italiana, ma anche no. Sono somala, ma anche no. Una crocevia. Uno svincolo. Un casino. 

Un mal di testa. Un essere condannato all’angoscia perenne. Essere italiano per me…” Scego, La mia casa, 
159. 

49 “[Alla] domanda ‘Chi sei?’ il Cardinale ribatteva: ‘Risponderò con una regola classica: racconterò 
una storia.’” Ibid., 159. 
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encounter, but also acknowledges that solidarity requires work. Creating one’s own map allows 

for an initial reconception of belonging and community, but it is not enough: one must also 

work to incorporate the maps of others, to identify the points of encounter where divergent 

paths intersect and overlap.   

In all of the novels discussed in this chapter, writing and narration emerge as the 

privileged processes which allow both migrants and Italians to navigate the precarious 

landscapes of contemporary Italy. The urgency of this project is clear: in a nation struggling to 

adapt in the face of internal change and global uncertainty, the polyvalent map and the 

multivocal narrative reveal the potential to re-think community and belonging. 
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CONCLUSION 

NAVIGATING PRECARIOUSNESS 

 

Precar ious Relat ions :  Violence ,  Dependence and Recogni t ion 

Understanding the systems that enforce and reproduce precariousness today—in Italy 

and elsewhere—is no easy task. The term itself is notoriously hard to pin down: the Oxford 

Dictionary of English Etymology notes that “no word is more unskillfully used than this with its 

derivatives. It is used for uncertain in all its senses; but it only means uncertain, as dependent on 

others.” Common usage, in English and in Italian, conceals the context in which the Latin 

precarius—“obtained by asking or praying”—was adapted to classify certain juridical subjects. 

When the term emerged in the 1640s, it referred to people who were “held through the favor of 

another:” women, children, the disabled, the indentured, and others who could not claim full 

legal or social autonomy.1 Subsequent mutations in usage have elided this dependent association, 

and have obscured the fact that precariousness is a condition that emerges at the intersections of 

human vulnerability and power. Precariousness can only exist within human relationships—it is 

not a state of existential uncertainty, it is a condition we impose on each other. 

Emmanuel Levinas sees this condition expressed in the face-to-face relation, the 

encounter with a vulnerable Other—“widow, orphan, or stranger”—whose expression compels 

us to violent self-assertion, while simultaneously enjoining us not to kill.2 The Other’s face 

“orders and ordains us,” making us viscerally aware of our own potential to enact harm: “the 

                                                
1 See Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology or Piangiani, Vocabolario etimologico della lingua italiana(Bonomi):  

1640s, a legal word, ‘held through the favor of another,’ from Latin precarius ‘obtained by asking or praying,’ 
from prex (genitive precis) ‘entreaty, prayer.’ Notion of ‘dependent on the will of another’ led to extended sense 
‘risky, dangerous, uncertain’ (1680s).” 

2 Emmanuel Levinas, “Peace and Proximity” in Basic Philosophical Writings, ed. Adriaan T. Peperzak, 
Simon Critchley, and Roberto Bernasconi (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 166. 
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face of the Other in its precariousness and defenselessness is for me at once the temptation to 

kill and the call to peace, the ‘You shall not kill.’”3 The face-to-face encounter inspires fear and 

raises the threat of violence, but at the same time it engenders accountability. 

In her reading of Levinas, Judith Butler seizes on two sentence fragments that invoke the 

potential inscribed in these encounters: “the face as the extreme precariousness of the Other. 

Peace as awakeness to the precariousness of the Other.”4 Butler posits that “awakeness” to the 

Other occurs only when we are able to apprehend the meaning of the face’s expression. To 

recognize the Other is to recognize “what is precarious in another life, or rather, the 

precariousness of life itself. This cannot be an awakeness, to use his word, to my own life, and 

then an extrapolation from an understanding of another’s precarious life. It has to be an 

understanding of the precariousness of the Other.”5  

Butler notes that this “awakeness” is rarely achieved, and explores one of the paradoxes 

of the present moment: we encounter more representations of the Other than at any time in 

history, we see more faces than we ever have, and yet these faces do not move us to solidarity or 

accountability. She writes that “we find the assumption that those who gain representation, 

especially self-representation, have a better chance of being humanized.” Nonetheless, these 

representations provoke only superficial identification, a transposition of our own subjectivity 

into an imagined context. Thus, representations of other lives and other faces do not lead us to 

understand precariousness as a shared condition: “it would seem that personification does not 

always humanize.”6   

                                                
3 Emmanuel Lévinas, Ethics and Infinity (Philadelphia: Duquesne University Press, 1985), 95. 
4 Emmanuel Lévinas, “Peace and Proximity” in Basic Philosophical Writings, ed. Adriaan T. Peperzak, 

Simon Critchley, and Roberto Bernasconi (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 166. 
5 Judith Butler, Precarious Life: the Powers of Mourning and Violence (New York: Verso, 2004), 134. 
6 Ibid., 141. 
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Photographs are unlikely to humanize, Butler argues, even though they accurately 

reproduce the features and expressions of their subjects. This is because “the human is not 

represented by the face. Rather, the human is indirectly affirmed in that very disjunction that 

makes representation impossible, and this disjunction is conveyed in the impossible 

representation. For representation to convey the human, then, representation must not only fail, 

but must show it’s failure.”7 She stresses that humanizing through representation is not a matter 

of finding the “right” kinds of images. In order to see the human, and to recognize the essential 

precariousness of all human life, we must understand the way that reality and representation 

intersect: “the reality is not conveyed by what is represented within the image, but through the 

challenge to representation that reality delivers.”8 

Enabling encounters that give rise to solidarity and community (rather than violence and 

dependency), cannot be achieved through self-representation alone—the representation must be 

received with an awareness of its disjunction from reality. In short, we must adopt a new way of 

reading and responding. We must recognize the limited dimensionality of images, narratives, and 

maps, and move beyond an extrapolation of the self onto other subjects or into other 

landscapes. If we do not recognize “the challenge to representation that reality delivers,” we 

remain locked into a way of seeing that recognizes the Other’s precariousness, while 

simultaneously denying our own.  

The challenges of finding a new way to read and respond are many. In previous chapters, 

I have explored many Italian representations of migrant subjects that preclude any “awakeness” 

to a shared precariousness. However, many of the migrant authors discussed here are engaged in 

creating new modes of expression that “show the failure” of traditional narratives and 

                                                
7 Butler, Precarious Life, 144. 
8 Ibid., 146. 
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representations, affirm multi-dimensional and fragmentary subjectivities. In these final pages, I 

will explore the ethical demands that these works make on their readers, and the challenges that 

come with honoring those demands. First, however, it bears repeating that awakeness to shared 

precariousness can only occur through mutual recognition. In Italy today, this recognition is 

hindered by systems that seek to conceal the humanity of migrants, confining them within 

designated spaces and designated categories. These confines are visible in public policy, popular 

culture, and even in the academy; in order to move beyond them, we must first understand how 

they came to be. 

 

Chart ing a Course to  Cit izenship:  Rights ,  Representat ion,  and Belonging  

It may seem counterintuitive to claim that contemporary Italian society is intent on 

denying precarious humanity—as I noted in my introduction, both popular and political culture 

are increasingly concerned with social and economic precarity, and the workers who make up 

the emerging precariat class. While migrant workers are theoretically part of the precariat, the 

discourse of precariousness in Italy often excludes or misrepresents them.  

San Precario, the symbolic figure held up by activist groups as “the patron saint of the 

evicted, the poor, the under-employed, the exploited, the extorted, the contract-less and the 

short-term employee,” carries an awareness of his name’s etymological origins: contingent 

workers are invited to enact the prayer (prex) that defines their status (precarius).9 These prayers, 

be they individual or collective, are a means of cultivating consciousness among the precariat, 

revealing the imbalanced relationships that underpin the neoliberal model. The activist groups 

who organize processions for San Precario acknowledge that migrant workers are a growing part 

                                                
9 See Bonomi ed.,Vocabolario etimologico; Hoad ed., Concise Oxford Dictionary. 
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of the precariat: a website dedicated to the saint insists that he hears prayers “regardless of race 

or ethnicity.”10 

Nonetheless, when it comes time to answer those prayers, San Precario seems to 

privilege the concerns of some devotees over others. The “miracles” attributed to the saint 

include “the attainment of a long-term contract for a young man from Barletta, and the granting 

of disability pay for a Padovan woman.”11 The recipients of San Precario’s grace are both Italian, 

and, more troubling, the grace itself is drawn from existing Italian law. Long-term contracts and 

disability pay are not available to all precarious workers in Italy: migrants with some residency 

permits do not enjoy the same workplace protections as Italians, and undocumented migrants 

enjoy no workplace protections at all. In other words, San Precario only answers the prayers of 

Italian citizens. 

By focusing on labor reforms that benefit only some precarious workers, the struggle 

against socioeconomic precarity reproduces divisive dynamics and further marginalizes migrant 

workers. Demographic and economic trends in contemporary Italy—a country with an aging 

population and an economy dependent on agricultural and industrial labor—suggest that an 

influx of migrant labor is the only way to avoid financial ruin.12 Reserving rights and protection 

for Italian citizens creates a de facto underclass of migrants who perform essential labor, only to 

have their humanity and autonomy denied.   

Italy’s notoriously arduous path to citizenship has been subject to vehement criticism in 

                                                
10 See “I cinque assi della precarietà,” http://kit.sanprecario.info/, accessed July 15, 2015. 
11 “La sua fama crebbe e molti miracoli furono a lui attribuiti. Il più famoso è sicuramente quello dei 

prolungamento all’infinito del contratto di un giovane di Barletta e della concessione di infortunio ad una 
ragazza di Padova, dopo che questa si era ferita durante il lavoro in una cooperativa del nord est.” From “La 
vita di San Precario” http://kit.sanprecario.info/, accessed July 15, 2015.  

12 See Laura Zanfrini, Secondo rapporto sui fabbisogni professionali delle imprese italiane e la politica di 
programmazione dei flussi migratori, Fondazione Ismu, (Milan: Franco Angeli, 2002). 
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the national and international press, and at the time of writing, reform legislation is slowly 

making its way through Parliament. Current citizenship laws were written in the wake of 

widespread Italian emigration in the early 20th century, and advance the tenets of jus sanguinis 

(right conferred by ancestry) rather than jus soli (right conferred by birthplace). Consequently, an 

American who has never visited Italy and does not intend to live there can usually obtain a 

passport in less than a year, provided she can produce documentation of one Italian 

grandparent.13 By contrast, a migrant living in Italy will need to follow all protocols for legal 

immigration, and reside in Italy full-time for at least ten years in order to begin the citizenship 

process, a bureaucratic marathon that can be compromised by any number of factors. Human 

rights organizations have cited Italy for delaying or refusing citizenship due to irregularities in 

visas issued, differing protocols in various ministries, and confusion about the spelling of non-

Italian names.14  

The inaccessibility of Italian citizenship is compounded in the case of second generation 

migrants: a child born in Italy to regularized migrant parents is granted a stay permit that 

remains valid until her eighteenth birthday, provided that her parents’ status does not change 

and that she resides continuously in Italy. Once she reaches legal age, she has one calendar year 

to initiate the citizenship application process. If she does not file the necessary paperwork by her 

nineteenth birthday, she waives her right to citizenship, and is placed in the same legal category 

                                                
13 The time it takes to process citizenship applications varies from consulate to consulate: in 

jurisdictions with relatively few people of Italian descent, applications can be processed in as little as two 
weeks; larger jurisdictions, like the New York Consulate—whose territory 4 million potential Italian 
citizens—recommend allowing at least a year for processing. See “Citizenship Office,” Consulate General of Italy 
in New York, http://www.consnewyork.esteri.it/Templates/PaginaInterna.aspx? NRMODE=Published& 
NRNODEGUID=%7bFC3B20A0-989D-4D9B-BD97-A6D929D71BF6% 7d&NRORIGINALURL=%2f 
Consolato_NewYork%2fMenu%2fI_Servizi%2fPer_i_cittadini%2fCittadinanza%2f&NRCACHEHINT=No
ModifyGuest, accessed July 21, 2015. 

14 See Miriam Anati, “Five Things Italy Needs to Do to Clean Up Its Human Rights Record,” Open 
Society Foundations, February 12, 2014, accessed July 15, 2015. 
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as newly arrived migrants and refugees. As such, she must undergo a hearing to decide if she will 

be granted another stay permit with the possibility of reapplying after ten years, or if she will be 

deported to a country she has never lived in.15  

The Roma face an even greater risk of deportation, in Italy and throughout Europe. In 

2013, the French government found itself under scrutiny when immigration officials arrested 15-

year-old Leonarda Dibrani in front of her high-school classmates, so that she could be deported 

to Kosovo with her family. Her classmates and teachers protested, and the European Union 

threatened sanctions. None were forthcoming, however; a review of the deportation found that 

it was justified under French law. Dibrani’s parents, Kosovar Roma displaced during the 

Yugoslav Wars, were now barred from residency in France because the ethnicity on their 

Yugoslav passports made them citizens of a non-EU member state. Dibrani had grown up in 

France, but she had no residency status: she had been born in Italy, and was therefore stateless.16 

Many of the objections to Dibrani’s deportation centered on the fact that she had been 

arrested while on a school trip. The dramatic scene that her classmates described—officers 

flagging down the school bus, boarding, and forcibly removing Dibrani to a waiting police car—

seemed a clear violation of her right to an education. The protests organized by her classmates 

and teachers were a rare display of solidarity with the Roma, one of France’s smallest and most 

reviled minority populations. Manuel Valls, the French interior minister at the time of the 

Dibrani case, openly supported the mass deportation of Roma families living in France, saying 
                                                

15 The deportation of children born in Italy is uncommon, but not unheard of, and usually occurs 
because of irregularities in either the child or the parents’ records. The protocols for obtaining citizenship and 
remaining “in regola” vary from region to region, and applicants often struggle to find information 
appropriate to their case. See “Scheda sulla legge di accesso alla cittadinanza italiana elaborata dalla Rete G2 – 
Legge n. 91 del 1992,” Legge cittadinanza seconda generazione, http://www.secondegenerazioni.it/legge-
cittadinanza/, accessed July 21, 2015. 

16 Alissa J. Rubin, “France Says Deportation of Roma Girl Was Legal,” New York Times, October 19, 
2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/20/world/europe/france-says-deportation-of-roma-girl-was-
legal.html, accessed July 15, 2015. 
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that “only a minority” could be assimilated, and that “the majority must be returned to the 

borders.”17  

Statements like these are common in Europe (on the left as well as the right), and it is 

easy to imagine similar phrases coming from any number of Italian politicians cited in the 

second chapter of this dissertation. It is less easy to imagine Italian teachers and students 

protesting the deportation of a Roma classmate. This is not to suggest that the French are more 

inclined to solidarity—simply that it is less likely that a 15-year-old Roma girl in Italy would be 

meaningfully included in school activities, or enrolled in school at all.18  

Under Italian law, all children in Italy have a right to a public education, regardless of 

their legal status. In practice, however, migrant and Roma children encounter a number of 

obstacles when they attempt to exercise this right. The schooling of Roma children in Italy has 

always been a contentious issue: the stereotype that the Roma are unwilling to integrate is often 

supported by claims that Roma parents do not want to enroll their children to Italian schools. 

While it is true that Roma children have historically had lower attendance rates than their Italian 

peers, the politicians who cite this trend as an example of “Roma culture” are ignoring the 

material realities of the children they invoke, preferring to reproduce narratives of stubborn 

Roma backwardness. Many Roma children live in camps far from local schools, which they can 

access only through state-run shuttle services that either require them to wake up before dawn in 

order to arrive at school on time, or simply deliver them to school hours after classes have 

started. Disruptions such as these are common, and Roma children are much more likely to fall 

behind in their coursework. This problem is compounded by frequent resettlements, police 

                                                
17 Rubin, “Deportation of Roma Girl.” 
18 European Roma Rights Center, “Il diritto all’istruzione è negato ai Rom in Italia,” in Il paese dei 

campi, 70. 
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raids, and issues in the camps themselves: most camps have limited electricity, and children 

struggle to complete their homework in the evenings. Furthermore, Roma children are subject 

to abuse from classmates and teachers alike, and are disproportionately placed in remedial 

programs.19 Finally, many are pulled from school once they reach adolescence so that they can 

work to support their families financially—something that would not be necessary if the state 

offered anything approaching basic assistance. 

As if these obstacles were not enough, current guidelines for Italian public schools 

mandate an “upper limit” on the enrollment of children who are not citizens of Italy: in a class 

of 30 students, no more than six can be non-citizens.20 This regulation affects migrant children 

as well as Roma children, especially in areas with large minority populations, where children may 

be bussed to distant schools in order to respect the “upper limit” of the local district.21 Given 

that migrants living in Italy are having more children than Italians—though, in fairness, 

everyone is having more children than Italians—current classroom quotas will soon disrupt the 

education of a significant number of schoolchildren. As these children grow, their legal status 

will shape the opportunities they encounter, the decisions they make, and the communities they 

inhabit.  

When Italian journalists cover issues of citizenship and access to public services, they 

often describe the people affected as “immigrants born in Italy” or the even more paradoxical 

                                                
19 ERRC, “Il diritto all’istruzione,” 71-72. 
20 Quotas on the enrollment of non-citizens enjoy bipartisan support in Italy: the right likes the idea 

of maintaining Italian cultural dominance in the classroom, while the left sees the quotas as a way to avoid 
ghettoizing migrant students in special classes. The current quota is part of the Renzi government’s “Buona 
scuola” program, a reform that seeks to improve the integration of non-Italian children in public schools. See 
Salvo Intravaia, “Scuola, gli alunni stranieri sono per la prima volta più di 800mila,” La Repubblica, February 
25, 2015, http://www.repubblica.it/scuola/2015/02/21/news/scuola_alunni_stranieri-107820568/?refresh 
_ce, accessed July 30, 2015.  

21 See Gabriella Bulian, “Adolescenti e bambini immigrati: verso una scuola interculturale?” Progetto 
Melting Pot Europa, January 19, 2008, http://www.meltingpot.org/Adolescenti-e-bambini-immigrati-verso-
una-scuola.html#.VcVrlxNViko, accessed August 1, 2015. 
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“foreigners born in Italy.”22 These phrases are deployed without a hint of irony, and they reveal 

the extent to which the logics of jus sanguinis inform commonly held beliefs about national 

identity and belonging. If a person born and raised in Italy is still considered a foreigner, italianità 

is more racial category than a cultural identity.  

 Political and media discourse in Italy is rife with suggestions of a racialized italianità. 

Press coverage focuses disproportionate attention on migrants from Africa and Asia, giving the 

false impression that immigration in Italy is occurring along clearly visible racial lines.23 In reality, 

more than half of all migrants living in Italy come from other European countries. Likewise, the 

derogatory term extracomunitario—which technically refers to any person born outside the 

“community” of the European Union—is applied almost exclusively to Asian and African 

migrants. The emphasis on racial difference contributes to a sense that migrants in Italy are 

easily identifiable and unequivocally Other, a neatly-defined “them” capable of producing a 

coherent “us.” 

Comprehensive resistance to socioeconomic precarity is impossible within the confines 

of an italianità that can only define itself in opposition to a precarious Other. It is thus vitally 

important to create space for migrant self-representation, in government, in media, and in 

popular culture. The contemporary period is increasingly characterized by migration and 

diaspora, and the people living and creating within those frameworks are the vanguards of a 

global cultural shift that is already underway. Readers in destination societies must learn to 

understand and respond to these works, and to affirm the way they challenge the present reality. 

In order to do this, however, the Western reader must be awake not only to the systems of 

                                                
22 The archives of Italy’s two major dailies, Corriere della sera and La Repubblica, show 151 instances of 

“immigrati nati in Italia” and 146 instances of “stranieri nati in Italia” over the past ten years.  
23 See Pognano and Zanini, Lo sguardo sull’altro. 
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migration and diaspora which shape the author, but also to the systems of Eurocentrism and 

white supremacy which shape the reader. 

 

Reading and Translat ing Ident i ty :  From National  to  Transnat ional  Literatures  

 Italy has never been a particularly literate country, and recent surveys have noted a 

marked decline in reading: in an average year, more than half the population does not read a 

single book.24 This has prompted a barrage of editorials on the decline of Italian literature, many 

of which also predict the slow death of the Italian language. Each year about 20% of books sold 

in Italy are translated from other languages, while only 3% of books written in Italian are 

translated into other languages for publication abroad.25 Publishing houses in Italy have come to 

depend on the work of translators—most of them precarious freelance workers—to 

accommodate an increasingly global literary market.26 This growing reliance on translators is not 

limited to publishing. Italy’s tradition of overdubbing the dialogue of all foreign-language films 

and television programs has led to an increased demand for translation work in these industries 

as well.  

 While in most countries, the globalization of media has exposed people to other 

languages (predominantly English), Italy remains walled off in an echo chamber, muting foreign 

voices and replacing them with familiar words and cadences. It is no surprise, perhaps, that Italy 

has one of the lowest rates of multilingualism in Europe. Nonetheless, a change is underway: a 

                                                
24 Ministero dell’Interno – Forum del libro, Rapporto sulla promozione della lettura in Italia (Rome: 

Interior Ministry, 2013), 7. 
25 “Aumentano gli italiani che leggono, ma il mercato continua a calare,” La Repubblica, October 9, 

2013, accessed July 30, 2015, http://www.repubblica.it/cultura/2013/10/09/news/lettura_libri_italia-
68223332/?ref=search. 

26 Lorenzo Castelli, “L’Italia non è un paese per traduttori,” Finzioni Magazine, February 10, 2013, 
accessed August 2, 2015, http://www.finzionimagazine.it/news/attualita-news/litalia-non-e-un-paese-per-
traduttori/. 
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survey from 2012 shows that while most of the population speaks only Italian (and its dialects), 

the majority of people who do speak a second language also speak a third, and often a fourth.27 

Italy is slowly becoming a multilingual society, a fact that is interpreted by some as yet another 

cultural “loss” in the face of demographic change. 

 When we consider the widespread academic and editorial handwringing about the 

decline of Italian language and literature, it is hard to understand the marginalization of migrant 

authors within the academy. A multilingual author who chooses to compose and publish in 

Italian does so in spite of the limited readership and relatively small market, and in so doing 

affirms the value of the language and its literary tradition. Nonetheless, these works have long 

been snubbed by Italian universities: many novels by migrant authors are relegated to 

anthropology or sociology libraries, and treated as testimony or reportage, rather than literature. 

Though this attitude is beginning to change, there are still plenty within the Italian academy who 

hold the view that books written by migrants are not Italian literature, and may not even be 

literature at all. 

 For the purposes of this project, I have examined these works from within the Italian 

context, and have focused on the ways that these authors engage with Italian cultural traditions 

and problematize dominant modes of representation. It is important to note, however, that most 

of the authors discussed here also publish in other languages.28 At present, multilingual or 

transnational authors are often caught in a strange kind of scholarly limbo—their work is 

studied piecemeal, within different national contexts. While it is undoubtedly necessary to 

                                                
27 European Commission, Special Eurobarometer 386: Europeans and Their Languages (Brussels: 

Directorate General for Education and Translation, 2012). 
28 Cristina Ali Farah has written novels and short stories in Somalian, and Amara Lakhous has 

published Arabic versions of several of his novels—a process he refers to as “rewriting” rather than 
translating. 
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understand the way that these narratives and representations are shaped by—and are shaping—

the linguistic traditions they inhabit, scholarship that focuses on one language or culture to the 

exclusion of others is necessarily incomplete.  

 Migrant authors, filmmakers, and artists are engaging with Italy’s cultural traditions, and 

contemporary Italian studies must engage with them. However, all national disciplines, as they 

exist today, are unsure how to navigate the emerging transnational landscape. Understanding the 

dynamics of the present moment will require a unilateral movement across disciplinary and 

linguistic barriers within the academy. It is irrational to think that the Italian context can be fully 

understood without acknowledging the variety of voices, languages, and mediums of expression 

that are beginning to sound across the peninsula. To attend these voices only when they speak in 

Italian is willful deafness.  

 

Navigat ing Narrat ives ,  Remapping Literature and History  

 Scholars of contemporary Italy must find a way to reckon with transnational subjects and 

transnational literatures, but this can not be accomplished through linguistic boundary-crossing 

alone. As Butler notes, meaningful encounter does not arise from “extrapolation,” wherein I 

imagine another’s experience by drawing on my own. Mutual recognition cannot occur when 

precariousness is understood in the relative terms of dependency and domination; it must be 

acknowledged as a shared condition. If readers hope to confront unfamiliar narratives and 

subjects from a place of intellectual awakeness, it will first be necessary to examine the historical 

and literary schema that cloud the vision and limit the potential for recognition. For Italian 

readers and Italian scholars, this means challenging commonly accepted narratives about 

italianità and its history. 
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Italian scholars, from Benedetto Croce to Franco Cassano, have long insisted that Italy 

never truly participated in the European imperialisms and totalitarianisms that shaped the 

twentieth century. According to this somewhat contorted logic, Italian Fascism and colonialism 

were mere “parentheses” in a history largely defined by victimization and exploitation. David 

Ward notes that postwar scholarship that advances “the picture of Italian innocence, victims of 

the world,” has produced “the widely held belief that Italy and Italians were immune from the 

rampant racism of other Western countries such as Great Britain, France, Germany, and the 

United States.”29 The enduring myth of italiani, brava gente—that Italians are possessed of an 

intrinsic morality and generosity—is inseparable from the way that Italians revise and receive 

their own history.  

The narratives exalted in popular and academic representations of Italian history 

emphasize certain movements and events while eliding or erasing others. It goes something like 

this: Renaissance Italy was the birthplace of humanism and modern Western thought, but 

subsequently suffered centuries of colonial oppression by other European powers.30 Then came 

Unification, when the Italian people rose up as one nation, bound by a shared cultural patrimony 

and liberal ideals. Italian Fascism was the result of Italy’s desire to assert its military and 

economic prowess, a political system born of boyish bluster—aggressive, perhaps, but largely 

benevolent.31 Most of the crimes committed by the Fascist regime were due to the pernicious 

influence of Nazifascism, but the Italian people rejected Hitler’s ideology outright: they hid 

                                                
29 See Benedetto Croce, “Chi è fascista?” Il giornale di Napoli, October 29, 1944, 3; “I diritti dell’Italia 

nella vita internazionale solennamente affermati dall’alta parola di Benedetto Croce: un discorso 
fraternamente italiano,” in Pagine politiche (Bari: Laterza, 1944), 97-116. See also Cassano, Il pensiero meridiano; 
Cassano and Fogu, “Il pensiero meridiano oggi.” 

30 See Agnew, “Backward Italy;” Dickie, “Imagined Italies;” Nelson Moe, The View from Vesuvius: 
Italian Culture and the Southern Question (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 

31 See Del Boca, “Premessa” in Italiani brava gente?; Gentile, “The Failed Identity,” in La Grande Italia, 
198-210; Ward, “Old Metaphors.” 
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Italian Jews and took up arms to drive the German invaders out.32 The Italian Republic was 

founded according to the ideals of the Resistance, and the economic boom that followed 

affirmed Italy’s status as a modern and progressive nation.33 Further interference from the 

United States and the U.S.S.R. led to unrest in the years following 1968, and brought about a 

slow decline. Today, Italy once again finds itself victimized by its European neighbors, who 

refuse to offer support against a new kind of invasion: migrants from the global South, who are 

currently testing the limits of the Italian people’s natural hospitality.   

The appeal of this narrative is obvious: it affirms Italy’s global influence and minimizes 

the brutal processes by which that influence was acquired. In recent years, a number of 

seemingly unrelated events have illustrated the widespread acceptance of Italian victimhood 

narratives, while simultaneously revealing the cognitive dissonance required to advance the myth 

of italiani, brava gente. In 2003, Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi was dismissive when asked about 

Italy’s role in the extermination of European Jews, claiming that Mussolini had “never killed 

anyone,” and that the worst the Fascist government had done was to “send people on vacation, 

in internal exile.”34 Subsequent editorial coverage of the ensuing scandal noted that Berlusconi 

had simply parroted a commonly-held view of Italian history, and that many people took issue 

with his characteristically inept wording, rather than the sentiment he was expressing.35 In 2012, 

                                                
32 See Gentile, “A Great but Small Nation,” in La Grande Italia, 279-295;  
33 Ward notes that the “ideals of the Resistance” have been co-opted by every significant political 

movement in postwar Italy, from communism to neofascism to neoliberalism, and that these “ideals” have 
been so diluted that they now broadly invoke a given community’s right to self-defense when threatened by 
external forces. See Ward, “Old Metaphors.” 

34 Gianluca Luzi, “Berlusconi choc su Mussolini,” La Repubblica, September 12, 2003, accessed July 
30, 2015, http://ricerca. repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2003/09/12/berlusconi-choc-su-
mussolini.html. 

35 See Paolo Franchi, “Cavaliere, ripassi un po’ di storia,” Corriere della sera, September 12, 2003, 
accessed August 5, 2015, http:// www.corriere.it/Primo_Piano/Politica/2003/09_Settembre/12/franchi. 
shtml; Curzio Maltese, “Il revisionismo del cavaliere,” La Repubblica, September 18, 2003, accessed August 5, 
2015, http://www. repubblica.it/2003/i/sezioni/politica/berlugiudici2/revisioni/revisioni.html. 
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there was a similarly selective outrage following the revelation that the Lazio region had 

allocated government funds to build a new monument honoring Rodolfo Graziani, a war 

criminal who committed multiple atrocities in Italy and in North Africa, where he was 

responsible for the devastatingly vicious Pacification of Libya and the Yekatit 12 massacre of 

thirty thousand Ethiopians. An editorial in Corriere della sera observes that media coverage of the 

monument largely glossed over Graziani’s acts of genocide in Africa, focusing instead on his 

retaliation against partisan forces while serving as Defense Minister of the Republic of Salò: “it 

boggles the mind to think that, even today, this monument is only controversial because some 

of Graziani’s crimes were committed within ‘our’ history.”36  

Of course, the Pacification of Libya and the Yekatit 12 massacre are Italian history—just 

not the kind of Italian history that is taught in schools, acknowledged by the media, or 

represented in popular culture. These events, and many others, have been largely forgotten, 

rubbed out of collective memory. My aim in this project has been to identify the places where 

the figures and events repressed by italianità reveal themselves; places that throw comforting 

narratives of victimhood and entitlement into crisis, creating the potential for recognition. This 

recognition is not inevitable, nor is it immediate; it is not epiphanic solidarity. As Chambers 

reminds us, “the forgotten do not complete the picture; rather, they query the frame, the pattern, 

the construction and advance what the previous representation failed to register.”37 Many 

authors and filmmakers in Italy are engaged in querying the cultural and historical frames that 

                                                
36 “Ciò che meraviglia è che ancora oggi il nuovo mausoleo venga contestato ricordando le 

responsabilità di Graziani solo dentro la ‘nostra’ storia. Perfino Nicola Zingaretti nel suo blog rinfaccia al 
maresciallo responsabilità soprattutto ‘casalinghe.’” From Gian Antonio Stella, “Quel mausoleo alla crudeltà 
che non fa indignare l’Italia,” Corriere della sera, September 30, 2012, accessed August 5, 2015, http://www. 
corriere.it/politica/12_ settembre_30/mausoleo-crudelta-non-fa-indignare-italia-gian-antonio-stella_ 
310bba88-0ac9-11e2-a8fc-5291cd90e2f2.shtml. 

37 Chambers, Mediterranean Crossings, 59. 
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bolster italianità, as are many scholars of Italian. Interrogating the luoghi comuni (meaning 

conventional wisdom, literally “common places”) of Italian studies is a complex undertaking, 

and one that is urgently necessary. 

This project considers italianità within the context of Italian national identity, and 

consequently focuses on the modern period. However, I would argue that there is another 

category of italianità that informs scholarly identity, and delimits the “common places” of 

academic discourse. While a growing number of scholars are actively questioning the silence that 

blankets certain subjects and mutes certain voices, many of the myths of academic italianità are 

remarkably persistent. Histories of Renaissance Italy that disregard the contributions of the Arab 

World in the study and transmission of classical texts effectively claim ownership of Western 

systems of thought, art, and politics for Italy; they ignore a complex history of translation and 

encounter and advance a neater narrative of East and West.38 By the same token, Italian feminist 

criticism that does not acknowledge the way that the violent objectification of black female 

bodies under colonialism shaped dominant constructions of Italian femininity contributes to the 

enduring culture of violence against women of color in Italy today.39  

My aim here is not to furnish an exhaustive list of the disciplinary mythologies of 

academic italianità. More often than not, the myth grows out of “minor” elisions and “ancillary” 

erasures—the unacknowledged slaves owned by Renaissance luminaries,40 the forgotten child 

                                                
38 Francesca Trivellato offers a comprehensive review of recent scholarship in this emerging field in 

“Renaissance Italy and the Muslim Mediterranean in Recent Historical Work,” The Journal of Modern History 82, 
no. 1 (2010): 127-155. 

39 Dal Lago presents a stark picture of the endemic violence that women of color, in particular 
prostitutes, suffer at the hands of Italian men in Non-persone, 88-9. For an examination of development of 
racialized gender roles, see Gaia Giuliani and Cristina Lombardi-Diop, Bianco e nero: storia dell’identità razziale 
degli italiani (Milan: Mondadori, 2013). 

40 See Iris Irigo, “The Domestic Enemy: the Eastern Slaves in Tuscany in the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Centuries,” Speculum 30, vol. 1 (1955): 321-366. 
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bride of a beloved journalist,41 the countless intellectual apologias that enjoin the reader to look 

past a given text’s racism or misogyny, and to participate in the fiction that literature can be 

meaningfully evaluated without confronting the ideologies it espouses. Scholarship that allows 

the erasures and elisions of italianità to stand unchallenged reproduces the toxic dynamics of 

colonialism, white supremacy, and Eurocentrism—dynamics contingent on boundaries, 

precluding encounter. 

 Mythologies of italianità constrict our gaze, letting us discern only a small part of the 

landscape, and concealing the shared precariousness of the subjects who traverse it. The 

ideologies that advance unified national identities and unified national literatures are no longer 

attuned to reality; they never were. Neatly-defined canons and national literatures have been 

dying since the moment of their conception: they are classifications that distort, shaping the 

reception of a given work and flattening its complexities. Shoring up the walls that define and 

defend Italian culture will only hasten the narrowing of our field of vision. We have backed 

ourselves into a blind alley, and new maps alone will not lead us out. We need new ways of 

navigating that will lead us to encounter, allowing us discern the potential inherent in the 

landscape that stretches before us. 

 

                                                
41 In a 1982 interview broadcast on RAI, celebrated journalist Indro Montanelli described his 

“marriage” to a twelve-year old girl he purchased while he was stationed with the colonial army in Eritrea: 
“she was twelve years old, but please don’t mistake me for [notorious pedophile Gino] Girolimoni. Down 
there, they’re already women at twelve years old. I bought her at Saganeiti along with a horse and a gun, all 
for just 500 lire…She was a sweet little creature, and I kept her in a tucul [hut] with some chickens (Aveva 
dodici anni, ma non mi prendere per un Girolimoni, a dodici anni quelle li’ erano gia’ donne. L’avevo 
comprata a Saganeiti assieme a un cavallo e un fucile, tutto a 500 lire…Era un animalino docile, io le misi su 
un tucul con dei polli.).” See “Intervista a Indro Montanelli RAI 1982,” YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=e_53KvZvTs8& feature=youtu.be&t=1m, accessed August 10, 2015. 
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